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Motto:
It is crucial to approach AIDS as a disease of society, of political economy and
culture - both of which can change – rather than simply as a virus spread by
individuals.
B.G.Schoepf (1991)

The main asset of most poor people is their bodies...at a sudden blow, the body, the
poor person’s greatest and uninsured asset, is devalued or ruined. From being an
asset, at one stroke it becomes a liability that has to be fed, clothed, housed, and
treated. A livelihood is destroyed, and a household made permanently poorer.
R.Chambers (1989)
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FOREWORD

Namibia is one of six countries facing the worst epidemic of HIV/AIDS in the
world. HIV prevalence in the adult population of the Karas Region, the site of the
study, in the southern part of Namibia, was estimated at 19 % in 2004. Since
HIV/AIDS is a fatal sexually transmitted disease, for which there is still no cure,
which kills people in their prime productive and reproductive age, it has many social
and economic implications. The aim of this study is to identify the socio-economic
factors of susceptibility to HIV infection and the determinants of vulnerability to the
impact of HIV/AIDS in Namibia, with a special focus on the marginalized
communities of the Karas region. The research will be concluded by a policy
recommendation based on the findings on how to prevent the spread of the infection
and to mitigate the impact of AIDS. Finally, the study in its entirety should help to
clarify the relationship between the HIV/AIDS epidemic and poverty in Namibia.
The research is driven by the need to analyze the social and economic
determinants and impacts of HIV/AIDS in order to plan and focus the prevention and
mitigation interventions in the area of HIV/AIDS in Namibian marginalized
communities that are struck by the epidemic. Moreover, the research presented here
should contribute to a higher awareness among Czech scholars and decision makers
about HIV/AIDS, which represents one of the biggest developmental and public
health threats in human history and the prevention and mitigation of which was
identified as one of the development priorities of Czech foreign policy.
Because HIV/AIDS is still a relatively unknown disease in the Czech
Republic, the introductory chapter summarizes the information about the disease, its
spread and provides the basic facts about the global epidemic of HIV/AIDS. Chapter
2 reviews the existing literature on the socio-economic impact of HIV/AIDS and
provides the theoretical background for studying the epidemic. As HIV/AIDS, due to
its special nature affects not only the bodies of infected people but also their families,
society and economy, it requires a broad multidisciplinary approach. Therefore
attention is also paid to the conceptualization of HIV/AIDS research. Chapter 3
includes the conceptual framework of the study, including the definition of the
principal research questions, and provides detailed information on the rationale of this
4

research project, the applied methodology and the research design. The following
section, Chapter 4, introduces Namibia and the Karas Region, mainly from a
historical, social and economic point of view. It includes information on the public
health care system in Namibia and a brief summary of existing HIV/AIDS programs
as implemented by the Namibian government. In the Chapter 5, the epidemiology and
demographic impacts of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Namibia are analyzed to provide
necessary background for the following socio-economic research. Chapter 6 presents
findings on the macro-determinants of susceptibility to HIV/AIDS in Namibia, with a
special focus on the role of income inequalities in the spread of the epidemic, while
Chapter 7 summarizes results obtained from the research conducted in the
marginalized communities of the Karas region, studying the factors determining the
spread and impact of the disease at micro-level. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the
conclusions obtained from the research and includes a broader discussion of the
findings, as well as policy recommendations and suggestions for future research.
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I. Chapter
INTRODUCTION: HIV/AIDS INFECTION AND EPIDEMIC

1. 1.

HIV/AIDS INFECTION
AIDS is used as an abbreviation for the Acquired Immune Deficiency

Syndrome. This disease was diagnosed for the first time in the United States in 1981.
A retro-virus which causes the AIDS disease, called HIV (Human Immunodeficiency
Virus), was identified two years later in 1983. While entering the blood system, the
retrovirus attacks T-lymphocytes CD4 (a type of white blood cells), which co-ordinate
the formation of antibodies and the immune system of a human body, and at the same
time the retrovirus changes the DNA structure of the T- lymphocytes. Existing anti
retroviral medicines such as AZT (Azidothymidin) can decelerate a process of
replication of mutated white blood cells. However, they are not able to prevent the
final failure of the immune system.
Figure 1-1

The usual course of HIV/AIDS, from infection to death

(CD4 cells are measured by the number of cells per cubic milliliter of blood, while the viral
load is expressed as the number of copies of HIV counted per milliliter of plasma)
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At the beginning, an HIV infection causes a pyretic illness, lasting between
one to two weeks. After the first acute period lasting for about three months, the
human body produces enough antibodies to temporarily reduce the amount of the
virus in the blood (Figure 1-1). During the next chronic stage infected people may
stay without any symptoms for many years. However, after this period, the number of
antibodies finally begins to drop while the amount of the HIV virus gradually
increases. The patient then suffers for about two years from the so-called AIDSrelated complex, which typically includes high fever, gastroenteritis, weight loss,
lymphadenopathy and weakness. This is later followed by more severe opportunistic
infections finally causing death. The experience in Southern Africa is similar to that in
most African countries:1 the most common opportunistic infections are typically TB
(see Box 1-1), acute pneumonia, herpes infections (especially Herpes zoster), oral and
lung candidiasis, Kaposi’s sarcoma, cancer and other severe bacterial infections.
While in developed countries HIV/AIDS is becoming a chronic disease, due to
antiretroviral treatment and holistic medical care, with which a patient can live for
over ten or twenty years, in the countries of the global South, the span between
infection and death is usually only five to eight years.2
Two major strains of the HIV retrovirus, which differ by virulence and
infection pattern, were identified so far. The HIV-1 strain is responsible for the
majority of infections world-wide and it is the most common type of HIV retrovirus in
Southern Africa. The HIV-2 strain is often diagnosed in West Africa and a smaller
number of cases were also identified in Angola, Mozambique, Zimbabwe and South
Africa. In case of both strains the infection is transmitted by body fluids. People that
have been infected several times are likely to carry more than one strain and develop
AIDS more rapidly than normal because their antibodies are less capable of
combating two strains of HIV. The existence of more than one strain also makes it
harder to develop vaccines, preventive drugs or treatments.
As for means of transmission, the HIV virus can be transmitted by sexual
intercourse (the so-called horizontal transmission), by blood (usually during blood
transfusion or by an intravenous injection) or through the tissue of people infected by
HIV/AIDS. The other possibility of transmission, the so-called vertical transmission,
1
2

Karstaedt A.S. (1992), p.95
Barnett and Whiteside (2000), p.7
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can occur during pregnancy, delivery or breast-feeding when a child is infected by the
virus from his/her HIV positive mother. The virus is not transmitted by drop infection,
by food, sharing of clothes etc. and neither has a transmission of the virus by bloodsucking insects been identified so far.
The four most commonly used serological tests, which can detect HIV
infection during the asymptomatic period of the disease, differ by their reliability,
cost, time and also their demand for qualified personnel and equipment. However,
either due to high costs, reliability or technological requirements none of these tests
can currently be used for widespread testing of the population of countries affected by
the HIV/AIDS pandemic. Nevertheless, a even bigger obstacle of extensive testing is
the huge social stigma related to HIV/AIDS and the high reluctance of people to be
tested for the HIV infection. For these reasons so-called sero-prevalence surveys3 are
the most commonly used tools to estimate the prevalence of the HIV/AIDS infection
in the population. The sero-prevalence surveys are often carried out among pregnant
women and blood donors. For example, in Namibia the sero-prevalence surveys are
carried out every two years on a representative sample of pregnant women since 1992
(see Figure 1-2).
Figure 1-2

HIV prevalence in pregnant women in Namibia
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3

The prevalence of infection in a specific group in a given time.
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Box 1-1 Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis is one of the most common opportunistic infections causing death of people living with
AIDS. TB is caused by bacteria called Mycobacterium tuberculosis. The disease develops in two stages,
the first as a mild, primary infection and the second when tuberculosis develops into an active disease.
However, about 90% of infected people do not develop TB as a disease because their immune
systems effectively contain the bacteria. The other 10% develop the active disease when their
immune systems no longer suppress the bacteria, often as a result of illness, malnutrition or poor
hygiene. TB may attack any of the organs in the body, but the lungs are most frequently affected
and the disease is then diagnosed as pulmonary tuberculosis.

TB bacteria spread themselves as spores in droplets of secretions produced when diseased people
cough or sneeze. Only people who have active pulmonary tuberculosis can infect others, and TB is
thus not transmitted by the 90% of infected people who carry the bacteria as a primary infection.
Tuberculosis can be treated using four drugs taken at the same time over a period of six months.
However, the bacteria may develop resistance to one or more of the drugs, particularly when the
full treatment of all four drugs is not taken simultaneously or when the period of treatment is
interrupted. Incomplete treatments are therefore extremely dangerous in allowing the possibility of
drug-resistant strains of TB to become more widespread. BCG vaccinations are given to newborn
children to prevent TB, but the vaccine does not provide life-long immunity against tuberculosis.

1. 2.

GLOBAL PANDEMIC 4
AIDS is unique in human history due to its rapid spread, its extent and the

depth of its impact. The number of HIV/AIDS infections worldwide has increased
dramatically from the first few cases in the early 1980s. Over 38 million people were
living with HIV in 2003, of which about 5 million became newly infected during
2003 (Figure 1-3). Close to 20 million had already died of AIDS by the year 2003.
3 million people died of AIDS only in 2003.
Young people and women represent the most vulnerable groups of the
population. Young people (15–24 years old) are at greatest risk nowadays, accounting
for half of all new HIV infections worldwide. More than 6000 of them contract the
virus each day. In the early days of the epidemic, men vastly outnumbered women
among people infected with HIV. However, the proportion of females infected by
HIV worldwide grew steadily, until by 2002 about half of all people infected were
women and girls. Currently we are witnessing a ‘feminization’ of the epidemic.
Besides being the majority of those infected in many countries, women and girls are
now bearing the brunt of the epidemic in other ways too: it is they who principally

4

UNAIDS (2004), p.23 - 25
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take care of the sick, and they are the most likely to lose jobs, income and schooling
due to HIV/AIDS.
Figure 1-3

Number of people living with HIV/AIDS by the end of 2003
Eastern Europe
& Central Asia

Western Europe
1.2 – 1.8 million
520 000 – 680 000

North America

790 000 – 1.2
million
Caribbean

350 000 – 590 000

East Asia & Pacific
700 000 – 1.3 million
North Africa & Middle
South
East
470 000 – 730 000 & South-East Asia

Latin America

1.3 – 1.9 million

Sub-Saharan Africa

4.6 – 8.2 million

25.0 – 28.2 million

Australia
& New Zealand

12 000 – 18 000

Total: 34 – 46 million
Source: UNAIDS

Virtually no country in the world remains unaffected by HIV/AIDS. Despite
the fact that effective prevention strategies exist, the number of people living with
HIV continues to rise. Sub-Saharan Africa remains the hardest-hit region, with
extremely high HIV prevalence among pregnant women aged 15–24 reported in a
number of countries. About two-thirds of the people living with HIV/AIDS (25
million) are in Sub-Saharan Africa, of which 3 million became newly infected during
2003. Most people became infected during sexual contact. South and South-East
Asia, where about 6.5 million people with HIV/AIDS live, is the second region most
affected by the pandemic. The HIV epidemic here, largely remains concentrated in
intravenous drug users, men who have sex with men, sex workers, clients of sex
workers and their immediate sexual partners. Diverse epidemics are under way in
Eastern Europe and Central Asia. The main driving force behind epidemics across
these regions is intravenous drug use—an activity that has spread explosively in the
years of turbulent change since the demise of the Soviet regime. A striking feature is
the low age of those infected. More than 80% of HIV-positive people in this region
are under 30 years of age.
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1. 3.

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF HIV/AIDS

1.3.1. Transmission patterns of the HIV/AIDS epidemic
Epidemiologists distinguish three general patterns of HIV/AIDS transmission
based on both, a transmission mechanism and social context.5
Pattern I. A typical way of transmission within Pattern I. is a homosexual
intercourse (typically among men) or the multiple use of infected intravenous
injections among drug addicts. Typically, the majority of the infected are males. From
a geographical point of view, this pattern prevails in the United States, Europe and
Australia. In Southern Africa Pattern I. appeared during the initial stage of the
epidemic in the Republic of South Africa at the beginning of 1980s, when the virus
spread rapidly among the especially white homosexual community in big cities such
as Pretoria, Cape Town and Durban.6 Because these mainly middle class, educated
people were affected early on and have experienced the full force of the epidemic, it is
assumed that it may be the one group among whom the prevalence of HIV has
stabilized and is no longer increasing.
The prevalence of HIV infection among drug addicts is not available.
However, the growing importance of Zambia’s Lusaka, and other big South African
cities, in the illegal international drug trade increases the risk of infection among the
drug addict community in the region.7
Pattern II is characterized by transmission of the virus during heterosexual
intercourse. It is estimated in Southern Africa that 88 % of HIV positive people were
infected during heterosexual intercourse.8 In all Sub-Saharan Africa, and increasingly
also in Latin America and India, Pattern II is clearly the predominant way of the
spread of the infection.
In general, the rate of infection among men and women is the same in the
population. However, the risk of infection is up to five times higher when a person
suffers from other sexually transmitted diseases (typically syphilis or an ulcer
infection) at the same time. This fact is one of the reasons for the high rate of
5

Chin a Mann (1988), p.247
The first patient in South Africa diagnosed with AIDS was a white homosexual in 1982 who was
infected during his stay in the U.S.
7
Webb, D., (1997), p.6
6
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transmission of the virus in Sub-Saharan Africa where the incidence of STDs (sexual
transmitted diseases) in the population is relatively high.
Pattern II is linked with the incidence of a pediatric form of AIDS when a
child is infected either during pregnancy, birth or breast-feeding by his/her HIV
positive mother. On average, without any treatment intervention, one third of children
of HIV positive mothers are also infected by the virus. HIV positive children, born to
infected mothers, represent on average about 10 % of the total HIV/AIDS cases in
Southern African countries.9
In South Africa Patterns I and II developed independently from a sociological
point of view, at the beginning of the epidemic: Pattern I was typical for a white
homosexual minority while Pattern II has spread since the middle of the 1980s among
the heterosexual black population. The first cases of HIV infection among the black
community were diagnosed in South Africa among miners in the Pretoria District. It is
believed that the infection was brought to South Africa by laborers coming from
Central Africa, where the epidemic first started. Because most of the miners were
migrants, either from neighboring countries or from rural areas within South Africa,
living in single-sex hostels without wives or families, they clearly represented a high
risk group. Despite a few surveys demonstrating the prevalence of HIV infection
among mine workers, not enough attention was paid to prevention of the spread of the
virus. Gradually the infection spread from urban to rural areas and also among the
white heterosexual population.
The epidemiological pattern of the spread of the infection from high-risk
groups into a general population, as described above, is typical for any such epidemic,
which is not accompanied by a significant behavior change or treatment intervention.
The critical issue is the so-called reproductive rate of the virus: any virus infection
persists in a population only in a case when an infected person infects at least one
more person. Experience from the countries of Global South (see the case of Namibia
in Figure 1-4) shows that once the disease is established in a given population, the
prevalence of HIV and the incidence of AIDS increase exponentially. Later in the
HIV/AIDS epidemic the rate of increase slows as the proportion of susceptible people
declines and the epidemic changes the demographic structure of the population.10
8

USAID, Bureau for Africa (2001), p.6
USAID, Bureau for Africa (2001), p.5
10
Campbell C.M. and Williams B.G. (1996), p.3
9
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Figure 1-4

The development of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Namibia

Source: Ministry of Health and Social Services

Pattern III has a minimum influence on a spread of the HIV/AIDS epidemic
world-wide. In this case an infection might be transmitted within a limited number of
people, usually by infected needles or blood products in medical facilities. In the early
1980s a mini-epidemic was experienced among hemophiliacs in South Africa, of
whom 39 became infected with HIV (apparently as a result of receiving American
factor VIII concentrate).11 Since that experience blood products in South Africa are
tested for HIV. Despite a limited risk of wide-spread transmission Pattern III can
potentially outgrow into Pattern II under unfavorable conditions.

1.3.2. Geographical patterns of the spread of the HIV/AIDS epidemic
It is assumed that the HIV/AIDS disease has spread into the South African
region from Central Africa (particularly Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda, Burundi – see
Figure 1-5) where the epidemic first started. Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe were
the first countries in the south of the continent to be hit by the HIV epidemic,
followed by the AIDS epidemic, which is culminating now. In a few years time the
epidemic arrived, with the same force in other countries in the region – Botswana,
Namibia, South Africa, Mozambique and others. In 2003 the highest prevalence of
11

Sher R.(1986)
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HIV infection was reported from Swaziland, Botswana, Lesotho and Zimbabwe (see
Table 1-1).12
Figure 1-5

The Spread of the HIV/AIDS Epidemic in Africa 1986 – 2001

20 – 39%

1986

1991

1996

2001

10 – 20%
5 – 10%
1 – 5%
0 – 1%
trend data unavailable
outside region

Source: World Health Organization

Table 1-1
Country

Figures in end of 2003
Adults&
children living
with HIV/AIDS

Swaziland
Botswana
Lesotho
Zimbabwe
South Africa
Namibia
Zambia

220,000
350,000
320,000
1,800,000
5,300,000
210,000
920,000

Persons aged 15 Children under
to 49 years living
14 years
with HIV/AIDS
orphaned by
HIV/AIDS
38.8 %
37.3 %
28.9 %
24.6 %
21.5 %
21.3 %
16.5 %

65,000
120,000
100,000
980,000
1,100,000
57,000
630,000

Deaths due to
AIDS in 2003

17,000
33,000
29,000
170,000
370,000
16,000
89,000

Source: UNAIDS (2004)
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In absolute figures the second highest number of people infected by HIV/AIDS (after South Africa)
currently live in Nigeria (3.6 milion), followed by Zimbabwe, Tanzania (1.6 milion) and Ethiopia
(1.5 milion).
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Despite the similarities in general HIV/AIDS prevalence across the countries
in the region, the individual countries and even regions within these countries differ
by the scale and the course of the epidemic. The differences are caused by the various
levels of urbanization, the different density of transport infrastructure and probably, in
the beginning, also by distance and intensity of the interactions with the countries of
Central Africa.13 Migration patterns are also considered as one of the crucial factors in
explaining the spread of the HIV/AIDS epidemic: particularly the extent and kind of
migration (international versus local), refugee transfers, traveling patterns of the
social elite, as well as the rate of interactions with neighboring countries. Another
important factor is labor migration: in Africa, in general, and in Southern Africa, in
particular, the structure of the labor market (i.e. the concentration of job opportunities
and economic activity in cities, mines etc.) inherited from colonial times often results
in the separation of lives of a household and its family members, which consequently
leads to parallel extramarital sexual relationships and the subsequent spread of the
HIV infection.
The researchers have also found differences between the course of the
epidemic in towns and in rural areas. It follows from the existing findings that the
epidemic in rural areas can be delayed from the epidemic in towns for up to seven
years. The prevalence of infection in towns is perceived to be 1.4 times higher than in
villages (Caldwell (1993)).

13

Webb, D., (1997), p.13
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II. Chapter
LITERATURE REVIEW: SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF
THE HIV/AIDS EPIDEMIC AND METHODOLOGY

The effects of the HIV/AIDS epidemic touch on virtually all aspects of an
affected country’s social, economic, demographic and political development, and thus
HIV/AIDS represents a very complex issue which needs to be addressed from a
multidisciplinary perspective, both at the research level and at the level of practical
interventions. An issue of major concern is a vicious cycle which exists between food
shortages, malnutrition, underdevelopment and AIDS in high-prevalence countries
including Namibia, i.e. a cycle between determinants and impacts of the epidemic. As
James Morris, Executive Director of the World Food Programme described the
situation:1
Throughout the region (high prevalence countries) people are walking a thin tightrope
between life and death. The combination of widespread hunger, chronic poverty and the
HIV/AIDS pandemic is devastating and may soon lead to a catastrophe. Policy failures and
mismanagement have only exacerbated an already serious situation.

It took the virus about two decades to become a major threat to economic and
social development in many countries around the world. The scientific approach to
HIV/AIDS has changed significantly during that time. In the early years, the research
was predominantly concerned with the biomedical and biological aspects of the
epidemic. In Africa, early research on AIDS even considered the context in bioanthropological terms, examining the cultural variables in any given context, seeking
out ‘deviances’ within ‘African’ sexuality to provide a quick and ‘simple’ explanation
for the heterosexual spread of HIV/AIDS on the continent. Later this strain of debate
concentrated more on the potential of various culture-specific, particularly traditional
sexual practices to increase the incidence of HIV transmission.2
It was only later that the social and economic aspects of the epidemic started
featuring in the research agenda. Yet, for a long time the focus in social research
tended to remain on sexual behaviour and issues central in explaining the spread of
1
2

UNAIDS (2004), p.46
Webb (1997), p.30
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HIV, rather than looking at the social and economic impact of the epidemic. The
demand for impact studies from policymakers increased by the end of the 1990s when
it was necessary to provide a rationale both for prevention and mitigation
interventions.
Despite the fact that the syndrome has by now become the most studied
disease in history, there has been no general consensus about a methodological
approach to the epidemic so far. As the aim of this study is the analysis of the socioeconomic dynamic of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in a sub-urban community in Namibia,
the following review of literature will focus on such social and economic research
which makes a contribution to the understanding of the different facets of this
problem. This will include a debate on the conceptualisation of HIV/AIDS and a
review of the work on demographic consequences of the epidemic; social and
economic determinants and impacts of AIDS; and the mechanisms of coping with
serious illness and death. In the last section we will review different methodological
approaches used in studies of socio-economic aspects of HIV/AIDS.

2.1.

CONCEPTUALISATION OF HIV/AIDS
AIDS is unique in human history in its rapid spread, its extent and the depth of

its impact. Thus in high-prevalence countries the epidemic does not represent just a
public health problem but also threatens the development and damages the fabric of
societies. From the methodological point of view it means that research on the
epidemic must comprise a historical, sociological, economic, cultural, political and
anthropological perspective as much as bio-medical, virological and public health
aspects of the disease.
With the spread of the epidemic there is a growing literature focusing on
different facets of the epidemic which are mentioned above (such as for example
impact studies). However, while the specialised studies are important corner stones in
understanding the epidemic, it is crucial to also develop a complex framework of
HIV/AIDS, which can provide guidance for holistic interventions in the field. The
latter strain of research is mainly followed by social epidemiologists. In the following
text we will first discuss a few such epidemiological concepts, before we focus
separately on the demographic, social and economic aspects of the epidemic.

17

Figure 2-1

Conceptualisation of the study themes within HIV/AIDS epidemiology

POLITICAL
ECONOMY/STRUCTURE

CULTURE

INDIVIDUAL

Source: adapated from Schoepf (1991)

As Webb (1997, p.29) states in his book, the complexity of the HIV/AIDS
issue in developing countries, and in Africa in particular, necessitates a certain degree
of conceptualisation in order to define the parameters of the subject and the relative
importance of the factors involved. This does not necessarily imply the formulation of
models as explanatory variables or predictive devices, more the representation of
different variables in relation to one another. Conceptually, the identification of three
areas of study: the social and culture environment, macro-issues such as the political
and economic structures and the humanist ‘life worlds’ of individuals can be
identified from the literature. The interaction of these three conceptual domains can
be represented as a recursive relationship which changes through space and time
(Figure 2-1).3 In simpler terms, following the same reasoning, behavioural patterns
have multilayered determinants, with culture, individual action and socio-political and
economic factors having differing degrees of importance on the spread of disease at
different places at different times.
The problem of the study of such complex interrelationships relates to finding
a middle-ground providing the terms of reference for a holistic approach to the
epidemic, both at the research and practical level. As Webb (1997) points out the
epidemic is an outcome of a complex set of interacting systems fundamentally
polarised by the ‘individual’ and the ‘environment’. While in the theoretical
discussions of the 1980s and 1990s behavioural/bio-medical models4 stressed the
3
4

Schoepf (1991), Webb (1997) p.32
e.g. Udvardy (1988), Packard and Epstein (1991)
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crucial role of the individual as a cultural entity in the explanation of the mechanism
of the spread of the virus, the political economy advocated the relative importance of
structures and macro-processes in which individual behaviour is predetermined. For
example,
HIV transmission cannot be curtailed unless the social conditions facilitating its spread – the
migrant labour system, vulnerable family relationships, low wage work for women – are
transformed. (Jochelson et al. (1990), p.170)
The issues which should be addressed are overcrowding and the housing crisis, migrant
labour and the collapsing family structure, high unemployment rates and a host of similar
politically enforced socioeconomic factors. (Crewe (1992), p.16)

Even though macro-issues such as urbanization, debt crisis and government
policies deepening poverty are undoubtedly factors which influence the course of the
epidemic, it would be dangerous to view them as the determinants of the spread of the
virus. Firstly, this position would discourage individuals from accepting responsibility
for their behaviour and secondly, this approach provides very little guidance in terms
of practical interventions, particularly at the local level. At the same time,
concentration on an individual does not provide a satisfactory explanation of the
epidemic as it omits crucial factors such as the environment, political and economic
processes etc.
More suitable theoretical insight into the individual/structure relationship
within the context of HIV/AIDS brings the structuration theory, developed by the
British sociologist Anthony Giddens5 which encompasses both the individual and the
environment in a single conceptualisation. According to this theory the
individual/structure relationship is continuous and recursive, so there is no theoretical
starting point for a sequence of causally related events. In other words, properties
inherent in a specific environment do not cause a certain behaviour, but influence
behaviour to an extent which is dependent on the individual, and vice versa.
Giddens distinguishes between action which is motivated by the individual,
so-called purposive action, and action which has no motivational cause. The
motivation can be conscious, subconscious or unconscious, and Giddens claims that
the unconscious element is very important. Individuals assess, rationalize and justify
their actions (either to themselves or to others, e.g. family, friends). Accounts for
5

Giddens (1984), Cloke et al. (1991) as quoted in Webb (1997), p. 40 - 44
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action will be affected by both the unintended consequences of action, and the
unacknowledged conditions of action. The unacknowledged conditions are elements
of the environment which are not part of the conscious decision-making process.
Such elements can, for example, be the economic structure of an area, cultural norms,
gender relations of any given context, be it household, community or region. The
unintended consequences of action are seen to feed back into the unacknowledged
conditions of action, in so doing creating the structures contextualising behaviour.
The extent to which people adhere to these influences of the unacknowledged
conditions of action determines the nature of the influences on future occasions.
For example, some ethnic groups may view pre-marital sex as a normal aspect
of adolescent behaviour, while in others there may be much stigma attached (the
unacknowledged conditions of action), even though the two groups share a common
cultural origin. This communal level of acceptability would be interpreted by
adolescents, thus influencing the extent of pre-marital sex, which would either
reinforce the taboo, or conversely, if pre-marital sex over time became a frequent part
of behaviour, would cause the acceptability of the activity to be communally and
societally reassessed. This reassessment would be unconscious, continuous and take
place along age, gender and possibly economic lines.6
Within the Giddens’ conceptual framework culture, defined as a set of cultural
norms, can also be viewed as one of the societal structures, because Giddens
identifies structures in terms of a set of rules and resources. These rules and the
aspect of power associated with the resources constrain the behaviour of individuals
both physically, socially and geographically. In real terms, for example the behaviour
of women would be constrained on one hand by gender relations, as the societal
structure comprising of a set of norms and unwritten rules, and on the other hand by
the resources such as time budgets, limited income-earning and travel opportunities,
and most importantly in relation to HIV/AIDS, lack of negotiating skills or influence
regarding the incidence of some sexual activity, be it protected or otherwise.
Finally, as mentioned earlier, the determinants of the epidemiology of
HIV/AIDS vary across time and space. Geographers and epidemiologists are able to
identify spatial patterns of HIV/AIDS both at the global and local level.7 However,
the problem is the explanation of these variations. Giddens, in order to integrate time
6
7

Webb (1997), p.42
e.g. Mann et al. (1992), Webb (1997), UNAIDS (2004)
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and space concepts into his theoretical framework, introduces the terms integration
and locales. He distinguishes between social integration and system integration.
Social integration is the daily lives of people, through face to face meetings, speech
and direct interaction with each other. Conversely system integration is based on long
distance communication through such institutions as media, and other information
technologies. Giddens argues that social and system integration come together in
particular locales and introduces a term of regionalisation which he defines as the
zoning of time-space in relation to the different forms of interaction. The
regionalisation necessarily occurs at various scales, such as the home, community,
workplace etc. Giddens has not only defined a hierarchy of locales but even refuses
to use the phrases micro and macro; instead insisting on duality.
Webb (1997) uses Giddens’ framework in his HIV/AIDS research to define
‘high risk situations’ which were identified for the first time by Zwi and Cabral
(1991, p.1527). In their research on AIDS prevention Zwi and Cabral characterised
the ‘high risk situation’ by diminished concern about health, increased risk taking,
reduced social concern about sexual activity, and the reduced ability to practice safer
sex. Webb then redefines the ‘high risk situation’ as geographically and socially
determined zones where the capacity of the individual to effectively respond to a
health threat is reduced. This individual’s capacity is dependent upon behavioural
and structural factors, and it is the interplay of these factors, through the actions of
the individual, which result in the extent of high risk behaviour in any given context.
In the following sections we will concentrate on demographic impacts and
social and economic studies of HIV/AIDS. However, the conceptualisation described
above will be incorporated into the methodological framework of the research of the
sub-urban community in southern Namibia, as it provides useful guidelines for
studying the HIV/AIDS processes at the local level.

2.2.

DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACTS OF HIV/AIDS
Because AIDS is still a fatal disease, for which there is still no cure, its most

immediate development impact is on mortality, life expectancy, and population
growth rates. There are three major institutions – the United Nations, the World Bank
and the U.S. Bureau of the Census – who regularly release country-specific
population projections which include the estimates of the demographic impacts of
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AIDS. Although the projections agree on the major trends, there are dramatic
differences in the specific estimates of individual indicators, which are caused mainly
by the different estimates of current adult HIV prevalence and the projection of HIV
prevalence into the future.8 In the following text we will use mainly figures published
by the U.S. Census Bureau9 and we will focus on sub-Saharan Africa.
In a nutshell, at the beginning of the third decade of the global pandemic,
AIDS has reversed gains in life expectancy and improvements in child mortality in
many countries; mortality among the adult population, aged 15-49 years, has
increased manyfold, even in countries with modest epidemics. AIDS is the leading
cause of mortality among adults10 and in sub-Saharan Africa the increase in mortality
due to AIDS is already a significant demographic event, effectively negating earlier
progress made in such key human development indicators as infant mortality and life
expectancy.

2.2.1. Differences by Sex
As the global HIV pandemic is increasingly driven by heterosexual sex,
women are becoming infected at faster rates. Women, and especially young women,
have multiple vulnerabilities to HIV transmission: biological, cultural, social, and
economic. The nature of sexual intercourse alone makes it easier for women to
contract the virus. Male-to-female transmission is estimated to be twice as likely as
female-to-male transmission. Economic dependency on men, a cultural preference for
high fertility, lack of power to negotiate safe sex practices, and lack of access to
information and health care all combine to make it difficult and undesirable for
women to be proactive in safe sex negotiation.11
UNAIDS (2004) estimates that about 57 % of adults living with HIV in subSaharan Africa are women and that new infections among women are increasing,
especially among adolescents. One consequence of a rise in prevalence among women
is the corresponding rise in the spread of HIV through mother to child transmission.
In general, peak HIV prevalence among women occurs at younger ages and generally
at a higher rate than among men (Figure 2-2). This may be evidence of younger
8

Stover (1998), p.2
Haacker (2004a), p.38-39
10
WHO (2004) as quoted in Epstein (2004), p.1
11
Epstein (2004), p.16
9
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women having sexual relations with older men. Many studies from sub-Saharan
Africa show that younger women from poor communities often resort to selling sex in
an effort to support their family or pay their school fees.
Figure 2-2

Adult HIV prevalence by age and sex in Zambia and South Africa
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2.2.2. Mortality
According to UNAIDS statistics in the worst-affected countries of Eastern and
Southern Africa, the probability of a 15-year-old dying before reaching age 60 has
risen dramatically during the last decade. In some countries, up to 60% of today’s 15year-olds will not reach their 60th birthday.12 In the following text we will compare
the adult crude death rate, the infant mortality rate, and the under-5 mortality rate in
the presence of AIDS with a without-AIDS scenario in a few African countries,
especially those neighbouring Namibia.
Figure 2-3

Predicted crude death rates with and without AIDS in selected African
countries in 2005
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Crude death rates. The most direct impact of AIDS is an increase in the
number of deaths in an affected population. As seen in Figure 2-3, because of high
HIV prevalence in sub-Saharan Africa, estimated crude death rates (i.e. the number of
people dying per 1,000 of the population) for 2005 are already considerably higher for
most countries because of AIDS. Especially in the most developed countries of
southern Africa, such as South Africa, Botswana and Namibia, AIDS has dramatically
worsened the situation.
With the HIV epidemic still growing in many countries, and in light of the
long time lag between infection and death, HIV-related mortality is projected to
continue to increase in many affected countries over the coming years. This means
that the adverse impact of HIV/AIDS on society and the economy is likely to worsen.
Adult mortality.13 Moving beyond aggregate mortality rates, one variable that
is particularly relevant for the analysis of the social and economic consequences of
HIV/AIDS is the mortality rate of the adult population between the ages of 15-49
years. This age group is considered to be at their most productive and reproductive
age. It is this population that is involved in at least one and usually all of the following
activities: working, raising a family, and taking care of the elderly people.
Figure 2-4

Predicted adults death as a share of all death in selected African
countries in 2005
without AIDS
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In a population not affected by HIV/AIDS, mortality is slightly higher among
infants under a year old, declines to very low levels throughout adolescence and into
adulthood, and then increases steadily after middle age. However, in many countries
with serious HIV/AIDS epidemics, mortality is the highest at those ages when it
should be the lowest. For 2005, the estimates of the U.S. Census Bureau for highprevalence countries already show a measurable increase in the adult percentage of
death. In Namibia, Botswana and South Africa adults are estimated to account for
over half of all death (Figure 2-4).
While in the absence of AIDS the percentage of all deaths estimated to occur
in adulthood are likely to remain stable. With AIDS mortality, an increase in the adult
percentage of death is projected for many affected countries in the near future. If an
assumed peak in estimated HIV prevalence occurs by 2010, death rates are likely to
remain stable or decrease by 2015, depending on the nature of the epidemic in each
country.14
Infant and child mortality. Unfortunately, because of the AIDS pandemic,
much of the decrease in infant and child mortality seen during the 1980s and 1990s
has disappeared. The fact that women are getting infected, falling ill and dying in the
midst of their reproductive years means an increase in the number of babies born
HIV-positive and dying.
Without the access to prevention of mother-to-child transmission, over 30 %
of all children born to HIV-infected mothers become HIV-positive through the birth
process, or by breastfeeding, in sub-Saharan Africa. For example, in Namibia and
Botswana the U.S. Census Bureau estimates that in 2005 more infants are likely to die
from AIDS than from any other cause (Figure 2-5). Many HIV-infected children
survive past their first birthday only to die before the age of 5. Thus AIDS deaths
among children under 5 are resulting in higher mortality rates in that age group.
Under-5 mortality is estimated to have more than doubled because of AIDS in
Namibia by 2005; in neighbouring Botswana 80 % of deaths among children under 5
are due to AIDS; and 40 % of under-5 mortality in South Africa is caused by AIDS
(Figure 2-5).
13
14

Adults are defined here as persons aged 15-49.
Epstein (2004), p.23
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Figure 2-5

Predicted infant and child mortality in selected African countries in
2005
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Life Expectancy. One of the most shocking markers of the demographic effect
of AIDS mortality is life expectancy at birth, i.e. the estimated average number of
years a person could expect to live if age-specific death rates prevail throughout his or
her life. In developing countries life expectancy was chronically low mainly because
of high infant mortality. Once measures were taken to alleviate the common causes of
infant mortality, life expectancies began to climb. However, now due to AIDS
mortality among adults, life expectancies in many sub-Saharan African countries are
estimated to be cut in half.

Figure 2-6

Predicted life expectancy at birth with and without AIDS in selected
African countries in 2005
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Within less than 10 years, some countries in sub-Saharan Africa are projected to see
life expectancies at birth fall to around 30 years – i.e. levels not seen since the
beginning of the twentieth century. For example, the most developed countries of
southern Africa that would have approached or exceeded life expectancies of 70 years
by 2015 in the absence of AIDS, are instead expected to experience life expectancy to
be 35 years in Botswana, 38.5 years in Namibia and 44.5 years in South Africa
(Figure 2-6).15

2.2.3. Fertility and Population Growth
HIV/AIDS affects fertility rates in different ways. Firstly, fertility tends to be
lower for HIV-infected women than for the uninfected, and the increase in death
among reproductive-age women leads to fewer births. Secondly, as we mentioned
earlier, approximately one-third of children born to HIV-positive mothers are infected
and therefore it is unlikely that they reach childbearing age themselves. Finally, birthrates might be indirectly influenced also by increasing abstinence and condom use and
by lower numbers of sexual partners as a result of potential changes in sexual
behaviour due to AIDS.
However, the population will continue to grow in most of the affected
countries, even though estimated crude death rates are high, because of high fertility
and large numbers of young people. Population growth rates will of course be
significantly lower but only in severely affected countries, such as for example
Botswana. Populations are projected to decline over time according to the U.S.
Bureau of the Census.16

2.2.4. Socioeconomic Aspects of Changes in the Population Structure
In countries with projected negative population growth, AIDS mortality is
likely to produce population pyramids of a pattern never seen before. As mortality
increases among 15 to 49-year-olds, the population structures of countries with a high
prevalence of HIV/AIDS are likely to change from the typical pyramid shape to one
more in the shape of a chimney as it is demonstrated in the example of Botswana
(Figure 2-7). According to Epstein (2004) the socio-economic implications of such a
15

Epstein (2004), p.27
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population chimney are not yet clear, but such a dramatic rise in adult mortality is
sure to have profound and far-reaching effects. Most notable, are the resulting
increase in the number of orphans and other vulnerable children, subsequent changes
in household composition, a decrease in the labour force, and an increase in demand
for and costs of social services.
Projected population with and without AIDS by age and sex in
Botswana in 2020

Age in years

Figure 2-7
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The estimated increase in mortality among adults may bring about a
corresponding increase in the total dependency ratio (i.e. the number of children and
people of retirement age divided by the adult population available to support them).
However, with infant and child mortality also increasing because of transmission from
mother to child, a lower fertility rate for HIV-infected women and a decline in the
number of people reaching retirement age, this increase may not be as dramatic as one
might expect.17 Still the loss of support from an economically active adult can impose
a great financial burden on the remaining members of the household, in addition to
putting a strain on the already weak health and social services systems of the affected
countries, as we will illustrate in the following sections.
What the dependency ratios mask are the increasing numbers of children
affected by AIDS. For example, in sub-Saharan Africa more than 28 % of the total
number of 43 million orphans, were AIDS orphans in 2003. In countries with high
HIV prevalence such as Botswana, Namibia or Zimbabwe, half or up to three-quarters
16
17

Epstein (2004), p.29
Haacker (2004b), p.46
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of all orphans are AIDS orphans. The great impact of AIDS on the orphans and
vulnerable children stems from the fact that this disease often creates double orphans
– if one parent succumbs to AIDS, it is very likely that the other parent will as well.
Frequently, orphans are taken care of by extended family: yet AIDS is also killing
aunts and uncles. As a result, grandparents are raising their grandchildren, or
orphaned children are themselves assuming the role of head of the household, which
of course bring along many economic consequences. These will be discussed later.
Finally, the rise in mortality among adults in their prime productive and
reproductive years has implications for the labour force, and not just as a reduction in
numbers, but also in terms of the structure of the working-age population. This also
means that the pool of more experienced individuals, those who would qualify for
leading positions in society and the economy, shrinks. The research of the impacts of
this process, mainly on the macro-level, is reviewed at the end of this chapter.
In the following section we will concentrate on the socio-economic aspects of
HIV/AIDS, first at the level of individuals, households and community.

2.3.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF HIV/AIDS
In the high-prevalence countries of sub-Saharan Africa, AIDS is a critical

factor for development. In the subsequent text we will focus on two main issues:
•

studying which socio-economic structures are feeding into the epidemic;

•

and reviewing the socio-economic impact of HIV/AIDS.
Loewenson and Whiteside (1997, p.15) identified three important concepts –

susceptibility, vulnerability and risk environment that can be used in looking at how
HIV is spreading and also at its impact. The concept of susceptibility is helpful in
understanding the probability of a society, or group in society, experiencing the
epidemic in a particular environment. In a so-called risk environment, created by a
certain combination of social, economic, political and cultural factors, the
susceptibility of a society, or social group, to infection will be high. Finally,
vulnerability defines the impact of the infection and the epidemic on a society, or a
sub-group in a society.
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2.3.1. Susceptibility
Susceptibility refers to the individual, group, and general social predisposition
to infection,18 i.e. it describes the likelihood of an individual, community, social group
or a whole society experiencing the infection or the epidemic. At the aggregate level,
the more susceptible a society, the more rapidly, and the further, the virus will spread
in that society. In other words, the level of susceptibility will be indicated by two
features: (i) the gradient of the epidemic curve and, (ii) a high actual or projected peak
of the epidemic curve. Figure 2-8 which shows HIV prevalence in sub-Saharan
Africa, can serve as an illustration of both the gradient of the curve and the peak.
Figure 2-8

Epidemic curve for sub-Saharan Africa 1985-2003

Source: UNAIDS/WHO

Table 2-1 summarizes factors that underlie and determine susceptibility to
HIV/AIDS at the individual level. In general, the factors can be divided into: (i) biomedical factors such as the health status of an individual, age, gender, virus type etc.,
(ii) sexual behaviour factors which include the form of intercourse, condom use,
use/absence of foreign substances, knowledge of partner’s HIV status, extent of
alcohol consumption and (iii) socio-economic factors that are perceived risk and
knowledge about HIV/AIDS, social and economic status of an individual and his/her
social and geographical mobility, education etc.

18

Barnett and Whiteside (2000), p.9
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Table 2-1
1.

Factors in Susceptibility to HIV on an Individual Level

BIO-MEDICAL FACTORS
Virus type
Viral load (disease stage)
Gender
Age of the person
Presence of STDs
Male circumcision
Presence of tuberculosis

2.

SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR FACTORS
Type and frequency of intercourse (e.g. anal, during menses, oral etc.)
Use of condoms
Use of spermicides
Use of vaginal desiccants
Communication about and knowledge of partner’s HIV status
Extent of alcohol consumption
Communication about sexual practices
Number of sexual partners/ rate of partner change
Number of concurrent partners

3.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC FACTORS
Perceived risks of HIV
Knowledge and information about HIV/AIDS of an individual
Relative wealth or poverty
Relative influence of an individual regarding the incidence of some sexual activity
Education of individual
Mobility

Source: adapted from Loewenson and Whiteside (1997), Buve et al. (1994), Loewenson (1996)

There are many studies that have analysed the socio-economic and selected
bio-medical and sexual behavioural correlates of HIV infection at different scale and
in various settings (for example Barongo and others (1992), Serwadda and others
(1992), Kirunga and Ntozi (1997), Seeley and others (1994)). However, it is very
difficult to generalize the results of these studies because the stage of the epidemic,
culture, geographical settings and other environmental factors significantly influence
the susceptibility to infection. Another problem is caused by the fact that most studies
had to rely on self-reported data on sexual behaviour, which seriously influence the
reliability of the data.
In general, the socio-economic studies confirm the results of demographic
research that the most affected group are people in middle age, between 20 and 40
years.19 As for sex, various studies report different ratios between infected men and
women. It corresponds with the results of demographic studies, which found that the
ratio between HIV-positive men and women is changing with the time and the stage
19

e.g. Kirunga, Ntozi (1997), Foster (1996)
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of the epidemic. With regard to the other parameters, the results also differ according
to the stage of the epidemic as well as the place where the research was conducted.
The results from the studies carried out during the earlier phases of the epidemic tend
to support the hypothesis that, in the general population of many developing
countries, HIV infection tends to be associated with higher socio-economic status for
both men and women before it spreads to a general population.20
Some earlier studies also identified a positive relationship between the level of
education and sero-positivity. For example, Kirunga and Ntozi (1997, p.184) argue
that in Uganda education makes individuals more attractive, encourages them to
abandon traditional norms and values and increases their mobility. As a result the
educated people were more exposed to HIV infection at the beginning of the 1990s.
Kirunga and Ntozi found that at the time of research this exposure unfortunately had
not been counterbalanced by condom use, which lead to higher seropositivity of
educated people in comparison to the rest of the studied population. A similar
conclusion also brought a survey, conducted in 1989-91 in 12 countries of subSaharan Africa, Asia and South America, which focused on the socio-economic
correlates of risky sexual behaviour.21 Deheneffe and his colleagues found that
education and age had only a minor effect on male condom use at that time. At the
same time in sub-Saharan Africa and South America educational attainment was
positively associated with the prevalence of non-regular partnerships among men. The
researchers suggested that the effect of higher education on non-marital sex, including
commercial sex, might reflect the higher incomes of better-educated men and the
increased possibility of sustaining and/or accumulating sexual relations and/or the
influence of schooling on sexual values and attitudes.
Filmer’s analysis of the Demographic and Health Survey data from seven
African countries and two countries from Latin America, which were collected five
years later, already gave a different picture. According to this study the probability of
using a condom with a non-regular partner is positively associated with education for
both men and women, which might be one of the results of campaigns focused on the
prevention of HIV and AIDS.
The studies quoted above tend to support the generally accepted hypothesis
that in many countries of sub-Saharan Africa the infection spread from the highly
20
21
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mobile social elite, concentrated mainly in urban areas, to lower income groups. With
the spread of the infection among the general population, poor women, because of the
strategies they adopt to survive, have been exposed increasingly to the risk of the
virus transmission. As, for example, Seeley and his colleagues (1994, p.86) detected
in rural communities of South West Uganda, poor women (usually separated,
divorced or widowed) often adopted an income-generating strategy such as brewing
and selling of alcohol coupled with the provision of sexual services to provide a cash
income.
This way we get to another important issue related to HIV/AIDS
epidemiology. As Webb (1997,p.115) states in his study of HIV/AIDS in southern
Africa, bio-medical and socio-sexual factors affecting HIV transmission are only half
of the equation regarding the HIV epidemiology. The other half can be described as
the perceived motivations for sexual activity. The motivation can be given by peer
pressure, desire for children, physical and/or emotional need, cultural obligation or
rape or by economic need.
A very interesting view on the economic context of HIV risk behaviour in subSaharan Africa brings the research conducted among young people in Cameroon.
Meekers and Calvès (1997, p.361-375) found that African adolescents engage in
various types of relationships to achieve specific goals, including sexual experience
and satisfaction, or marriage or for economic reasons. It is common for young
Cameroonian men to have more than one girlfriend at the same time and, to a
somewhat lesser extent, for young women to have more than one boyfriend. However,
there is usually a strong preference for one of these partners. It follows from the
research that basically all relationships among young Africans have an economic
component, but the size of this component varies greatly, and it may be motivated by
the desire to lead an up-scale lifestyle or by poverty. The following statements from
the Cameroonian research illustrate this point:
Now that I have my child I can no longer go out with a man who does not give me anything.
When you are not going to give me anything, what will my child have to survive? (a single
mother, a seasonal worker, age 22)
Young women who go ‘here and there’ can get to meet important people. They can meet
white men for example he can even pay for her schooling. (a male student, age 25)
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The main advantage of having many girlfriends is money…with many girlfriends you
increase the chance that one of them can help you when you need it. (a male student, age 21)
As far as the material aspect is concerned, one girlfriend is not enough. In case I need some
help, and if one girl cannot help because she has no money, I go to the next one. It is a big
advantage. (a carpenter, age 23)

The economic motivation of a relationship is perhaps most obvious in the case
of the ‘sugar daddy’ relationships of young females with much older wealthy men as
reported from many sub-Saharan countries. Because young females typically get little
economic support from their parents, many of them date ‘sugar daddies’ who help
them with expenses. Going out with a wealthy man can also enhance a woman’s or a
girl’s socio-economic status. However, among others the risk of infections is in that
case increased by the fact that the much older male partners of young African women
tend to be more likely to be HIV-infected than young men. Young men on one hand
complain that women are predominantly interested in the financial aspects of a
relationship but on the other hand many of them admitted that they often go out with
girls who cook for them, or who help them financially. The research conducted on
similar issues in other African countries supports the view, that young people in other
sub-Saharan countries use similar strategies in their relationships.22
It follows from the previous text, that the deteriorating economic conditions
typical of most African countries are likely to further increase the use of premarital
sexual relations with multiple partners as a means of economic support, despite the
already high levels of HIV infection.

2.3.2. Risk Environment
To explain susceptibility to HIV infection at the level of a whole society or
social group we will use a concept of risk environment developed by Loewenson and
Whiteside (1997). They define a risk environment as one where cultural, social,
economic and possibly political factors make it likely that a whole society or a
subgroup or groups of that society will be particularly susceptible to infection. As
they mention, this idea could be summed up crudely, but aptly, by the notion that
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“each society gets the HIV/AIDS epidemic that reflects the particular schisms and
areas of repression by which it is characterised.”
Table 2-2
1.

Factors creating a risk environment

HEALTH FACTORS
HIV prevalence in the community from which sexual partners are drawn
STIs prevalence in the community from which sexual partners are drawn
Social/legal norms on STI management

2.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL FACTORS
Access to information on HIV/AIDS
Attitudes towards condom use
Health-care seeking behaviour
Social and cultural norms and laws
Gender relations and communication about sexual practices
Polygamy and attitudes towards multiple sexual partners and premarital sex
Female social status and roles
Religion
Education

3.

ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL FACTORS
Micro-level
Cost and availability of condoms
Access to and cost of health services (STDs, TB, HIV/AIDS and other)
Livelihood strategies
Crowding, poor diet
Female employment and incomes
Poverty
Labour migration and mobility, trade related movements
Macro-level
National wealth
Income distribution and inequality
Employment levels
Budget allocations to health, human resource development, housing etc.
Urbanisation, rural-urban integration, trade and transport infrastructures and systems
Military/political crises, refugee and military movements
Health/social development infrastructure

Source: adapted from Loewenson and Whiteside (1997), Buve et al. (1994), Loewenson (1996), Webb
(1997)

Table 2-2 summarizes major factors which can make up a risk environment.
The factors can be divided into: (i) health factors such as the prevalence of HIV and
other sexually transmitted infections (STIs) in the population, (ii) social and cultural
factors which include social and cultural norms, gender relations, information on
HIV/AIDS and education in general, attitudes to different sexual practices, female
roles and social status etc. and (iii) economic and political factors which are
comprised of both micro factors (livelihood strategies, poverty, labour migration and
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mobility, urbanization, access and cost of health care etc.) and macro factors (e.g.
national wealth, unemployment, income distribution, budget allocation, rural-urban
integration, military and political crises). It is obvious that the individual factors are
closely inter-related and it is impossible to draw a clear line between cultural, social
and economic influences. In the following review we will concentrate on those socioeconomic factors which are most often studied in the literature and which are relevant
to the explanation of the epidemic in Namibia.

A. Risk Factors in the Micro-Environment
HIV awareness and behavioural change. It follows from the existing research
that general information about the existence of HIV/AIDS has increased dramatically
in countries of sub-Saharan Africa since the beginning of the epidemic. Already
during the first half of 1990s, when Douglas Webb (1997) carried out field work in
northern Namibia and the eastern parts of South Africa, only several respondents had
not heard of AIDS when asked, indicating a very high overall awareness of the
existence of the disease due to information campaigns. Research conducted among
Batswana youth in 2001 also showed similar results. 90 % of young people aged 1524 were aware of HIV and AIDS.23 However, information alone is not enough to
produce sustained behaviour change. For example, a recent study in Zimbabwe found
that many young people who were educated about AIDS and sexually transmitted
infections still did not use a condom during sexual intercourse.24 The above
mentioned research in Botswana also revealed that most young people do not believe
that condoms can be used consistently and researchers found confusion over how HIV
was not transmitted and mixed findings regarding perceptions of personal risk.
Clearly, as a prevention tool, HIV education alone has its limits.25 As Fisher
and Fisher (1992) explain, education is only one of three major determinants of
required behavioural change (see Figure 2-9). An individual must know about the
disease, want to change his or her behaviour, and be in a position that allows for
behavioural change. These factors themselves have varying determinants, making the
knowledge-behavioural change link inconsistent and culturally and sociogeographically specific.
23
24
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Figure 2-9

The information, motivation and behavioural skills model

AIDS risk reduction
INFORMATION

AIDS risk reduction
BEHAVIOURAL/
SOCIAL SKILLS

AIDS PREVENTION
BEHAVIOUR

AIDS risk reduction
MOTIVATION

Source: Fisher and Fisher (1992)

Gender relations and socio-economic status of women. Crucial determinants
of the feasibility of behavioural change are gender relations and the socio-economic
status and role of women in a given society, or social group. The UNAIDS Report on
Global AIDS Epidemic for 2004 summarizes the vulnerability of women to HIV
infection in sub-Saharan Africa:
Nowhere is the epidemic’s ‘feminization’ more apparent than in sub-Saharan Africa…
Several social factors are driving this trend… Gender inequalities in the region make it much
more difficult for African women to negotiate condom use. Furthermore, sexual violence,
which… increases the risk of HIV transmission, is widespread, particularly in the context of
violent conflict. In countries where the general population’s prevalence is high and women’s
social status is low, the risk of HIV infection through sexual violence is high. (UNAIDS
(2004), p.12)

For example, research conducted by Dunkle and colleagues (2004) confirms this
view. Their survey of over a thousand women attending antenatal clinics in a poor
Johannesburg suburb, Soweto, found significantly higher rates of HIV infection in
women who were physically abused, sexually assaulted or dominated by their male
partners. The study also produced evidence that abusive men are more likely than
non-abusers to be HIV-positive.
A number of studies have confirmed a connection between unequal gender
relations, poverty and HIV/AIDS. As Mead Over (1998, p.47) argues, a woman, who
is poor, either absolutely or relatively to men, will find it harder to insist that her sex
25
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partner abstain from sex with other partners or use a condom or take other steps to
protect herself from becoming infected with HIV. Douglas Webb (1997, p.202) based
on his research in South Africa and Namibia, identified three ways in which poverty
and low economic status of women influence HIV/AIDS epidemiology:
•

Women are forced into situations where sex is commoditised. Due to
poverty/economic need and economic dependence upon men, women agree
with the relationships which involve some sort of exchange (money, gifts,
food etc.) in return for sexual favours, either during course of a regular
relationship, or in a more casual liaison, which could also be defined as
prostitution.26

•

Psychological attention to immediate needs diminishes the importance of
illness and even death in the long term. ‘Safe sex’ therefore is considered as
less important in times of economic distress, than in the context of an
economically stable environment, where longer term perspectives can be
viewed with realism.

•

Poverty means that less disposable income is available for the treatment (and
prevention) of health problems, most crucially sexually transmitted infections.

Webb suggests that a mitigation of economic stress and improvement of economic
conditions would bring a necessary change into gender relations and also decrease the
susceptibility of women to HIV infection. As he states, even a small personal income
could do more than simply reduce dependency on the wages of the partner, it could
also boost self-esteem and create a feeling of having some control over circumstances.
Poverty. A comprehensive explanation of the two-way relationship between
HIV/AIDS and poverty is provided by Cohen (1998a)27 in his study Poverty and
HIV/AIDS in Sub-Saharan Africa. He argues that the poor are characterised by weak
endowments of human resources (education, literacy) as well as financial resources,
few marketable skills, and generally poor health, all of which result in low
productivity. These characteristics increase the risk of infection: an example is
untreated sexually transmitted infections (STIs). Inadequate access to health facilities
26

For example within a research conducted by Seeley and her colleagues (1994) in a rural community
in south-west Uganda, two-thirds of interviewed women stated that women have boyfriends for
economic reasons.
27
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in poor communities leads to higher numbers of untreated STIs, which facilitate the
transmission of HIV. The situation in which the poor find themselves in often prompts
them to behave in ways, which increase their chances of infection: migrant labour and
sex work, are examples. As Mead Over (1998, p.41) adds, poor people engage in
more risky behaviour because the number of people who are willing to supply
commercial sex is likely to be greater in such circumstances when alternative
employment is hard to find or poorly paid. Poverty may also make a man more prone
to having multiple casual partners, by preventing him from attracting a wife or by
causing him to leave home in search of work. HIV infection, therefore, is
concentrated in poor communities, and the effects of infections among the poor
impoverish them even further.
Mobility. Another important factor of risk environment which is linked to
poverty is high mobility, which is typical especially for Southern Africa as a result of
migratory labour systems. According to a recent study carried out in South Africa,
HIV prevalence is twice as high among migrant workers (26%) than among nonmigrant workers.28 Poor people from rural areas often migrate to cities where HIV
prevalence is higher, in search of work. Women are often considerably outnumbered
by men in urban settings, and within the job market they have often been relegated to
beer selling and/or commercial sex work.29 Despite the fact that there are various
opinions about the extent to which migrant labour systems influence the spread of
HIV/AIDS, it is possible to agree with Abdool Karim and his colleagues (1992) that
migrant labour is an important facilitator in the epidemic. The mobility facilitates the
spread of the virus from core groups (migrants and prostitutes) to the ‘background’
population (wives, girlfriends and rural sexual networks). This fact also might explain
why the epidemic in rural areas is often delayed from that of towns by a few years.
Closely related to migrant labour, is the issue of the role of transport networks
in providing route-ways for the spread of the virus. The data confirm the positive
relationship between HIV prevalence and proximity to the main roads.26 Trading
posts, truck stops and the inevitable bars attract truck-drivers, migrant workers and the
local community and create high risk environment supporting the transmission of the
virus.
28
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Culture. As was already mentioned in connection with Giddens’ structuration
theory, a very important determinant of an individual’s behaviour and people’s
perception of a risk situation are cultural norms and traditions. Despite the fact that it
is not the aim of this paper to study cultural determinants of the epidemic, in the
following paragraph we will mention a few crucial factors which influence the course
of the epidemic.
Since the beginning of the last century sub-Saharan Africa has experienced an
invasion of a western culture. Colonialism, and in southern Africa the system of
apartheid, significantly changed the fabric of African society and the local culture.
While in the past, for example, relationships between young people were governed by
strong societal norms that often protected them and encouraged children to respect
their elders. Research carried out in Botswana,30 Cameroon,31 Namibia32 and other
African countries revealed that sexual norms had changed over time and parents are
often not able to control their children anymore. For example, young Cameroonians
frequently attributed the high incidence of premarital sexual relations to increased
exposure to Western values through television, movies, novels, magazines and
newspapers, and to peer pressure and a lack of parental control. While on the one
hand, the relaxation of traditional sexual norms supported by political, social and
economic changes increased risk factors in the environment, on the other hand, the
persistence of some other beliefs and perceptions hinders both prevention and impact
mitigation of the epidemic.
A very serious problem related to culture is discrimination and stigmatisation
of people living with HIV/AIDS. According to Porter (2000), stigma refers to the
identification and recognition of a bad or negative characteristic in a person or a group
of persons, and treating such a person with less respect than he or she deserves due to
this characteristic. It follows from the existing research that a so-called ‘double
stigma’ is often attached to HIV/AIDS: the illness carries a stigma of a terminal
disease and at the same time of a sexually transmitted disease. A person suffering
from sexually transmitted diseases is often viewed by others as a deviant individual
taking part in activities which are unnatural, or socially undesirable, such as men
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having sex with men, injecting drugs or prostitution.33 Consequently, such an
individual is often rejected by a family and community, and often even ostracised.
The UNAIDS Global report 2004 states that stigma and concerns about
discrimination constitute a major barrier to people coming forward to have an HIV
test, and directly affect the likelihood of protective behaviours. For example, the
silence around HIV can prevent the use of condoms or can lead to HIV-positive
women breastfeeding their infants for fear of being identified.34
One of the keys to the explanation of the stigma attached to HIV/AIDS relates
to the perception of illness by the community. As Saayman (1991, p.25) explains, in
many African cultures sickness is understood completely in terms of the community:
It is not strictly speaking an individual who falls sick: the sickness of a single member of the
community affects the life force of the total community. In the same way, it is not a disease
that has to be healed, but a community.

On one hand the stigmatisation thus relates to a simple fear of passive infection where
transmission methods are not fully understood. However, on the other hand research
carried out in southern Africa revealed, that even people with a sound knowledge of
the disease tended to discriminate against people infected by HIV/AIDS.27,29 The
discrimination and even excommunication of people living with HIV/AIDS thus
should not be understood simply as an individually perceived ‘protection’ from the
virus, but also as a way of ‘protection’ from some sort of moral contamination
attached to the disease within the community. 35

B. Risk Factors in the Macro-Environment
With a small exaggeration we can state that the HIV/AIDS epidemic entered
sub-Saharan Africa almost unnoticed. The combined effect of macro-processes such
as war and political conflicts, economic crisis and drought, caused that the threat of
HIV infection, although now universally recognised, was not prioritised. During the
first years of the epidemic in the 1980s, and at the beginning of the 1990s, only a very
few interventions were made to hinder the epidemic. Looking back, it is obvious that
the scale, character and timing of the interventions were insufficient in comparison
33
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with the threat which the epidemic has represented. On the other hand, it is necessary
to admit that the huge institutional changes required, such as reform of the health care
system, a mitigation of poverty, a reform of migrant labour flows and changes in
income distribution etc., which could potentially decrease the risks inherent in the
macro-environment, could probably never be made in such a short time and in the
existing political and socio-economic conditions of affected countries in order to
reverse the course of the epidemic.
While the determinants of an individual’s sexual activity are subtle and
complex, it is reasonable to expect that at the aggregate level, political, social and
economic conditions would influence the frequency of risky sexual behaviour and
hence the size of the epidemic. As it follows from Table 2-2 macro-determinants can
be divided into socio-economic factors such as income level and distribution,
unemployment, health and social infrastructure, urbanisation etc., and political factors
which include among others military and political crisis, refugee and military
movements.
Level of income and its distribution. The exploratory analysis carried out by
Over (1998), using national level aggregate data on HIV infection rates from 72
countries, supports the hypothesis that both low income and unequal distribution of
income are strongly associated with high HIV infection rates at the macro-level.
Similar results are presented for example in the papers of Barnett and Whiteside
(1999), Loewenson and Whiteside (1997) and Lugalla (1995). As Mead Over
explains, for any given level of average GNP per capita, the opportunities available to
the poorest will be more attractive in a country where incomes are distributed
relatively equally.36 When alternative employment is poorly paid or hard to find,
which is often the case of countries with high income disparities, poor, unemployed
people will be more likely to engage in behaviour that puts them at greater risk for
contracting HIV, as we already mentioned in the previous text.
If income disparities also reduce access to education for poor people, they may
at the same time reduce their access to information that lowers their risk of infection
and their ability to change their sexual behaviour. Moreover, a resulting larger gap
between male and female literacy is likely to mean fewer conventional job
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opportunities or lower conventional wages for women. Consequently, greater
inequality between the rich and the poor or between men and women seems likely to
increase the bargaining power of men in the upper-income brackets who would like to
purchase commercial sex and thus to augment the demand for, as well as the supply
of, commercial sex.37
HIV/AIDS and economic development. It follows from existing knowledge of
the epidemic that AIDS is both affected by and affects economic development.
Unfortunately its effect on the spread of infection seems to follow two opposite
directions. On one hand economic growth reduces poverty and unemployment and
enables an increase in health spending. For this reason it is plausible to hypothesise
that economic development reduces the risk of transmission in a given population.38
On the other hand, economic growth may increase the incidence of HIV
infection due to higher incomes. As we mentioned earlier - especially in the initial
stage of the epidemic - the rates of HIV infection have been highest among the elite,
in contrast to other infectious diseases,39 and therefore AIDS cannot be primarily
viewed as a disease of the poor, and thus poverty alleviation, as the only remedy.
Moreover, economic growth may lead to more intensive interactions between people
through migration and immigration which can also increase the risk of infection.40 For
example, a cross-country regression analysis carried out by Over (1998) suggests that
countries with larger immigrant populations tend to have larger AIDS epidemics:
other things being equal, a country in which 5 % of the population is foreign-born can
expect to have an infection rate about 2 percentage points higher than a country with
no foreign-born. Finally, economic development brings people into closer contact
with each other through the related development of the transport infrastructure,
urbanisation, international trade openness etc.,41 which can also potentially support
the transmission of the infection through higher mobility.

Economic reforms. A political debate arose around the impact of economic
reforms, mainly structural adjustment programmes, implemented in many developing
37
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countries in the 1980s and early 1990s, on the spread of the infection. As some
politicians and economists argued, structural adjustment programmes might have
caused or intensified economic recessions and led to an increase in poverty and
consequently to a higher prevalence of HIV. Alternatively, even if they did not lead to
economic recessions, they may have led to greater inequality and thus could increase
susceptibility to transmission. Finally, structural adjustment economic policies, with
their emphasis on fiscal discipline, might cause a decline in government health
expenditures and thus decrease AIDS spending.
Research conducted by Christine Jones (1998), using multivariate regression
analysis across a number of adjusting and non-adjusting countries, proved no
statistically significant effect of structural adjustment on government health spending,
which is a finding consistent with other less rigorous studies. According to this
research, adjustment programmes are not even associated with widespread increases
in poverty. However, because they encourage economic growth and often promote
higher trade openness, they may in fact increase the incidence of HIV infection.
Militarization and conflicts. Military movements, wars and political instability
seem to also be positively associated with the increase of HIV prevalence. In
developing countries military forces are often based near urban centres and consist
almost entirely of unmarried young men and women. It follows from the research of
Mead Over (1998), that militarization itself, i.e. a high number of soldiers in a
country, is positively associated with higher HIV infection rates. This conclusion
confirms the findings of UNAIDS:
Often soldiers and peacekeepers are posted away from their families and communities for
long periods of time, removing them from the social discipline that would normally prevail in
their home communities. During conflict both consensual and non-consensual sexual
encounters tend to increase, and adherence to prevention measures declines…. In general,
estimates suggest that sexually transmitted infections among uniformed services personnel
could be at least twice as high as in the general population. In some countries where HIV has
been present for more than 10 years, armed forces report infection rates of 50–60%.42

As Webb (1997, p.80) explains, during war conflicts and political instability
AIDS prevention understandably is considered to be low priority at both government
and individual level. Short term priorities relating to personal safety, and the welfare
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of relatives, coupled with social disintegration within communities reduce the
capacity of individuals to respond effectively to the health threat represented by
HIV/AIDS.
The interaction of the factors discussed above not only determines the
progression of the epidemic and the level it reaches, but it also has critical
consequences for the impact of the epidemic. In the following text we will now
concentrate on the vulnerability and impact of HIV/AIDS.
2.3.3. Vulnerability and Socio-Economic Impacts
Vulnerability refers to those features of a social and/or economic entity that
make it more or less likely that the excess morbidity and mortality43 associated with
disease will have adverse impacts upon that entity. Thus, households, communities,
and societies will be more or less vulnerable to the impact of increased premature
morbidity and mortality characterising HIV/AIDS.44 Barnett and Whiteside (2000)
define the impact in the context of HIV/AIDS as:
•

A shock to an existing system of livelihood at the national, regional,
communal, or household level, which reduces the levels and expectations of
life and welfare. It may mean the dissolution of the unit and involve the loss of
individuals from poverty-related causes rather than as a direct result of
HIV/AIDS illness or death.

•

A slow but complex set of changes to a social and economic system,
attributable to the effects of an identifiable set of causes, i.e. in the case of
HIV/AIDS to the effects of increased illness and death associated with the
disease.
Vulnerability and impact occur at various levels in society, from the micro

(household and individual) to the macro (national) levels. First, we will start with a
review of socio-economic impacts on the level of individuals and households and later
we will continue with the discussion of macro-impacts.
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A. Impacts on households and individuals
HIV infects the individual, but individuals rarely live in isolation. The illness
and death of individuals affects the various institutions to which they belong. The
household is one such institution and possibly the worst affected by HIV/AIDS.
Table 2-3

Household Impacts of HIV/AIDS
ILLNESS

Production and
earnings

Reduced productivity
of affected person

DEATH

LONG-TERM
CONSEQUENCES

Lost income of
deceased member

Reallocation of land
and labour

Funeral costs

Changes in type and
amount of
consumption and
investment

Reallocation of labour
Reduction or loss of
income

Consumption and
investment

Medical costs of
treatment
Dissavings

Receipt of transfers
Payment of legal fees

Change in
consumption and
invetsment
Receipt of transfers

Household health
and composition

Changes in allocation
of time to care giving
and health
maintenance

Loss of household
member
Grief of survivors

Dependency of ill
person on care-givers

Dissolution or
reconstitution of
households
Migration
Deterioration of health
status of survivors

Source: adapted from Over et al. (1990)

There are three phases in household impact: the illness, the death, and the
long-term consequences of AIDS morbidity and mortality.45 HIV-positive people, as
they become ill, are becoming less productive, having to work less or give up their
jobs or becoming unable to fulfil many of their other obligations in their families and
communities. Because these people are at the same time consumers, family members,
producers, and community members, the impact of the disease will also have a
number of economic effects.46 HIV/AIDS will cause a loss of income of the HIV-
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positive household member and will gradually affect his/her whole household by
placing various direct and indirect costs.47
An overview of the major social and economic impacts of HIV/AIDS at the
household level is provided in Table 2-3. In subsequent pages we will concentrate on
some of the impacts in more detail.
Supply of labour. AIDS forces individuals suffering from AIDS-related
opportunistic diseases within households, to cut back on the number of hours that they
work.48 As the disease progresses, the number of hours lost increases. Infected
individuals have also been found to attach less importance to work, which may
enforce the loss of labour in affected households. Yet, it is not only the infected
persons that are forced to sacrifice time. AIDS morbidity and mortality cause changes
in the division of labour within individual households. The coping strategies which
households employ to mitigate these impacts will be discussed later.
AIDS deaths, which follow on AIDS morbidity, lead to a more permanent
cutback in the labour supply of affected households, decreasing the future earning
potential of the household.49 Impact studies usually try to quantify this loss in terms of
differences in household size, household structure and dependency ratios, which
reflect changes in the composition of affected households. Since HIV/AIDS primarily
effects the economically active population one would expect to find an increasing
number of households headed by females, by the elderly, or that consist of children
only, and thus cause the dependency ratio in affected households to increase as the
epidemic takes its toll. The available evidence from household impact studies usually
supports this hypothesis. Foster (1996) for example, predicted that in the Monze
district in Zambia the loss of a member with HIV would cause a rise in the average
household’s dependency ratio of 16 to 17 %. Also, a study in the Rakai district in
Uganda proved that the death of an HIV-positive adult leads to an increase in the
dependency ratio, in other words, there were a higher number of households where
children and the elderly had less support from economically active adults following
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AIDS death.50 At the same time an increase in the number of female-headed
households was observed.51
Yet, some studies have reported a decrease in the number of dependents in
households affected by AIDS deaths.52 As we will see later, this may be due to the
fact that orphaned children in particular, are taken up in other households so as to
cope with the impact of an adult death.
Income. The loss of labour supply brought about by AIDS causes household
income to decline. The available evidence from household impact studies confirms a
substantial effect of AIDS mortality on household income.53 For example, Pitayanon
and his colleagues (1997, p.68) found that 52 % of studied Thai rural households
affected by AIDS-related death, which were engaged in family production, lost almost
50 % of their production due to a smaller supply of labour, leading to about a 47 %
loss in household income. According to the same study, the average yearly income of
the households experiencing an HIV/AIDS death was only 53 % of the income of the
households that had not experienced a death, and the loss was higher than in the case
of death from other causes.
Apart from AIDS death, household income is also affected by AIDS
morbidity. As mentioned earlier, there is substantial evidence that both time at work
and productivity decline well before a worker dies or retires because of ill health. If
the worker is self-employed or is paid according to his or her productivity, income
declines immediately as the worker’s health (and thus productivity) starts to
deteriorate. If instead, the worker receives a fixed salary (as is typical in the public
sector and parts of the private formal sector), the income loss is not directly tied to the
decline in productivity, and, as absenteeism increases, the loss is mitigated through
sick leave and, possibly, a disability pension.54
The household’s living standard also deteriorates as other household members
have to reallocate time from other productive activities (not necessarily income-
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generating) in order to care for a sick relative. Most of the care-givers are women who
usually have to take time off mainly from housework and gardening.55
Expenditures. AIDS morbidity and mortality cause a substantial share of the
average income of affected households to be taken up by expenses on medical care
and funerals. According to the World Bank (1999) families often spend even more on
funerals and memorials than on medical care. Available findings from an AIDS
impact study from Uganda, for example, reveal that rural households with AIDS
patients spent up to a third of their annual cash income on the monthly medical care of
the sick person or on a single funeral.56 Steinberg and his colleagues (2002) state that,
on average, AIDS care-related expenses can absorb one-third of a household’s
monthly income. In comparison to the medical costs related to non-HIV/AIDS-related
causes of death, household medical expenses tend to be higher for AIDS.57
A drop in household income caused by AIDS morbidity and mortality also
results in changes in the aggregate level of expenditures. In affected households,
aggregate levels of expenditure will increase initially as households need to spend
more on medical care and funerals. The household members will use different coping
strategies to cover these expenditures, as will be discussed later. However, AIDSrelated changes in the level and pattern of household expenditure often have wider
impacts. The decline in expenditure on food and other basic needs caused by higher
medical expenses may negatively affect the nutritional status of household members.
Research in Zambia, for example, has indicated that the labour loss resulting from
AIDS deaths is particularly critical in rural areas, with deaths often resulting in
increased food insecurity.58
Children and the elderly are particularly vulnerable to cutbacks on expenditure
on food. For example, Lundberg and Over (2000) found that stunting amongst AIDS
orphans was higher than amongst other children in the Kagera district in Tanzania. In
case of substantial reductions in the nutritional status of children, infant and child
mortality could even increase in affected households.59
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Poverty. The available evidence from household impact studies leads to the
conclusion that poverty is likely to deepen as the epidemic takes its course as a result
of the socio-economic impact of HIV/AIDS on households. Booysen and Arntz
(2001, p.27) describe a vicious cycle of poverty and HIV/AIDS in which affected
households are caught up:
As adult members of the household become ill and are forced to give up their jobs, household
income will fall. To cope with the change in income and the need to spend more on health
care, children are often taken from school to assist in caring for the sick or to work so as to
contribute to household income. Because expenditure on food comes under pressure,
malnutrition often results, while access to other basic needs such as health care, housing and
sanitation also comes under threat. Consequently, the opportunities for children for their
physical and mental development are impaired. This acts to further reduce the resistance of
household members and children (particularly those that may also be infected) to
opportunistic infections, given lower levels of immunity and knowledge, which in turn leads
to increased mortality.

The impacts of AIDS are distributed unevenly across individuals and
households. As a result, vulnerable, resource-poor households whose heads are less
educated are in a worse position than others to cope with the illness and death of a
household member. This hypothesis is supported by a number of impact studies from
many developing countries.60 Households headed by AIDS widows seem to be
particularly vulnerable, because women have limited economic opportunities and
traditional norms and customs may see them cut off from their extended family and
denied access to an inheritance.57
Households adopt various coping strategies and employ certain support
mechanisms to mitigate the impacts of AIDS morbidity and mortality. In the
subsequent pages we will review household and community responses to the
epidemic, with a special focus on developing countries.
Table 2-4 illustrates household’s options with regards to loss management,
which are divided into three stages corresponding to the different periods of distress.
With regard to the aims of employed strategies, household coping mechanisms can be
broken into three basic categories:61
60
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•

strategies aimed at improving food security;

•

strategies aimed at raising and supplementing income so as to maintain
household expenditure patterns;

•

and strategies aimed at alleviating the loss of labour.

Table 2-4

The three stages of loss management

STAGE
1. Reversible
mechanisms and
disposal of selfinsuring assets

LOSS-MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Seeking wage labor or migrating to find work
Switching to producing low-maintenance subsitence food crops (which
are usually less nutritious)
Liquidating saving accounts or stores of value such as jewelry or
livestock
Tapping obligations from extended family or community members
Soliciting family or marriage remittances
Borrowing from informal or formal sources of credit
Reducing consumption
Decreasing spending on education, non-urgent health care, or other
human capital investments

2. Disposal of
productive assets

Selling land, equipment, or tools
Borrowing at exorbitant interest rates
Further reducing consumption, education, or health expenditures
Reducing amount of land farmed and types of crops produced

3. Destitution

Depending on charity
Breaking up household
Distress migration

Source: Donahue (1998), p.6-7

The first strategy aimed at improving food security refers to reducing
consumption of food and beverages, substitution with cheaper alternatives, or relying
on wild foods and begging.62 This strategy is usually followed by households that had
few, or no, resources to fall back on to cover extra expenses related to AIDS.63
A less radical option is the attempt to maintain expenditure pattern. A longterm study carried out in South Africa, for example, reported that AIDS-affected
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households maintain food, health and rent expenses by reducing spending on clothing
and education.64 A variety of strategies which are employed to a different extent by
AIDS-affected households all around the world, are described by Pitayanon and his
colleagues (1997) in an example of Thai households in the Chiangmai province.
For households that had accumulated savings, the most natural way to respond
was to use this available resource first. For households that had assets, selling of these
was another way to cushion the household’s rising expenses and falling income.
While the sale of such assets as jewellery had little impact on the household’s welfare,
selling of assets used for family production – land, livestock, and vehicles – which
was often observed, might result in a negative impact on both the current and future
production and income of households. However, despite households’ adjustment and
use of existing resources to cope with the situation, a number of the Thai households
that experienced an HIV/AIDS-related death also had to turn to borrowing as a way
out. The most common source of funds was relatives and informal credit sources such
as money-lenders. Some households also received transfers-in from outside – mainly
from relatives or members of their extended families living away from home. Finally,
a significant number of households received subsidies either from the government, an
employer or charities. The available evidence from household impact studies suggests
that informal sources of financial support are relatively more important in Africa than
in Asia and in developed countries.65
Lastly, households affected by AIDS morbidity and mortality implement
different strategies to alleviate the loss of labour. Using, again, an example of Thai
households, many of them tried to cope by reallocating the time household members
spent on various activities. Most of the reallocation involved other members taking on
more work than previously, to make up for the lost income, reducing the time spent at
work to help the family, needing to find a job or supplementary work, or quitting a job
to help with family chores and to take care of the sick person. A sizeable proportion
of those members affected by this coping strategy were the elderly parents of the
deceased as well as the children living in the household. A small proportion of
households hired substitute labour to replace the ill or deceased person.66
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It is obvious that the role of the family has been paramount in assisting
households affected by illness or death related to AIDS, and the existing literature
largely supports this view. Over time, however, the traditional family-care system
may be undermined, as demands on time and resources increase and as stigma and the
danger of infection force the extended family to shy away from fulfilling their
traditional role. Some impact studies have already found evidence of this increasing,
and often untenable, pressure on extended families, which is often related to the
orphan crisis.67
UNAIDS (2004) reports that 12 million children who have lost one or both
parents to AIDS, currently live in sub-Saharan Africa, and by 2010, this number is
expected to climb to more than 18 million. The majority of these children are socalled double orphans because when one parent is HIV-infected, the probability is
high that the other parent is as well. Orphans are often absorbed by households of
their relatives, but an orphan’s caregivers may also succumb to AIDS, or in the case
of grandparents to other illness, with the result that children may suffer multiple
bereavements. The child’s suffering is often compounded by being separated from his
or her siblings. Furthermore, without the protective environment of their homes,
orphaned children face increased risk of violence, exploitation and abuse. They may
be ill-treated by their guardians, and dispossessed of their inheritance and property.68
Parents’ illness and subsequent death have multiple economic consequences
for their children and society. Desmond and his colleagues (2000, p.14) even consider
orphaning as the direst long-term consequence of the AIDS epidemic. The studies
from Africa and Asia confirm that many AIDS-affected families withdraw children
from school to compensate for labour losses, increased care activities, competing
expenses, or simply because they cannot afford the school fees.69 If the mother is
dying or has died, children, particularly girls, are often needed for household duties.
Research conducted by Steinberg and his team in South Africa revealed that almost
10% of households removed a girl from school (compared with 5% for boys) to care
for an ill HIV-infected family member. In these ways, AIDS reinforces gender
inequities, deepens household poverty, and threatens future generations and a
country’s long-term recovery from the epidemic.
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Community responses. With regard to the devastating impact and the burden
which AIDS morbidity and mortality place on families and households, the attention
turns to communities to support households and individuals struck by HIV/AIDS.
Before we review community responses to the HIV/AIDS epidemic, it is important to
summarize the needs of people living with HIV/AIDS.
In a European study which focused on the assessment of AIDS care and
support services, the following common needs of people suffering from HIV/AIDS
were identified:70
•

access to continued counselling and psychological support at various stages
throughout the illness;

•

participation in decision-making;

•

non-discriminatory, supportive attitudes and care from all professional and
non-professional service providers;

•

strict policies and assurance of confidentiality;

•

advice and advocacy in relation to housing, employment and welfare rights;

•

easy access to social and recreation activities offering a range of support
services;

•

special, locally based residential facilities (other than hospitals) for use at
particular times during the illness;

•

appropriate housing;

•

easy access to assistance with domestic and other practical tasks;

•

specific dietary advice in relation to HIV/AIDS and access to appropriate
meals services/help with preparation of meals;

•

availability of intensive community support when ill; and

•

and services specifically for informal caregivers.
Obviously, in the context of developing countries, the demands of HIV

positive people often concentrate on meeting their basic needs such as provision of
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housing, access to food and health care, provision of home-based care, spiritual and
psychological support and ensuring non-discriminatory attitudes.
Communities have developed different strategies and coping mechanisms to
mitigate the adverse effects of HIV/AIDS and to meet the needs of HIV-positive
people. Table 2-5 summarizes the most common responses. In many communities
affected by the epidemic self-help groups formed either by HIV-positive people or by
their care-givers arose. These groups are involved in the provision of services for
people living with HIV/AIDS (the provision of food, home-based care, psychological
and spiritual support etc.), may act as intermediaries between HIV-positive people
and their relatives, and/or can do prevention. The functioning of such groups can
significantly decrease the burden which HIV/AIDS places on the health care system
and in the conditions of the epidemic can be found an important mechanism in how to
ensure sufficient care to a high number of terminally ill people.
Table 2-5

Community responses towards HIV/AIDS

SUPPORT & MITIGATION
Social support groups
Home-delivered meal
programs
Saving clubs and credit
associations
Self-help groups
Community-based
organizations
Income generating projects

TREATMENT & CARE

CULTURE & NORMS

Patient care including care of
health care professionals,
traditional healers, homebased care, palliative day
care, hospices etc.

Protection of property rights

Psychological and spiritual
support
Child care

Shortening of mourning
period
Changes in funeral practices
Changes in traditional
practices with inherent HIV
risk
Gender-related changes
(multiple partners, care roles)
Reduction of risky sexual
practices

Source: Jackson et al. (1999)

Communities and households around the world, but also within a country, may
differ significantly in the extent to which they are able to respond to the challenges
brought by HIV/AIDS. To explain this variability, Barnett and Whiteside (2000) use
the sociological constructs of civil society, social capital and socially reproductive
labour as the parameters of vulnerability to impacts of HIV/AIDS.
Civil society refers to those social, economic and cultural units that occupy the
space between the household and the state. The organizations of civil society are
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believed to provide the framework within which social and economic development
takes place and they may affect a range of other features of society, including the
response of a society towards the HIV/AIDS epidemic. According to the theory, civil
society is supported by accumulated social capital, which can be defined as a store of
socially reproductive labour. Socially reproductive labour includes the care and
rearing of children (including orphans), the work of women within the informal
sector, provision of physical care and of emotional and social support, work of ritual
specialists and other activities which contribute to the “making of society” and
development of social capital. A society or a social group which have enough social
capital is able to establish organizations/groups supporting people affected by AIDS
and organizing prevention activities, ensure the care of orphans, is able to guarantee
fairness of policies and norms towards property inheritance after the death of people
from AIDS etc. On the other hand, the lack of social capital increases the vulnerability
to the impacts of HIV/AIDS and may lead to the destabilization of a society,
community or a social group.71

B. Impact on the private sector
As was mentioned earlier, people infected by HIV/AIDS and their household
members are involved in production activities and they are also consumers. Therefore,
HIV/AIDS, by increasing morbidity and mortality, may on the one hand increase the
costs of companies, and on the other hand may result in a decrease of demand for the
products of some industries. Based on the survey of existing literature, the following
effects of HIV/AIDS on companies, industries and sectors were identified:72
•

Expenditure on health care costs, funeral costs, and recruitment and training of
replacement of employees increases.

•

Revenue decreases as a result of absenteeism due to illness, provision of care
to persons with HIV/AIDS or funeral attendance as well as time spent on
training.
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•

Labour turnover increases, resulting in a loss of skills, tacit knowledge and
experience, and consequently the declining morale and lower productivity.
Resultant labour replacement will increase production costs.

•

An increased demand for benefits (including insurance cover, retirement
funds, health and safety provisions, medical assistance, testing and counselling
and funeral costs) will lead to increased remuneration costs.

•

The customer/client base is reduced and sales affected.

•

Investment in capital-intensive technology/production is more likely.
In practise, the size of the impacts is largely influenced by the character of

production, character of the workforce and the level of death and disability benefits
provided. The costs will be higher for skilled employees, reflecting the higher costs of
absenteeism and training. At the same time employees with higher qualifications tend
to have higher medical, disability and death-related benefits. Under such
circumstances a company’s expenditure on HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment could
be interpreted as a form of investment. When a company extends or expands health
services benefits to its HIV-positive employees, especially to include the provision of
antiretroviral therapy to its higher-paid staff, it does incur additional costs, but these
expenditures may in time produce savings for the company as the number of
employees contracting the virus is reduced, and as the onset of morbidity and
mortality for those who do become infected is delayed.73
On the other hand, companies who primarily employ casual workers may have
little financial incentive to invest in prevention, because they incur only modest
benefit costs, if any. Training costs for such workers tend to be low and the high
turnover means that most of these workers will have left the company long before
current prevention efforts result in a smaller number of AIDS cases. Furthermore, one
can expect that companies, in order to reduce the costs of medical and death-related
benefits, will prefer to contract out certain tasks and replace permanent employees
(especially low-skilled workers) with fixed-term contract workers or casual labour to
shift the burden to the public health system and households. In South Africa and some
other countries, the existing legislation, with regard to HIV/AIDS in the workplace,
can unintentionally even support such practices: because employers are not allowed to
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dismiss an employee on the grounds of his/her HIV status, and cannot demand an
HIV test prior to the conclusion of the employment contract. Thus the employer might
prefer fixed-term contract workers or casual labourers to reduce the potential impacts
of AIDS.
Another way how to reduce a company’s vulnerability to HIV/AIDS is to
reduce labour-intensive production and to invest in machinery. Case studies of two
multinational companies operating in southern Africa - AngloGold, a leading world
producer of gold, and ABI Limited, a subsidiary of South African Breweries
producing soft drinks – support this view:
AngloGold’s strategy is to reduce its reliance on labour; although its process will remain
labour intensive…At the same time it will increase per capita remuneration to support more
efficient mining techniques in all of its mines. The sharp fall in the number of miners
employed and a high unemployment rate suggest that a ready supply of experienced miners
and new staff is available to replace those retiring due to ill health or any other reason.
(Deutsche Securities, 2000b)
Analysis of ABI Limited found that a critical area for this company is the effect HIV/AIDS
will have on consumers of its product. ABI reduced the proportion of employee expenses to
total costs…thereby moderating the impact of HIV/AIDS. The company has also invested in
increasing the skills level of employee base. Increased productivity and greater mechanisation
in the future should see the impact moderated even further. (Deutsche Securities, 2000a)

Such companies’ efforts to minimise their vulnerability to the impacts of
HIV/AIDS, however, can be disserviceable from the point of view of the society as a
whole: as policies of companies will cause an increase in the number of unemployed,
unskilled people, and support income-disparities, they will in fact increase the
susceptibility of individuals to HIV/AIDS due to the higher risks inherent in the
environment.
As for the size of the impact of HIV/AIDS on the workforce, for example, in
South Africa it was estimated that nearly 25 % of the workforce was HIV-positive by
the beginning of 2001, and HIV prevalence was predicted to increase to 30 % by
2005.74 Despite these high figures, African business leaders often tend to
underestimate the prevalence of HIV/AIDS, or they have reason to believe that the
proportion of infected workers is lower in their companies than the proportion of
infected adults in the general population.75
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An evaluation of the responses to HIV/AIDS in the workplace revealed that
larger companies are more likely to have implemented substantive interventions.
Small companies are less likely to adopt prevention and awareness measures, because
there is a fixed cost involved in developing an HIV/AIDS policy or contracting
HIV/AIDS-related services, and also the impact of HIV/AIDS on a small business is
less predictable.76 However, small businesses and the informal economy are major
sources of employment in many low- and middle-income countries with severe AIDS
epidemics. Almost invariably, workers in the informal economy receive lower
incomes, lack health insurance or access to medical facilities at their workplaces and
there are no AIDS prevention programs where they work. While their livelihoods are
heavily reliant on their labour and skills, they do not have access to the instruments
available in the formal sector to mitigate the impact of HIV/AIDS on their households
(such as medical and death-related benefits). Such a situation, of course, further
increases the susceptibility of lower-income groups to HIV/AIDS.

C. Impact on the public sector
HIV/AIDS affects the public sector in a similar way as private companies
because it disrupts government services by declining efficiency and productivity (due
to sick leaves, attendance of funerals and possibly death of public servants). However,
the implications of HIV/AIDS for the government are in fact much more fundamental.
The governments of affected countries should play a key role in fighting HIV/AIDS
and must formulate and implement policies which will reverse the course of the
pandemic.
As Haacker (2004b) explains HIV/AIDS erodes the government’s financial
resources, from both the revenue and the expenditure side. Countries afflicted by the
epidemic see their tax base, and thus their domestic revenue, growing more slowly or
even shrinking, even as demand for government expenditure, including for personnel,
increases. The impact of HIV/AIDS on the government’s personnel costs, through
increased medical and death-related benefits and increased training and recruitment
costs, can often be higher in comparison to the private sector because benefits are
typically more comprehensive. Moreover, public servants are more likely to be
permanently employed, which increases the total level of benefits. Lower productivity
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and efficiency of public servants may on the other hand, slow down the formulation
and implementation of the government’s policies and actions to fight the epidemic
and to mitigate its impact.
As for the financing of HIV/AIDS related expenditure, international donors
play a critical role in low-income countries. For example, in 2003, governments of
affected low-income countries were able to cover less than one quarter of total
HIV/AIDS spending. The majority of the funding was channelled to the highprevalence countries through bilateral assistance.77
In the following text we will discuss the impact of HIV/AIDS on the health
sector, which is most directly affected by the epidemic in high-prevalence countries,
in more detail.
Health Sector.78 In his paper, Over (2004) suggests that any discussion of the
impact of AIDS on health care systems must distinguish between treatment of the
opportunistic illnesses associated with AIDS, and treatment directed at the underlying
cause, namely, HIV. While treatment of opportunistic illnesses typically extends life
by only months, antiretroviral therapy (ART) that controls HIV in the patient’s body
can significantly improve a patient’s health status and add years to life expectancy.
According to the World Bank (1999) AIDS affects the output of the health
sector in two ways: by increasing demand and by reducing the supply of a given
quality of care at a given price. Starting with the demand side, in the absence of
AIDS, prime-age adults, who are the group with the highest AIDS prevalence,
typically account for only 10 to 20 % of all deaths in a developing country in a given
year, but the illnesses leading to these deaths typically generate a much higher share
of total health care demand.79 Moreover, several studies suggest that prime-age adults
with AIDS tend to use more health care before death than those who die of other
causes. Thus even without ART the demand for health care, caused by an increase in
prime-age adults’ demand for care, is going to increase rapidly due to AIDS. The
increasing percentage of hospital beds occupied by HIV-positive people reported from
high prevalence countries confirms this hypothesis.80 For example, an in-depth study
conducted in Kenya even revealed that while the number of HIV-positive patients
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more than doubled, the number of HIV-negative admissions shrank by 18 % during
the study period. Since it is very unlikely that the number of HIV-negative people in
the hospital’s catchment area shrank by this much, this evidence suggests that the
AIDS epidemic did in fact result in some HIV-negative patients being dissuaded or
barred from admission to the hospital.81
Simultaneously, as already mentioned, the AIDS epidemic may reduce the
supply of care available at a given price in three ways. The first and largest effect is
the increased cost of safety for medical procedures because even simply maintaining
the level of safety that existed before HIV requires additional hygiene and blood
screening, which increase the cost of care. The second factor reducing the supply of
medical care is the increased attrition and absenteeism of health care workers who
become infected with HIV, usually through sexual contact. Finally, AIDS imposes the
additional risk on health care workers and therefore it seems clear that health care
workers’ perception of risk will either increase the cost through higher salaries to
compensate for an additional risk, or lower the quality of care. Taken together, in the
situation without antiretroviral therapy increased demand and reduced supply caused
by the HIV/AIDS epidemic have two related impacts: first, health care becomes
scarcer and thus more expensive, and second, national health care expenditure is
going to rise.
A large-scale introduction of antiretroviral treatment (see Box 2-1) may
significantly change the situation in the health care sector. While, before 2001, the
annual cost of a three-drug combination ART regimen for a patient in a poor country
was approximately $10,000 to $25,000, since 2001, thanks to new licence and
international trade agreements, generic versions of ART medications have become
available in poor countries at a cost of as little as $150 a year. Simultaneously, new
external sources of funding for AIDS medication – such as the WHO’s “3 by 5
Initiative”, the U.S. Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief, a World Bank funding for ART
etc. – have appeared. Thus ART has a chance to become a new weapon in fighting
HIV/AIDS in developing countries where the majority of infected people live.
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Box 2-1 Antiretroviral Therapy (ART)
Antiretroviral therapy on one hand reduces the levels of HIV in the patient’s blood and on the other
hand revives the ability of the patient’s immune system to recognize and repel biological threads.
However, antiretroviral therapy is not able to cure AIDS nor eliminate the virus from the body. ART
has three areas of use: (i) it can significantly improve the health status and prolong the life of persons
with advanced HIV infection, (ii) it reduces the risk of transmission of HIV from mother to child, and
(iii) it can be used as a post-exposure prophylaxis for health care professionals or rape survivors to
minimize the risk of transmission of the virus.
The therapy consists of a combination of four classes of medications, most of which are antiretroviral
drugs. So-called first-line therapy recommended for patients entering ART for the first time consists of
a combination of three drugs (usually packaged in one pill). If a patient has a problem with the first-line
therapy received, he or she can be moved to the second- or third-line therapy consisting of different
combinations of drugs, which are often more expensive.
Whether ART is successful in preventing HIV-related illnesses and prolonging the life of the patient
depends most of all on how well the patient adheres to the prescribed times and doses of all
medications. (Typically the patient must take medications several times a day, at precise intervals –
some before eating and some after.) Conversely, poor adherence may lead to the evolution of HIV
strains resistant to the ARV drugs, subsequent treatment failure, and the further spread of resistant HIV
in the community.

ART is a long-life therapy, meaning that a patient must take medication every
day for the rest of his/her life in order to survive. As a result, a government which
decides to make ART accessible for the HIV-positive persons through the public
health care system must commit itself to provide sufficient funding for such treatment
in the future. Such a decision of course, comprises a risk that, especially in poor
country’s AIDS program, could potentially crowd out other important health care
projects, such as mother and child health programs, vaccination programs, and care
for tuberculosis, malaria, diabetes, trauma and other illnesses.
In the short and medium term, ARV therapy is going to increase the demand
for health care dramatically. Because of the lag between infection and full-blown
AIDS, i.e. the time between the attainment of a given HIV prevalence rate and the full
impact of that rate on the health care system can be ten years or more, the number of
HIV-positive people receiving ART is going to grow rapidly during this whole period.
The financial requirements for the funding of the treatment will obviously rise
commensurately during that time. According to UNAIDS (2004) by the end of 2004
five to six million people needed antiretroviral medicines globally; yet only 7% in
low- and middle-income countries had access to these drugs. While in 34 priority
countries identified by the World Bank for the “3 by 5 Initiative” about three million
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people need ART in 2005. In 2006 it is already going to be six million, nine million
by 2007, then 12 million by 2008 etc.82
Advocates of ART hope that in the long-term prospect antiretroviral therapy
will stimulate the prevention of new infections and will reduce the demand for
opportunistic care. Ideally the rate of AIDS deaths would fall almost to the mortality
rate of the HIV-negative population, and the rate of new infections would fall even
lower, so that over time the number of people dependent on ART declines. If most
societies follow this path, a large cohort of patients on ART will pass through the
population, but the health sector will only be temporarily (for perhaps 10 or 15 years)
dominated by AIDS treatment concerns.
However, the mechanisms for achieving that victory are not obvious. First,
reducing the death rate from AIDS to a level approaching that of the rest of the
population, and keeping it there, will require continued improvement in the
pharmacological properties of ART and high adherence to the therapy from the
patients’ side, so that fewer patients fail first-line therapy and those who do can more
often be helped with second- or third-line therapies. Secondly, the achievement of a
necessary drop in the incidence of new infections will require some combination of an
aggressive prevention policy and autonomous individual decisions to reduce risky
behaviour. Finally, in developing countries an ART program might be hindered by
insufficient uptake of the publicly financed ART care available. Reports from
Botswana and Thailand suggest that it may be difficult to recruit patients who are
eligible for ART until their illness has advanced so far that they are difficult to help.
Thus the success of the antiretroviral therapy program will depend to a large extent on
the reduction of both susceptibility to HIV/AIDS and vulnerability to impacts of the
epidemic.

D. Macroeconomic impact
In the early 1990s there were a number of studies that looked at the impact of
AIDS on macroeconomic trends, namely economic growth and income per capita.
The hypothesis was simple: AIDS would affect the macro-economy by reducing
aggregate productivity and labour efficiency, and by lowering the saving rate caused
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by diverting resources from investment to care. Finally, some models included the
effect of demographic changes, which could be potentially translated into a smaller
labour supply and its lower growth rate and the erosion of human capital.
Early studies83 using the neoclassical growth model, found that estimates of
the macroeconomic impacts are sensitive to assumptions about how much AIDS
affects savings and investment rates, and whether, and to which extent AIDS affects
the best-educated or skilled employees more than others. On the other hand, it was
found that the magnitude of the impacts is likely to depend partly on the structure of
the economy. 84 To overcome these problems the researchers started to distinguish in
some way between skilled and unskilled labour and more complex, computable
general equilibrium models used for assessing the impact of HIV/AIDS started to
include a more realistic sectoral disaggregation of the GDP into their assumptions.85
Over time it has become apparent that, while it is possible to model the impact
of HIV and AIDS on the national economy, it is extremely difficult to precisely
identify and measure macroeconomic impacts. This problem is made worse by the
fact that economies, especially in developing countries, which are the most affected
by the epidemic, are constantly being subjected to internal and external shocks and
pressures.
As for the estimated size of the impact of HIV/AIDS on economic growth,
studies using the neoclassical model typically predict declines of 1.0 to 1.5 percentage
points for the worst affected economies, defined as those with HIV prevalence rates of
over 20 % for the working-age population. UNAIDS (2004) also reports that most
studies indicate a seemingly modest macroeconomic impact in short to medium term,
with the most affected countries losing on average between 1% and 2% of their
annual economic growth. However, it points out that these modelling exercises may
underestimate the longer-term impact on economic growth in heavily affected
countries, where the number of people affected and infected might continue to grow
rapidly. Moreover, few macroeconomic models can capture the economic costs of
institutional dysfunction, for example, or the costs of a severe distortion in the supply
and distribution of labour power, intergenerational transmission of knowledge and
skills, or of the disruption of lifetime capital acquisition and inheritance.
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2.4.

METHODOLOGY
As explained in the previous sections, summarizing relevant literature, the

complex nature of HIV/AIDS requires a multisectoral approach, both at the research
level and also at the level of practical interventions. It follows from the existing
evidence that apart from the public health emergency which HIV/AIDS represents,
the epidemic also devastates the social and economic life of individuals, families,
communities and countries. While on the one hand it is truly a global epidemic, on the
other hand it shows considerable variations in the pattern of epidemic spread between
countries, within countries, and even locally.
To alleviate the burden brought by AIDS to many developing countries, and to
stop the spread of the infection, it is crucial to understand the underlying social and
economic processes which accompany the HIV/AIDS epidemic in particular local
settings and to use this knowledge to develop effective prevention and mitigation
programmes. Socio-economic impact studies, which started to appear since the
beginning of the 1990s, can thus be viewed as a very useful tool to provide the
rationale for both prevention and mitigation. If there is a measurable or predictable
impact, then people can be convinced of the problem and be encouraged to engage in
prevention.86 Even in countries where the epidemic is already in progress, it is
necessary for planning and mitigation purposes, to localize the impact, to identify its
form and to measure and predict its scale.
However, Kelly and Parker (2000) and many others argue that unfortunately,
many impact studies have not been aimed at planning, but have been merely ‘an
academic exercise conducted as a once-off effort driven by the interest of researchers’
rather then being led by the needs of a particular intervention program. As Barnett and
Whiteside (2000) explain:
One of the major problems with many impact studies is that they are commissioned, carried
out, and then shelved. This is partly because most are “stand alone” studies – that is, they look
at one aspect of the impact and are not part of a strategy to respond. Ideally studies should be
part of or feed into, such strategies.

Consequently, much of the work on the socio-economics of the epidemic remains
descriptive, anecdotal and unsubstantiated.87 In reaction to this criticism a growing
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consensus appears among researchers that the impact studies should reflect to a larger
extent, the need of policy-makers for more specific, policy-orientated or interventionbased research.

2.4.1. Methodological Approaches
As for the methodology, a variety of approaches have been employed in
HIV/AIDS impact studies so far, with no wider consensus having been reached on the
most appropriate methods to be used.88 The Guidelines for Studies of Social and
Economic Impact of HIV/AIDS developed by UNAIDS,89 can be considered as the
first serious attempt to standardize the conceptual framework in this area. The
guidelines are built around the concepts of susceptibility and vulnerability, discussed
in the literature review, which are presented as central elements to identify the focus
of the response. The advantage of this methodological approach consists on the one
hand in its complexity, i.e. the ability to cover under one roof, both the determinants
and impacts of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, and on the other hand in its flexibility which
enables the methodological framework to adjust to the scale and demands of a
particular impact study. However, as a result, the guidelines provide only very general
guidance as to how to approach the social and economic processes related to
HIV/AIDS, and therefore can be viewed only as a first step to the development of
standardized methodological tools for studying the epidemic. The application of this
methodological approach in different settings, including the HIV/AIDS epidemic in
Namibia and the Karas region presented in this paper, can thus contribute to the
further refinement of this methodology.

2.4.2. Data
As a consequence of a fragmented methodology, the resulting data are of
variable quality and comparisons between studies are almost impossible. Booysen and
Arntz (2001, p.32) point out that it is surprising that to date there has been no attempt
to standardize impact studies in order to integrate different data sets into a larger
database for analysis. They suggest that it could add much to future studies if some
form of standardization can be achieved so as to facilitate such analysis.
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In general, researchers usually use a combination of primary and secondary
data while studying the social and economic impact of HIV/AIDS in a country or
region. Within analysis particular attention needs to be paid both to the integration of
the data from different primary and secondary sources (household surveys, census
data, sentinel surveys, data from medical records and clinics etc.) and to the
interpretation of data and results. Barnett and Whiteside (2004), in the UNAIDS
Guidelines, emphasize that the socioeconomic impact of HIV/AIDS is difficult to
detect and often cannot be measured by existing and conventional economic
instruments. For this reason, quantitative data obtained by conventional survey
methods should be complemented by qualitative data if it is necessary. Qualitative
research methods, which usually include rapid appraisals, focus group discussions,
life-stories and participatory research techniques, are employed by AIDS researchers
to assess the nature of impacts, how people cope with the burden of the disease and
why they get involved in risk behaviour.90
A crucial problem, which is rarely discussed in the literature, is the quality of
analysed data and the related question of the ethical dimension of HIV/AIDS
research. As explained in previous chapters, HIV/AIDS is a sexually transmitted
disease associated with a very high social stigma. Consequently, all the information
about HIV-positive people should be strictly confidential. Thus researchers
necessarily face the dilemma of how to maintain confidentiality and at the same time
to study the socio-economic determinants and impact of HIV spread. To overcome
this problem the collection of primary data regarding the HIV-positive individuals is
often conducted in cooperation with health care facilities and/or local NGOs or CBOs,
which are entrusted by the recruitment of individuals or households, and often also by
conducting questionnaires or interviews. Of course, this method of data collection
influences sampling and also the quality of the data received. It is necessary to accept
as a fact that a certain percentage of interviewees will deny their positive HIV status,
or will not be aware of it. It is also reasonable to expect that the questions regarding
sexual behaviour, stigmatisation, gender relations etc. will have a limited reliability.
Especially at the beginning of the 1990s, some large-scale studies, usually conducted
in cooperation with a local ministry of health in developing countries, tried to
overcome this problem by random sampling of individuals or households in a selected
89
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area and by subjecting them to HIV-testing. However, from the present-day
perspective, this approach does not comply with the criteria and procedures
recommended for HIV-testing, which must include pre-test and post-test counselling
and should be voluntary. Moreover, it also contradicts the principles of human rights.
It is obvious that the specific type of information, the way it is collected and
the scope of the research is very much dependent on the focus of the particular study.
Studies analysing the impact of HIV/AIDS at regional level usually define an
individual or a household as a unit of analysis. The literature review of household
impact studies revealed that most studies have included relatively small samples.
Booysen and Arntz (2001) for example, found that more than forty percent of the
analysed surveys have sample sizes of a 100 or less. A small size of samples can be
partially explained by the obstacles related to the recruitment of respondents, as
discussed above, and also by the focus on social and economic micro-process related
to the impacts and susceptibility to HIV/AIDS at the level of individuals, households
or communities, which due to their nature can be better studied by qualitative than
quantitative methods. On the other hand, a limited sample size may cause that the
results regarding certain aspects of the impacts should be considered as ‘indicative or
instructive’ rather than statistically ‘representative’.91
Another important methodological aspect is the time dimension of impact
studies. If we focus again on the studies conducted at regional level, focused on
households and individuals, which are relevant for the research presented here, we can
find that only a small percentage of the studies are longitudinal in nature.92 While the
advantages of longitudinal studies are obvious because the impacts of HIV infection
change over time with the progression of the illness and final death, the lack of
longitudinal studies might be explained by the higher costs of the research and also by
the fact that, especially in most affected developing countries, households often
dissolve due to illness and migration. Originally unaffected households might also
become affected, so it is difficult to collect data from the original sample of
respondents after a longer term.
Finally, as for the geographical focus of the research, the majority of the indepth impact studies were carried out on African continent where almost two-thirds of
all people infected by HIV – about 25 million – live. Most of the research has been
91
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conducted in East African countries, mainly in Tanzania and Uganda. More attention
has been paid by researchers to rural communities in comparison to urban or periurban areas within the countries.
In the following chapter we will describe a methodological approach which
was applied to the study of the socio-economic aspects of HIV/AIDS in southern
Namibia.
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III. Chapter
M

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH DESIGN

3.1.

RESEARCH RATIONALE
HIV/AIDS represents a major public health problem in Namibia since the

second half of the 1990s, which hinders both the human and economic development
of the country. Despite a number of component studies conducted in Namibia, there
has so far been no comprehensive research done focusing on the socio-economic
aspects of the epidemic stemming from the empirical analysis. Neither was there any
study published on the determinants and impacts of HIV/AIDS in southern Namibia,
which might be partially influenced by the fact that the epidemic in the Karas Region
lags behind the northern parts of the country and does not seem to reach as high a
prevalence in the population as in the epicentres. Moreover, the south is partially
excluded from the attention of the central government and as well as researchers due
to its small population, relatively high levels of development and the fact that the
political power is concentrated mainly in the hands of the Nama/Damara tribe, which
belongs to one of the smaller ethnic groups in the country. The study presented here is
thus the first comprehensive research on the socio-economic impact of HIV/AIDS on
disadvantaged communities in the Karas Region. Therefore, it aims to provide a
direction for further research in this area.
It follows from the analysis of existing interventions in the area of HIV/AIDS
that, while the institutional framework and technical apparatus have been laid down
(often with the extensive financial support of foreign donors), the expected
behavioural change which was supposed to be induced by the interventions has been
extremely slow and probably restricted only to certain social groups of the population.
However, the desired changes at micro-level cannot be achieved without the
understanding of local risk factors and therefore the results of the research presented
here can provide a rational for a much more effective and focused response to the
local HIV/AIDS epidemic, particularly in the Karas Region.
From the point of view of the contribution of this research to Czech social and
in particular economic science, it is one of the first papers which turns its attention to
the development priorities of Czech foreign policy; namely to HIV/AIDS prevention
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and impact mitigation, as one of the sectoral development priorities, and to Namibia,
as one of the principal recipients of Czech Development Assistance between 2002 and
2004. Since the Czech Republic joined the European Union and thus became one of
the donor countries obliged to contribute to the multilateral EU development
assistance funds as well as to provide bilateral assistance, a growing proportion of
funds from the state budget of the Czech Republic is going to be allocated for
developmental assistance in the years ahead. Consequently it is also expected that the
influence of the Czech Republic on the allocation of international aid funds might
grow. For this reason the research presented here can contribute positively to a higher
awareness of Czech scholars and decision makers about one of the biggest
developmental and public health threats in human history, represented by the
HIV/AIDS pandemic, and thus contribute at least marginally to the formulation of the
attitude of the Czech Republic to this global problem with which the country is going
to be confronted on the international and partially also the national level.
Finally, from a personal point of view, thanks to my work I have had a direct
opportunity to participate on the life of a community seriously affected by the
HIV/AIDS and TB epidemic since 2002, and through People in Need, a Czech nongovernmental organization, I became one of the actors who has been participating in
the planning and implementation of prevention activities and interventions focused on
the mitigation of the impact of HIV/AIDS in the Karas Region, in particular in the
Keetmanshoop district. Based on this experience I have felt a tremendous need for
research centred around specific problems at the local level, as well as a need to
understand the global factors driving the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Namibia. The results
of such research can help the individual actors and decision-makers to better
formulate responses to the epidemic in the region. Moreover, I believe that some of
the conclusions of the in-depth research carried out in southern Namibia might also be
relevant for other regions or communities with similar epidemiological, demographic,
socioeconomic and cultural characteristics and thus the outcome of the research might
be a valuable source of information for Czech decision makers and non-governmental
organizations involved in the planning and implementation of the Czech development
program in the field of HIV/AIDS.
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3.2.

THE AIM OF THE RESEARCH AND AN UNDERLYING
HYPOTHESIS

The aim of this research is to identify the socio-economic factors of
susceptibility to HIV infection and the determinants of vulnerability to the impact of
HIV/AIDS in Namibia, with a special focus on the Karas Region, and based on that to
provide policy recommendations on how to prevent HIV spread and to mitigate the
impact of AIDS.
In order to comprehend the complexity of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in
Namibia, the research is conducted on both a macro and micro-level. The macroanalysis concentrates on the role and the impact of disparities between language
groups and regions in susceptibility to HIV/AIDS. The research at the micro-level,
which focuses particularly on a peri-urban community from Keetmanshoop, the
capital of the Karas Region, aims firstly, to identify and document, in the case of one
of the regions, the major socio-economic determinants of the regional predisposition
to the HIV/AIDS epidemic and secondly, to find the areas and causes of vulnerability
to the impacts of HIV/AIDS in the region.
Finally, the study in its entirety should confirm or disprove the hypothesis
underlying the research, whether poverty through its various forms and impacts is
directly responsible for the spread of the HIV virus to epidemic proportions in
Namibia or not.
3.3.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
In general, the study presented here aims to answer two principal questions,

namely:
i) What are the socio-economic factors influencing susceptibility to HIV/AIDS
in Namibia as a whole (i.e. at the macro-level)?
ii) And what are the socio-economic determinants and impacts of HIV/AIDS on
the marginalized communities in the Karas Region (i.e. at the micro-level)?
From the findings it should then be possible to outline policy implications, as well as
measures on how to prevent the spread of HIV infection and how to mitigate the
impact of HIV/AIDS at both the national and community level.
Under the first question regarding the factors in the spread of HIV/AIDS,
several subsidiary issues arise, as follows:
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•

The epidemiological analysis to identify the size, location and projected course
of the epidemic and the assessment of the demographic effects of HIV/AIDS
to estimate the related socio-economic impacts of the epidemic;

•

The factors inherent in the macro-environment of the country, including the
ethnic division of the population, settlement patterns, income distribution and
inequality, systems of health care etc. influencing the differences in
susceptibility to the HIV virus among the individual language groups;

•

The macro-determinants such as the structure of the economy, income
distribution and inequality, employment opportunities, levels of poverty and
development, migration and mobility patterns, the rate of urbanisation,
population density, access to education etc., influencing the differences in
susceptibility to the HIV virus among regions;

Under the second question regarding susceptibility to HIV/AIDS and the impact of
the epidemic at the regional and community level, the following partial issues are
included:
•

The factors of the micro-environment determining the spread of HIV/AIDS,
which comprise the ethnic structure of the local population and the local
migration and settlement patterns, the socio-economic determinants of sexual
behaviour and parenthood strategies, access to education and its impact on
HIV/AIDS awareness, levels of poverty, structure of households, role of
alcohol abuse, employment levels and income-generating opportunities etc.;

•

The socio-economic impacts of AIDS morbidity on individuals, households
and the state health and social system with a special focus on the advantages
and constraints of antiretroviral therapy implemented in poor resource settings;

•

The socio-economic impacts of AIDS mortality on AIDS affected households
and the analysis of strategies employed by AIDS affected families to cope
with the burden of AIDS deaths;

3.4.

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
The research method applied in this paper is based on the multidisciplinary

approach recommended by UNAIDS for studies of social and economic impacts of
HIV/AIDS mentioned in the previous chapter. Since the HIV/AIDS epidemic
impinges on virtually all aspects of the social, economic, cultural and political life of a
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country and/or community, and through the infection of individuals affects almost all
social structures of a society. A truly complex approach, which transcends the borders
of the individual social and medical disciplines involved, is required from the
researchers. Thus, despite the fact that the major focus of the research presented here
is on the economic aspects of the epidemic, these other aspects cannot be separated
from the related social processes and must be viewed from a wider historical, cultural,
anthropological and even epidemiological perspective.
The applied conceptual framework is built mainly around the concepts of
susceptibility and vulnerability as developed by Tony Barnett and Alan Whiteside
(2000), which are discussed in detail in the Chapter 2. From the wider perspective the
author inclines to the structuration theory developed by Anthony Giddens in order to
encompass the complex recursive relationship between an individual and
environment.
As for the data, the standard approach recommended for impact studies,
combining primary and secondary data, was applied to analyze the various facets of
the epidemic. The secondary data, mainly from official statistical sources released by
the Namibian government, were used mainly during the analysis of the demographic
impacts and during the study of macro-determinants of the epidemic. The analysis of
the determinants and impacts of the epidemic at the level of marginalized
communities was based on the primary data from two questionnaires. Since the
socioeconomic aspects of the HIV/AIDS epidemic can often not be measured and
detected by conventional economic instruments, qualitative research methods such as
observation, focus group discussions, expert interviews and participative research
methods were employed.
3.5.

RESEARCH DESIGN
At the initial stage of the research, Namibia and the Karas Region, as potential

recipients of Czech Official Development Assistance in the area of HIV/AIDS
prevention and mitigation, were identified and in August of 2002 a rapid appraisal of
HIV/AIDS impacts was carried out in the selected areas of Namibia with the financial
assistance of the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Health and
Social Services of the Republic of Namibia. The findings, together with a literature
review on the impacts and mitigation strategies regarding the HIV/AIDS epidemic in
countries of southern Africa, were published.
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In July 2003 the author moved to the Karas Region and during the second half
of 2003 started with the collection of mainly qualitative data through interviews, focus
group discussions, observations, and participatory research techniques. In January
2004 a thorough research of the published impact studies on HIV/AIDS was carried
out using the library resources of the University of Cambridge and of the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. Between February and July 2004 a
questionnaire on the factors of susceptibility to HIV/AIDS at the level of individuals
and on the impact of HIV/AIDS on households was prepared (see Enclosure) and a
data entry form to collect data from the medical records of ARV patients of the Karas
Regional Hospital in Keetmanshoop was compiled.
In August and September 2004 socio-economic data from the medical records
of 141 ARV patients of the Karas Regional Hospital were collected, and
simultaneously the semi-structured interviews based on the questionnaire were
conducted with 63 people. The interviews were conducted by a social worker
employed by People in Need who is trilingual, speaking Nama, Afrikaans and
English, which enabled the author to overcome the constraints given by a multilingual
environment where the majority of the inhabitants of the sub-urban community are
not able to communicate in English, which is the official language of Namibia. The
guarantee of absolute confidentiality and social skills, experience, trust and social
status of the social worker had a very positive impact on the quality of collected data.
However, despite the fact that, due to the huge social stigma of HIV/AIDS in the
Karas Region and the specific nature of the disease, it was decided, based on previous
experience, to interview primarily clients and employees of People in Need and as a
supplement several in-patients of the Karas Regional Hospital in order to secure the
quality of received information. Finally, from September till December 2004
statistical analysis of the data was carried out.
Since August 2002 the author has collected valuable sources of secondary data
such as sentinel surveys on HIV prevalence in pregnant women, health reports of the
Namibian Ministry of Health and Social Services, Census reports etc. which are used
in the analyses of susceptibility and vulnerability to HIV/AIDS in the Karas Region,
and Namibia, as presented in subsequent pages.
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IV. Chapter
DESCRIPTION OF GENERAL SETTINGS: FACTS ON NAMIBIA
AND KARAS REGION

4.1.

NAMIBIA

4.1.1. Geography and Climate
Namibia lies between the Atlantic
Ocean and the Kalahari Desert in the south
western part of Africa. It neighbours with
Angola and Zambia in the north, Botswana
in the east and South Africa in the south
(see Figure 4-1).
Namibia covers an area of 825,418
2

km (so its area is for example one third
bigger than that of France). The population
of Namibia is just over two million,
making the density of the population only
2.42 inhabitants per sq. km. People are

Figure 4-1

Map of Namibia

however, spread very unevenly across the country. Large areas are completely
uninhabited and many other areas are sparsely populated. The majority of the
population (58 %) lives in the north of the country where the tropical climate creates
more suitable conditions for agriculture. In general there are some very dense
populations in towns and a few small rural areas. These concentrations are due to
three factors, the first of which, is the availability of suitable natural resources as it
was partially explained above. Most rural people, therefore, live in areas where water
is available, crops can be grown because of rainfalls and soil fertility is relatively
high, and where there are sufficient pastures for livestock. A second factor is the
availability of employment and business opportunities, which attract people to urban
areas. Thirdly, the presence of infrastructure, such as roads, water and other services,
affects the distribution of people.
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As for the geographical conditions, narrow lowlands with the sandy and stony
desert of Namib spread along the coast of the Atlantic Ocean, while the inland
consists of a dry plateau with an average elevation between 1,400 and 1,800 m above
sea level. The Kalahari Desert covers the eastern part of Namibia.
Weather conditions in Namibia can be described as a tropical continental type
of climate. Only the southern part of the Namibian coast experiences a sub-tropical
climate. With regard to vegetation, arid flora typically merges with semi-arid
vegetation. At higher elevations savannah is characteristic as the natural environment.
In general, Namibia is an arid country and a large part is classified as desert.
Therefore climate, in particular rainfall, and access to water resources can be regarded
as one of the crucial determinants of demographic patterns and economic
development in different parts of the country.
Rainfall is generally low and highly variable in Namibia (Figure 4-2). While
along the coast annual rainfall often hardly reaches 20 mm, the north east receives
more than 600 mm per annum. Only 8 % of the country receives over 500 mm
rainfall, which is regarded as the minimum necessary for dry-land cropping, and this
is concentrated in the northeast, mainly in the Caprivi region. The north-central
regions receive seasonal water in the form of local rainfall as well as flooding down
an inland delta of drainage channels, which are linked to the river system in Angola.
Thus

considerable

subsistence-crop

rain-fed
production

Figure 4-2

Annual rainfall

takes place in these areas.
The central regions of
the country have relatively
productive soils, and reliable
rainfall. These soils, while not
sufficient

to

support

crop

production, are nevertheless
well vegetated and help to
support livestock. The arid
regions in the east and south,
including the Karas Region, are
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characterised by low rainfall and generally unproductive soils. However, they support
a specific, and fairly extensive vegetation of low-growing, often succulent shrubs and
thus the regions can be used for extensive livestock production with mainly large
stock in the east and small stock in the south.1

4.1.2. History
An inhospitable coast caused European countries not to be interested in the
area for a long time. It was only during the 19th century that the first Europeans started
to explore the inland of this part of southern Africa. Based on the results of the socalled Berlin Conference, Germany proclaimed the area of present Namibia as a
German colony in 1884. During the First World War Namibia, known at that time as
German South-West Africa, was occupied by the South African Union. After the end
of the War in 1920, based on the results of the Versailles Peace Treaty, South West
Africa (SWA) was made a Class C Mandate of the League of Nations, whereby it
would be administered by South Africa on behalf of the British Crown. The mandate
protectorate of the South African Union caused immediate protests from almost all the
local tribes. However, all uprisings of local inhabitants were cruelly suppressed by the
South African military. In 1948 South Africa ended the mandate protectorate of
South-West Africa and against the will of United Nations proclaimed Namibia as the
fifth province of the RSA. The South African Government ignored a decision of the
International Tribunal and started with the implementation of apartheid rules in the
1950s. During the second half of the last century the South African Government
repeatedly boycotted the resolutions of the International Haag Tribunal, the United
Nations and the Security Council requesting the independence of Namibia and it
brutally put down protests of the local tribes and oppressed the human rights of local
inhabitants.2
In 1966 a Marxist oriented movement, the South West Africa People’s
Organization (SWAPO), started a guerrilla war against South Africa with the aim to
liberate Namibia from South African oppression, and to gain the independence of
Namibia. At the beginning of the 1970s the first preparations for independence started
under strong pressure from the international community. However, only in 1988 did
1
2
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South Africa finally agree with the abolition of the protectorate, and in 1990 Namibia
gained independence.
Since 1990 the Namibian political system is based on parliamentary
democracy and the official head of the country is the president. The Namibian
constitution, the supreme law of the country, entrenches multiparty democracy as well
as fundamental rights and freedoms. The constitution lays down the division of power
between the Executive, the Legislature and the Judiciary.
Since independence SWAPO, a leading force of the liberation struggle, is the
ruling political party in Namibia. The ruling party is dominated by members and
supporters from the Oshiwambo language group, which represents a majority of the
Namibian population. While on the one hand, this situation may cause the underrepresentation of smaller tribes in political life, on the other it contributes to the
political stability of the country.
From an administrative point of view, Namibia is divided into thirteen regions
and each region consists of several constituencies. Each region is headed by a regional
council.

4.1.3. Society
Namibia is home to twelve major ethnic groups. There are thirteen officially
recognised indigenous languages, with English as the officially recognised national
language (Figure 4-3).3 Oshiwambo speakers – Owambos – who live mainly in the
north, are a dominant ethnic group, constituting more than half of Namibia’s
population. The category “Afrikaans” includes people of European descent as well as
many of mixed origin. Nama/ Damara speakers living mainly in the south represent
13 per cent of the population.
Wars with colonial powers at the beginning of the 20th century had decimated
the population of the ethnic groups. Estimates suggest that more than 70 % of the
Herero people, 50 % the Nama people and 30 % of the Damara people – living mainly
in the southern and central parts of Namibia – were exterminated during the ‘Great

3

Oshiwambo speakers have two of their languages recognized (Oshindonga and Oshikwanyama) as
national languages.
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War of Resistance’ against Germany between 1904 and 1908.4 Northern Namibia was
only subdued after the First World War.5
Figure 4-3

Distribution of households by main language spoken (2001)
Other European
1%
Rukavango
10%

Other African
0%
Not stated
1%

English
2%
Afrikaans
11%
German
1%
Nama Damara
11%
Tswana
0%
San
1%
Otjiherero
8%

Oshiwambo
49%

Caprivi
5%

Source: Population Census (2001)

Settlement patterns in Namibia have changed significantly during the last
century. Prior to colonial rule, Namibian tribes occupied different settlement areas
which were not strictly separated from each other within the country. However
immediately after the establishment of the Mandate Protectorate of South Africa in
1920, a Commission was appointed to inquire into the question of establishing
reserves for the territory’s indigenous population.
For several reasons the Commission recommended establishing permanent
reserves for the indigenous population groups. One was the perceived necessity to
remove ‘native’ settlements from areas reserved for white settler farms. Another was
the desire to dissolve so called ‘black islands’ – temporary ‘native’ reserves – within
4
5
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white areas. It was also felt that by establishing permanent reserves, better facilities
could be provided to control natives more efficiently. This process culminated in the
complete territorial segregation of the various ethnic groups in the territory, by
providing a ‘homeland’ for each group in the 1960s (Figure 4-4).6 This situation
changed only after independence, when the laws preventing migration were abolished.
Nowadays, individual languages are often centred in particular regions of the country,
but urban migration has led to many languages being spoken outside their home
region too.
Figure 4-4

Tribal settlement patterns within the country prior to independence
Caprivian
Himba

Owambo

Kavango

Herero
Damara
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Windhoek

Topnaar
Baster

Nama

Source: adapted from Diener/ Graefe (2001), p.12

The colonial period had resulted in a total disruption of traditional life of the
majority of indigenous Namibians. In particular in the ‘Police Zone’ – the area
covering the central and southern part of Namibia which was reserved for a mainly
white population – resettlement programmes had removed people from their ancestral
homes, and hampered their traditional forms of agriculture and pastoralism.
Indentured labour practices had disrupted family life, and colonial legislation
disempowered traditional structures of authority.7 As a result, indigenous Namibians
lost control over their country and the development of their society. Apartheid
legislation also guaranteed adequate education only to white people, and only limited
education and working opportunities were available for people of other races.

6
7
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Clearly, a process of natural development in the sphere of social, political and
economic life, as well as leadership traditions, was forcibly disrupted in Namibia. The
consequences of the colonial practices negatively influenced Namibian society till
present day, despite the abolition of apartheid, development in education,
democratisation and the progress achieved after independence.
Migration. Since the 1920s very strict policies and/or labour laws made it a
crime for any indigenous inhabitant of Namibia to travel, visit, live, seek a job or
conduct any business outside the reserves without the relevant permit, which
eliminated any uncontrolled migration within the country.8 Migration patterns
changed significantly only after the abolition of apartheid laws in 1990. Especially
migration to towns, increased significantly after both the abolition of homeland
policies and the return of refugees from exile after 1989.

4.1.4. Economy9
Namibia’s GDP per capita is approximately 2,350 USD (2003). However,
although this per capita GDP is one of the highest in sub-Saharan Africa, and eighteen
times the per capita GDP of Africa's poorest countries, the majority of Namibia's
people live in pronounced poverty because of large-scale unemployment, the great
inequality of income distribution, and the large amount of wealth going to foreigners.
Structure of the economy. The Namibian economy relies heavily on the
primary and tertiary sectors. Primary industries account for 18 % of the GDP, while
the tertiary sector contributes by 64 % to the GDP (see Figure 4-5). Since 1997
production has been shifting away from the primary sector. Agriculture, fishing and
mining, however, remain the backbones of the economy, which leads to the
performance of the Namibian economy being largely influenced by external factors
like the weather, oceanic conditions and international commodity prices.

8
9

Gottschalk (1978), p.81
Statistical data are quoted from the official website of the Bank of Namibia www.bon.com.na.
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Figure 4-5

Structure of the Namibian economy by sectors
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Source: Bank of Namibia

As it follows from figure 4-6, which illustrates the contribution of the
individual industries to the GDP, mining accounts for 7 % of the Namibian GDP.
Namibia is the fourth-largest exporter of non-fuel minerals in Africa, and the world's
fifth-largest producer of uranium. Rich alluvial diamond deposits make Namibia a
primary source for gem-quality diamonds. The country also produces large quantities
of lead, zinc, tin, silver and tungsten. The mining industry is heavily concentrated in
two areas – in the western part of Namibia around the town of Walvis Bay in the
Erongo Region, and in the western districts of the Karas Region around the towns of
Figure 4-6

Structure of GDP by industry (2003)
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Luderitz and Oranjemund. Walvis Bay and Luderitz are also the only two Namibian
ports, and at the same time the centres of the Namibian fishing industry. A significant
share in the Namibian economy is also represented by a manufacturing industry
related to food processing (8% of the GDP). However, Namibia must still import
some of its food.
Services, in general, account for a major part of the GDP, with a significant
share being government services (24 %). Namibia has a large public sector and tax
revenue is used to finance the central government, as well as regional and local
governments. After independence government has also been the largest source of
growth of formal employment in Namibia. A moderate income (2 % of the GDP) of
the Namibian economy comes from tourism.
Agriculture and land issues. Agriculture contributes by 5 % to the GDP.
However, two thirds of the production come from commercial farming, which is
mainly in the hands of a white minority. Large-scale agricultural activities focus on
extensive livestock farming and the cultivation of high value crops. The majority of
commercial farms lie south of a so-called ‘Red Line’, i.e. veterinary fences, that
prevent the spread of contagious livestock diseases from herds from communal farms
in the north, to livestock mainly for commercial production south of the line (see
Figure 4-7). Commercial farmland covers 43 % of Namibia’s area. Around 4,000
commercial farmers own almost 9,000 farms, which provide 5 % of the job
opportunities in the country.
On the other hand 72 % of Figure 4-7
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productivity, is where most of the poor are concentrated.
Land reform and ownership of land is obviously a source of major contention
in Namibia. Since independence the government has gradually been purchasing farms
for resettlement from commercial farmers, and has been increasing the pressure on
commercial farmers to sell. However, the redistribution of land itself does not solve
the problem. In a situation where large-scale commercial production is profitable,
small scale agricultural activities often do not represent a viable alternative. People
resettled from poor enclaves often lack both expertise and funds to be able to start
commercial agricultural production.
Foreign trade. Concerning foreign trade, the Namibian economy has very
close links to South Africa. South African imports account for about 80 % of the total
import. Namibia imports mainly food products, oil and oil products, manufacturing
materials and chemicals from the RSA. South Africa and the United Kingdom are also
Namibia’s major export partners. As for the product categories, diamond exports
contribute nearly by 50 % to the total sum of exports, followed by food and live
animals and other minerals.
Employment. The population census results of 2001 show that the Namibian
labour force accounts for 54 % of the total population. This is 4 percentage points
lower than 58 % for 1991 and even 12 percentage points lower than 66 % for 1997.
The reported reduction in the labour force might be as a result of, amongst other
reasons, AIDS-related diseases and deaths. While, during the apartheid era, the labour
market was heavily regulated and high levels of employment were essential for the
functioning of the apartheid economy and the controlling of the black population,
after independence the labour market was fully liberated. Consequently the
employment rate, as a part of the labour force, has generally declined from 81 % in
1991 and has since then stabilised between 65 % and 69 % until 2001.11
The service industry, in general, accounts for almost 60 % of employment in
the country, followed by agriculture and fishing, whose share is gradually decreasing.
Manufacturing employs only about 12 % of the total employed labour force.12 The
results of the 2001 population census indicate that about 43 % of all employed
11

Bank of Namibia (2003), p.10
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persons are employees in the private sector, and almost 20 % of all employed persons
are employed by the public sector.13 The central government alone employs about
80,000 people or about 5 % of the population. Due to the slow pace of economic
growth in creating jobs on a sustainable basis, the Namibian government has so far
been reluctant to scale down on public expenditure and to down-size the public
service for reasons of possible employment impact.14
The 2001 population census report further states that unemployment as a part
of the labour force increased from 19.0 percent in 1991 to 31.0 percent in 2001.
However the total unemployment rate including underemployment is expected to
reach up to 60 %.15 For example about 12 % of all employed people are unpaid family
workers mainly in the subsistence/ communal farming sector. Moreover, 43 % of
people outside the labour force (i.e. almost 190 thousands persons) are classified as
homemakers16 and it is reasonable to expect that some of them became homemakers
due to the lack of job opportunities.
Figure 4-8
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Poverty and income disparities.17 According to a survey carried out in 1993,
35 % of Namibians lived at that time for less than 1 USD per day and 56 % of
Namibian inhabitants had at their disposal less than 2 USD per day. Although, since
independence in 1990, Namibia's income per capita has remained among the highest
in sub-Saharan Africa, the country has experienced only low real GDP growth (see
Figure 4-8), which did not enable it to reduce income inequalities, widespread poverty
and the high unemployment discussed above.
Namibia’s distribution of income is generally recognized as the most unequal
in the world. In the period between 1990 and 2002 the average share of the poorest
quintile of the Namibian population on national consumption was only 1.4 %, i.e. the
lowest in the world. On the other hand, the top 20 % of Namibians receive about
77 % of all the GDP (see Figure 4-9). Cohen (1998b, p.6), described the situation in
Namibia in the middle of the 1990s in the following way:
There are essentially two nations: the white population (5 % of total), and an emerging
black elite (1%), who have average annual per capita incomes of US$ 16,500, while blacks
in the modern sector (39 %) have incomes of US$ 750 and the rest of the population have
an estimated annual income of US$ 85…The white population …is mostly urban and
enjoys the incomes and amenities of a Western European country. The black population,
mostly rural, lives in abject poverty.

Figure 4-9
Cumulative
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The conditions under which most of Namibia’s historically disadvantaged
population live, are not significantly better than those of most other countries of subSaharan Africa. For example in 2000, Namibia ranked 115th (of 174 countries) on the
United Nation’s Human Development Index Report, the components of which include
income, literacy and life expectancy. (By way of comparison, neighbouring South
Africa ranked 103rd.) According to the World Bank statistics only around 80 % of
Namibians of ages 15 and above are literate. The net primary school enrolment ratio
(i.e. the percentage of a relevant age group attending school) is 76 %. However, at
secondary schools it is only 34 %. A significantly lower percentage of students
attending secondary schools is due mainly to the unfavourable economic and family
situations of the students.
Mirroring the unequal distribution of income is a skewed distribution of skills.
The relative scarcity of adequately trained and skilled managerial and technical staff
among a population previously disadvantaged by apartheid policies, continues to be a
constraint, both to enterprise creation and to growth at all levels and sizes of
companies. Moreover, the skewed distribution of skills reinforces the pronounced gap
in Namibia’s private sector, which is dominated by white, family-owned companies
and by affiliates of South African companies. The implementation of land reform, as
already mentioned, is seen as one of the remedies (by some experts and politicians) in
the reduction of income inequalities. It is believed by some, to become an important
accelerator for the promotion of growth and the reduction of poverty.

4.1.5. Health Sector
Historical development. The first formal health services in Namibia were
established in the 1890s, and consisted of two field hospitals for German soldiers.
Several clinics in northern Namibia followed between 1902 and 1908. From those
early beginnings, four clear features or trends characterized the development of health
services over the next 100 years, until independence in 1990. First, was the obvious
increase in the number of facilities and other services. Much of the development
occurred in central and southern Namibia, occupied mainly by the white population,
because the whites were the primary recipients of medical services. A number of
facilities were also established in what were known as “native reserves” and
“homelands” to serve the black population. The second trend was the increasing
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support given to mission facilities by the South West African administration, which
also brought a bigger influence of the government over these health facilities. A third
feature were, of course, the huge disparities between health services provided for
whites and for blacks. Compared with the number of people, many more and betterquality services were available to whites than blacks. Finally, health services
concentrated heavily on curative services, largely provided in well-equipped hospitals
in the urban areas. Very little attention was given to disease prevention, the promotion
of good nutrition or educational programmes.
Structure. Since independence in 1990, the Namibian health system has two
main components: a public health service and a private sector. The government,
through the Ministry of Health and Social Services (MOHSS), provides public health
services in government health facilities (88 % of health services) or through faithbased health facilities (7 %), while private health services are offered by private
practitioners, hospitals and clinics and by traditional healers (in total 5 %).18
The overall orientation of the public health service is towards the provision of
primary health care, where the predominant focus is on community health,
preventative measures and on treatments that can be provided relatively easily,
cheaply and quickly. Most primary health care is delivered through outreach points,
clinics, health centres and district hospitals. More serious health conditions are
generally referred to and treated at higher (secondary and tertiary) levels. Health
centres and district hospitals offer secondary level care, while the most specialized
and tertiary level care is offered at three main referral hospitals. This hierarchy is set
up to allow for different facilities to be staffed and equipped appropriately to provide
different kinds of health services and to achieve greater cost-effectiveness.
The majority of health facilities are in northern Namibia and in the larger
towns (see Figure 4-10). This distribution largely reflects the presence of larger
numbers of people in those areas, and business centres, to which people from
surrounding areas are attracted. Many clinics and health centres also have one or more
outreach points in more remote places, which are periodically visited by health
workers to provide preventive and promotive services. Of all people in Namibia,
about 80 % live within 10 km of a public health facility and there were 271 people per
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hospital bed in 2000. For Namibia as a whole, there are 950 people per registered
nurse and about 7,500 people per public service doctor.19,20 By way of comparison, in
neighbouring Angola and Zambia there are about 14,000 people per doctor, and in
some poor African countries the amount reaches up to about 30,000 people.
Figure 4-10

The distribution of public and private health facilities in Namibia in
2001

Source: Ministry of Health and Social Services

It follows from the statistics of the Ministry of Health and Social Services that
each person visited a clinic as an outpatient 1.5 times, on average, per year, during
1995-1999.21 The figure is high compared to many African countries, where there are
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El Obeid et al. (2001), p. 23
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often less than 0.5 visits per year, on average. The high figure also adds weight to the
conclusion that most Namibians have good access to health facilities.
As for medicine, since 1996 there is a list compiled by the ministry of about
400 essential drugs, which is regularly updated and it is these and their generic
equivalents (where possible) that are supplied by Central Medical Stores to health
facilities throughout the country. Patients of public health facilities (state patients)
receive medicines and medical aid free of charge.
Funding and management. It is evident that great progress has been made
since independence in making the health system more equitable and accessible, which
are noble however, expensive goals. Government funds are the main source of
revenue for the public health sector. In addition to government funding of the public
health system, international aid agencies contribute significant amounts of money
(about 5 % of the budget) to a variety of projects and programmes aimed at improving
the health sector. Most development aid has been devoted so far to primary health
care issues, such as HIV/AIDS and reproductive health. Finally, about 1 % of the
budget is obtained as income from fees paid by patients receiving treatment at
hospitals and other health facilities. The amounts paid vary according to the type of
service provided, the type of facility used and the patient’s ability to pay.22
The MOHSS budget comprises about 14-16% of total government expenditure
since 1990, which is a very high proportion by international standards. However, the
efficiency and quality of health services represent serious challenges for Namibia,
especially now in the era of HIV/AIDS. While Namibia was placed by the WHO at a
rank of 66th in the world in terms of spending on health per capita, it ranked only 189th
out of 191 countries using the “level of health indicator”. This measure was defined
by the WHO as the ratio between the actual level of health in a country and the
potential level that could be achieved if the country’s health system was run
efficiently.

22
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Figure 4-11

Average budget allocation of Ministry of Health and Social Services in
1995 - 1999
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Source: Ministry of Health and Social Services

As it follows from Figure 4-11 the majority of funds has been allocated to
primary health care (35 %), hospital services (27 %) and the social pension fund
(27 %) in recent years. However, substantial proportions of the budget allocated to
each sector, for example primary health care or hospital services, has been used to pay
the people working in those programmes. In fact, more than half of the total spending
on health now goes to paying salaries and other staff benefits, this is a high percentage
by international standards.
At the same time Namibia’s health system continues to be hampered by a
shortage of skilled health workers (especially doctors), senior managers and other
technical professionals. Given the small population of the country, Namibia does not
have a medical college. All doctors and specialists have been trained in foreign
countries, and for example, in 1998 55 % of doctors were expatriates.23 Most other
professional staff, apart from nurses, are also immigrants. In sharp contrast with the
overall shortage of skilled personnel in the public health system there are very large
numbers of less skilled people employed by the Ministry of Health and Social
Services.
23

The Namibian health system heavily relies on Cuban volunteers, predominantly doctors and
technical professionals, employed in Namibia under special conditions based the bilateral agreement
between Namibia and Cuba.
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A similar critical situation, in terms of manpower, is found in the
pharmaceutical sector. Most pharmacies in the public sector are manned by pharmacy
assistants, technologists, and/or nurses. There is no in-country pre-service training or
in-service training program for pharmacists.24
The shortage of health care professionals and senior managers results on one
hand in an excessive workload for some professionals, and on the other hand in
inefficient human resource management, and also in poor coordination, very weak
monitoring, planning, supervision and poor evaluation. It is obvious that the training
of sufficient health professionals and ensuring the availability of the right skills, in the
right place, and at the right cost will represent a serious challenge for the Namibian
public health care system in coming years. A growing demand for curative services as
well as prevention activities caused by the HIV/AIDS pandemic will further increase
the costs of the provision of health care services in Namibia, and therefore a better use
of funds, staff and other resources will be essential for fighting the pandemic.

4.1.6. Health in Namibia
As a result of the increased provision of public health programmes since 1990,
a high proportion of Namibians now have ready access to health services and the
health of children has improved to a great degree. However, the effects of HIV/AIDS,
which is currently the most devastating disease in Namibia, undermine the positive
results achieved in health care since independence.
Child and maternal care. Rates of immunization for children have increased: a
total of 65 % of all children aged between 12 and 23 months had been completely
vaccinated in 2000 compared with 58 % in 1992. Only 5 % of children of this age did
not receive any vaccine and 30 % were partially vaccinated. As a result, some
diseases were partially or completely eradicated (e.g. neonatal tetanus). Moreover,
many more mothers have access to antenatal and postnatal care services.
The statistics reveal that, in Namibia, a relatively small number of diseases
account for the great majority of cases among both children and adults. Among
outpatients under 5 years the four most prevalent conditions (Acute Respiratory
Infections, malaria, diarrhoea and Ear, Nose and Throat diseases) account on average
24
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for over two thirds of new cases. It follows from figure 4-12 that the main killers of
children under the age of 5 in Namibia are diarrhoea, pneumonia, malaria,
malnutrition and HIV/AIDS. As for children under 13, treated in the paediatric wards
of public hospitals in 2001, malaria remained, as in previous years, the main reason
for admission (36 %), followed by diarrhoea (12 %) and pneumonia (9 %).
As concerns both chronic and acute malnourishment, the first progress report
on the Millennium Development Goal for Namibia quotes that the last decade saw
little real improvement for the youngest population groups. An estimated one in four
of children under 5 were underweight in 2000, and taking into account all Namibian
children, 9 % of them were considered to be underweight for their height in the same
year.25

Figure 4-12

10 Main causes of death for children under 5 years in 2001
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Adults. HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis (TB) and malaria represent three major
challenges for Namibia’s health system. When HIV develops into full-blown AIDS,
the immune system is gradually weakened, leaving the person vulnerable to
opportunistic diseases. For example, in 2001 only 4 % of patients were admitted due
to HIV/AIDS according to the statistics of the Ministry of Health and Social Services.
However, in the case of another 18 % of inpatients a reason for admission was
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diarrhoea, pulmonary TB or pneumonia, i.e. diseases often directly related to
HIV/AIDS. The most common of opportunistic infections in Namibia is tuberculosis.
As the HIV epidemic has accelerated in Namibia, so too has the TB epidemic.
Notification rates for all forms of TB have risen from 629 cases per 100,000 people in
1996, to 712 cases per 100,000 inhabitants in 2002, and the number of notified TB
patients has gradually increased from 9,600 in 1996 to 13,000 in 2002. The age group
most affected by TB is 25-44 years. Obviously, this age range represents the sexually
active population, which is also the most affected by HIV/AIDS in the country.
Since 1995 Namibia has adopted the WHO-recommended strategy for
Directly Observed Treatment Short Course (DOTS), which enable the combination of
inpatient and outpatient treatment of TB patients and slightly decrease the burden
which the disease brings for hospitals. However, TB patients still have to spend an
average of two months in hospital, compared with an average of about eight days for
other diseases.
As for the eradication of tuberculosis in Namibia, three major challenges arise.
As there is an increasing percentage of HIV patients suffering from TB the first of
them is the necessity to efficiently combine a TB and HIV/AIDS treatment strategy.
The second problem represents a strong social stigma related to TB, which is
multiplied by a link with HIV/AIDS, resulting in a double stigma. This fact has a very
negative impact on health-seeking behaviour, as well as on the completion of
treatment. Finally, a very serious problem is caused by a high default rate of TB
patients, which is especially relevant for some areas, including the south of the
country. While primary TB infection can be treated relatively easily at low costs,
drug-resistant strains of tuberculosis, which may develop and spread in cases of
interruption of treatment, can often result in the death of the patient or require
expensive long-term treatment.
Malaria represents another serious health threat. Four different Plasmodium
species cause malaria. But it is Plasmodium falciparum that is most prevalent in
Namibia, where it accounts for about 97% of all infections. Unfortunately, this is the
only species to cause cerebral malaria, which can lead to rapid death. For this reason,
it is the leading cause of illness and death among under-five year olds, and the third
leading cause among adults.
About one million people – more than half the population – live in malarial
areas in the north-east and north-west of the country. Those areas where malaria
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transmission occurs are also some of the poorest in Namibia; hence the burden of
malaria is likely to be greatest among the poor. There are about 400,000 outpatient
cases and over 30,000 inpatient cases annually, and between 400-1,100 deaths due to
malaria each year. All ages are affected, with pregnant mothers and young children
most at risk of severe cases.
Malaria transmission is seasonal in Namibia, occurring mainly between
January and May after the rains, which confers little or no immunity against the
disease. Moreover, the epidemics occur periodically, especially after heavy rains.
Fighting off malaria is getting even more difficult as parasites in some areas are now
resistant to most of the drugs and also to certain insecticides. Scaling up the use of
insecticide-treated nets, early diagnosis and prompt management of malaria have been
identified as priorities by the ministry within the malaria control program. However,
the shortage of human skills in the health system, complemented by the lack of skills
and financial resources at community level hampers the implementation of the
program.

4.1.7. Governmental Response to the HIV/AIDS Epidemic
HIV/AIDS represents the major challenge for Namibia’s health system at the
moment. The spread of HIV/AIDS has mostly been unhindered in southern Africa,
and it is reasonable to propose that governmental intervention in the region has had
very little impact on the course of the first phase of the epidemic. Governmental
responses in the region generally took shape around 1987, when the period of denial
started to be eroded by a more widespread acceptance of a growing health crisis.
Under the auspices of the World Health Organization, governments allocated the first
scant resources to newly created National AIDS Control Programmes (NACPs).26
In Namibia, the first four cases of HIV/AIDS were reported in 1986, i.e.
during the time when Namibia was still under the rule of South Africa. During the
same year the screening of donated blood was introduced. However, prevention
efforts were delayed until after independence from South Africa in 1990. The first
organized response has taken the form of the National AIDS Control Programme
initiated in April 1990, which was partially financed by the World Health
Organization. The delay in the response was caused on one hand by initial ignorance
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and laxness of the South African administration, and even opposition with regards to
the emerging epidemic, and on the other hand by the civil war taking place in northern
Namibia during the long independence struggle.
Soon after the launching of the National AIDS Control Programme, the ShortTerm Plan was developed for the period of 3 years (1990-1992) and in April 1992 a
Medium-Term Plan I (MTP I) was launched. The MTP I for 1992 – 1998
concentrated mainly on raising awareness of HIV/AIDS in the country, establishing
and strengthening management structures and monitoring procedures for HIV/AIDS
activities, building of testing facilities and on development of national guidelines and
policies on HIV/AIDS issues. Within this program the first sentinel sero-prevalence
survey was conducted in public health facilities around the country, which has been
repeated every two years since that time. The program succeeded in the raising of
individual and public awareness of HIV/AIDS problems, which was estimated at
95 % at the end of the program in 1998.27 While the technical part of the programme
was implemented quite successfully, the serious stigmatisation of infected people
persisted and only very slow, if any, behavioural change has been observed.
In 1999 the Second Medium Term Plan (MTP II) was launched for the period
1999 – 2004. The major goal of the plan was to reduce the incidence rate of
HIV/AIDS in Namibia to below the epidemic threshold. The broad objectives were
the following:
•

to reduce the number of HIV infections;

•

to assure access to treatment and support without being discriminated or
stigmatized for all Namibians living with HIV/AIDS;

•

to empower people to get involved in prevention, care and self-protection
against the infection;

•

and to establish structures for the implementation of national response and to
maintain political support.

Moreover, the plan established a basis for a multisectoral response to the epidemic in
order to mitigate the negative impacts of the epidemic.
During the implementation, the progress to higher political support was
achieved (however still led mainly by the health sector). A reasonable infrastructure
was also put in place and in some regions the epidemic started levelling, or prevalence
26
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even declined slightly. However, while general awareness of the disease was high,
ignorance, denial, feelings of helplessness, lack of skills, poverty and violence still
hindered the needed behavioural change in many instances, especially among certain
disadvantaged communities. Stigma, insensitivity and discrimination against people
infected or affected by HIV/AIDS remained important obstacles in fighting the
epidemic.28
Based on the assessment of results achieved during the MTP II, the goal and
major objectives of MTP II were adopted again to the Third Medium Term Plan
(MTP III), which will lead the response to the epidemic till 2009. However, a crucial
change has been the shift in the emphasis on the testing and treatment of people
infected by the HIV infection. The reason was the growing consensus on the
international, as well as national level, that voluntary counselling and testing, care,
support, and treatment are mutually reinforcing mechanisms in contributing to
effective prevention.
In August and September 2003, Namibia started with the introduction of
programs of highly active antiretroviral therapy and prevention of mother-to-child
transmission in the first seven public health facilities, and by 2005 the programs were
expanded to almost all state hospitals in Namibia. In June 2005, there were 17,000
patients on treatment in both public and private sector institutions. Moreover, in
cooperation with non-governmental organizations, a number of voluntary counselling
and testing (VCT) centres was established around the country as an alternative to
testing in state health facilities. However, despite the involvement of the Namibian
government in the ART and VCT programs, the implementation of this ambitious
program would not be possible without generous donor support. As Namibia was
selected as one of the fifteen focus countries of President Bush’s Emergency Plan for
AIDS Relief, the majority of funding for the Namibian antiretroviral program comes
from the United States. Namibia received over 60 millions USD within this program
for 2004 and 2005 alone. However, the current high reliance upon donor aid for
HIV/AIDS programs in Namibia can potentially threaten their future sustainability.29
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4.2.

KARAS REGION
As the case study focused on micro-level aspects of the epidemic carried out

in the Karas region, in the following text we will concentrate on description of general
settings of this area.
4.2.1. General Settings
The Karas region covers an area of about 160,000 square km in the most
southern part of Namibia. To the north the region borders on the Hardap Region. To
the east, along the 20 E Longitude line and to the south, along the northern banks of
the Orange River, the region shares common international borders with South Africa,
while the Atlantic Ocean coast forms the western border.
The region spreads across the driest part of Namibia where annual rainfalls
usually do not exceed 200 mm. The desert along the coast gradually changes over to
semi-arid zones further inland. The terrain is generally stony, with deep valleys and
canyons cutting into a plateau (see Figure 4-13). A shortage of rainfall has resulted in
the evolution of a fragile ecosystem in the region. Flora can be described as the dwarf
shrub savannah type of vegetation. Isolated trees are mainly found near river beds,
and small trees occur in drainage lines and around temporary pans.
Figure 4-13

Landscape and vegetation typical for the inland areas of the Karas
Region
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The total population of the Karas region is around 70,000 people, which
accounts for only 3.5 % of Namibian population.30 Given the vast area of the region,
and the tough natural conditions, it is not surprising that the population density is only
0.4 persons per square kilometre, i.e. five times lower than the national average.
The Karas Region has been divided into six constituencies, namely Lüderitz,
Berseba, Oranjemund, Karasburg, Keetmanshoop Urban and Keetmanshoop Rural
(Figure 4-14). The region includes the Sperrgebiet (Diamond Area No.1), which is a
restricted area, the Fish River Canyon Park and the Huns Mountains conservation
areas, the communal land formerly known as the Namaland and commercial farming
areas. The capital of the region, Keetmanshoop, is the main urban centre of the region
and houses the seat of the Karas Regional Council. Apart from Keetmanshoop, the
Karas Region has six other urban centres proclaimed by the Government, namely
Lüderitz, Aus, Koës, Karasburg, Grünau and Ariamsvlei. Moreover, the two private
urban developments – the mining towns of Oranjemund and Rosh Pinah – form two
important economic centres within the region.

Figure 4-14

Constituencies of the Karas Region

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, National Planning Commission (2004), p.3
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According to the 2001 Population and Housing Census, 54 % of the
population of the Karas Region lives in towns, while the remaining 46 % resides in
the rural areas.31 Thus the Karas Region shows the third highest rate of urbanization
in the country (after the Khomas and Erongo region). This settlement pattern is
largely influenced by the establishment of commercial farms and restricted mining
areas in the region during the 20th century.
About two thirds of Karas inhabitants live in or around three big towns:
Keetmanshoop, Lüderitz, and Karasburg. Keetmanshoop and Lüderitz absorb most of
the region’s rural-urban migration as these towns have a good municipal
infrastructure, education and health networks as well as developed economic sectors.
Therefore family members living in rural areas often migrate to urban areas, seeking
an improved quality of life. In addition, Keetmanshoop is placed along the region’s
major traffic route, while Lüderitz is the region’s only harbour town.32

4.2.2. Society
In 2001 the sex ratio in the Karas region was about 114 males per 100 females.
In the Oranjemund and Lüderitz constituencies, where the mining industry is
concentrated, the ratio reached 181 and 130 respectively.33 This disproportion has
been caused mainly by the employment by the Oranjemund and Rosh Pinah mines of
male workers from outside the Karas Region.
The mining and fishing industry, together with a few agricultural projects in
the south of the region are responsible to a large extent for significant rates of lifetime in-migration in the Karas region. About 35 % of the population residing in the
region was not born there. Most of those not born in Karas - over 40 % - were born in
the northern regions of Ohangwena, Omusati, Oshana and Oshikoto. Apart from lifetime migration, Karas region also gains from short term migration. When the usual
place of residence of the inhabitants of the region was compared, between 1996 and
2001, the data revealed that only 81 % of the usual residents in 2001 were also there
in 1996. Out of those who had moved into the region, 18 % originated from the
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Khomas region, while over 40 % came from the northern regions of Kavango,
Ohangwena, Omusati and Oshana.34
Figure 4-15

Population of Karas region by language groups
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Source: Central Bureau of Statistics

According to the 2001 Census35 (Figure 4-15), around 40 % of the Karas
households stated that the Afrikaans language36 is usually, or most spoken at home.
23 % speak mainly in Oshiwambo, which is the language of the Owambo tribe from
northern Namibia. Descendants of the original inhabitants of the Karas Region, the
Nama households represent only about 26 % of the households in the region and they
are considered to be one of the most marginalised groups within the Karas population.
The following text will concentrate in more detail on the recent history of the
latter mentioned Nama people, who are the indigenous inhabitants of the Karas region
and who, up till today live in tribal areas located in the Keetmanshoop, Karasburg and
Berseba districts. Special attention will be paid to the far-reaching changes in the
social and economic life, as well as the political organisation brought by colonization,
which have greatly influenced life among Nama tribes till present day.
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Central Bureau of Statistics, National Planning Commission (2003), p.79
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Afrikaans was an official language of Namibia till independence in 1990 when English became an
official language.
35
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4.2.3. History
The Nama communities37 inhabited the area of the Karas Region prior to the
German and South African colonization periods. Their origins are in the southern
Cape. During the early days of European settlement in the Cape, they were either
exterminated or pushed northwards by colonial farmers and they eventually settled in
Namaqualand around the Orange River.
As Iken (1999, p.31) states, in pre-colonial times, survival in a drought-prone
and ecologically fragile area such as southern Namibia was primarily linked to human
strategies for meeting ecological and climatic challenges. A characteristic response to
such challenges was a high degree of physical mobility. The pastoral Nama wandered
around with their herds in small migration units. The settlement pattern was largely
influenced by the availability of water from springs, or water close to the surface
where it could be accessed by digging shallow wells.
Land rights were expressed predominantly in terms of priority rights over the
use of waterholes and grazing, and it was the prerogative of the chief to grant the right
to settle. The Nama economy found expression in their political organisation,
particularly in the relative lack of cohesion and centralised power. Political and
judicial authority was vested mainly in a chief. The household formed the basic
productive unit, with livestock owned by the individuals working and living together.
The household consisted of a couple, their children and sometimes other relatives. As
such, it was in economic terms relatively independent. The different levels of
interaction between families and communities were embraced by a kinship system
upon which economic, social and political relations were based.38
The colonization of the Karas region started at the end of the 19th century
when the first German farmers settled in the south of Namibia. Between 1904 and
1907 the Nama waged a war of resistance against the German colonial forces.
However, they were defeated with disastrous results. The Nama lost between 35 %
and 50 % of their people, and their land and animals were expropriated. In fact, the
defeat brought one of the most far-reaching changes of their existence as a people: the
destruction of their pastoral economy.
37

The Nama tribes originally shared the collective name „Khoi-khoin“ and each of the tribes had an
independent government before the start of the collonial era. However, the distinction between the
different tribes has almost disappeared by now and the term „Nama“ must be regarded as the
established and popular term denoting all people of Khoi origin. Karas Regional Council, (2001), p.6
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Following their defeat, the Nama people were scattered and their communities
fragmented. Being dispossessed of their land and with stringent regulations imposed
on them, the majority of Nama people were forced to work as waged labourers. By
dispersing them to serve as a labour force on settler farms, the colonial government
managed not only to mobilise urgently needed workers, but also to obstruct any
possibility of the Nama reorganising themselves in opposition. The colonial
regulations thus resulted in the almost total demolition of their social and political
organisation.39 As will be demonstrated later, these early colonial processes have
continued to influence all spheres of Nama life till today.
In 1919 German colonial forces were defeated by the South African troops and
the territory of South West Africa had come under South African military rule.
Between 1920 and 1970 the South African government established so called native
reserves of which seven were inhabited chiefly by the Nama. Until the late 1960s,
most established reserves were located far from any major infrastructure, on marginal
lands with few, if any, perennial water sources.40 The colonial government actually
did not aim to develop the foundation for successful small-scale farming in the
reserves or any other agriculture, and by fees and regulations tried to discourage
Nama families from farming. While on one hand the reserves were required to
provide the workforce urgently needed to develop the colonial economy, particularly
the settler agricultural sector, on the other hand they were also considered as the
places to which unemployed and sick members of the urban population could be
moved, and to which the aged and infirm retired. The native reserve policies thus
induced a system whereby families living in a reserve remained economically
dependent on their members residing and working outside the reserve.
Periodic droughts, very limited farming opportunities and the fact that many
people in the reserves did not have a kin group to fall back on in times of economic
distress resulted in severe poverty. A number of people within the reserves were so
obviously destitute that the government felt obliged to assist, and since the 1920s food
rations were distributed to certain groups of reserve inhabitants.
In the 1960s, within the Odendaal Plan, the Nama reserves were expanded to
become their homelands and the area available to the Nama nearly doubled in size.
38
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This enabled more people to make a living from farming, but the homeland concept
by no means presented the opportunity for the Nama to become economically selfsustainable. Within the reserves a process of economic differentiation was put in
motion, which has influenced the distribution of income and wealth within the Nama
communities till the present day. One group of occupants have accumulated enough
livestock to be able to earn a living from farming, whereas others have had no animals
at all, or too few from which to earn a sufficient income. Most occupants became
dependent on pauper relief, social benefits or support from family members working
outside the reserves.
Deprived of their land and the possibility of living together in family groups,
the Nama came to live scattered throughout the southern regions, which severely
weakened their political cohesion as well as a traditional social security system. This,
and colonial policies, made it virtually impossible for traditional leaders to regain
their pre-colonial power base, and in particular they lost their ability to influence and
direct issues of social concern. Winifred Hoernlé, who did field work among the
Nama between 1912 and 1923, described the consequences of these processes:41
At the present day some of these tribes are distinct; that is to say, the tribal unity is totally
destroyed, though one may still come across individuals claiming to belong to one or other of
these tribes. But even where there is still a small remnant of people holding together under the
leadership of a man whom they regard as headman, or chief, the whole culture and power of
the Nama is hopelessly destroyed.

In pre-colonial times the most important function of Nama political
institutions was asserting the unity of the group and maintaining law and order. The
Nama had to conform to a set of rules and regulations, and norms of conduct. Any
person who breached these was penalized to ensure that the social standards were
maintained. Two bodies acted as instruments of social control: the community itself
and the tribal council. The community itself was able to enforce compliance with the
norms by exerting social pressure.42 The almost complete destruction of these
traditional community structures and social and political organization thus left ‘a
vacuum’ among the Nama people. Although local leaders were given positions by the

41
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colonial authorities, they were not given powers. They thus lost their ability and
power to inflict fines and control the social behavior of their people.
Although some traditional leaders seem to have hoped to regain their power to
resolve social problems following independence, the decision about role of traditional
leaders, taken by the High Court of Namibia in 1995 proved that this would not come
to pass.

4.2.4. Economy
Structure of the economy. The Karas regional economy is essentially driven by
a strong mining sector and government services. The region’s mining sector is a major
contributor to the national GDP. Products mined include diamonds, copper, zinc, tin,
silver, lead, marble and gemstones. However, the mining industry contributes only in
a limited way to development and job creation in the region as all raw materials from
Karas are being exported without any processing taking place.
Another important element of the regional economy is agriculture, especially
commercial farming. The main agricultural activity is sheep and goat farming with a
small number of cattle farms, mainly for dairy purposes. Since the development of
major ostrich processing facilities in Keetmanshoop, the region has also become the
centre of the Namibian ostrich industry. Finally, irrigated farming is practised along
the Orange River in the Karasburg constituency and below the Naute Dam in the
Keetmanshoop Rural constituency, with farmers producing a number of high value
crops, notably grapes and dates. The centre of the fishing industry is Luderitz, which
serves as both a commercial and fishing harbour. The fishing industry currently
concentrates mostly on white fish and partially rock lobsters.
As for the informal sector (mainly in retail business), its development in the
Karas region is hampered by stiff competition from the formal sector, as well as by
the lack of entrepreneurial skills and capital.
Employment. According to the 2001 Population and Housing Census 67 % of
people in the Karas region aged 15 and over are economically active.43 Out of them,
28 % were unemployed in 2001. The highest rates of unemployment were reported
from the Berseba and Keetmanshoop Urban constituencies – 39 % and 33 %
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respectively – while the lowest unemployment, 10 %, was in the Oranjemund
constituency. The unemployment rate for females is higher than that for males in all
areas of the Karas region. In the Berseba constituency unemployment among females
reached as high as 54 %.
As already mentioned, all employment in the region is heavily male
dominated. In both the private and public sector close to two thirds of employees are
male. In 2001 27 % of employees worked for the government and about 61 % of
employed persons were employed in the private sector. The manufacturing sector,
including mainly mining and quarrying, provided over 17 % of all employment
opportunities in the region. Slightly over 34 % of all employed persons were engaged
in the agricultural sector.
The employment opportunities are almost equally divided between the four
constituencies – Keetmanshoop Urban, Karasburg, Luderitz and Oranjemund. The
remaining rural areas – Keetmanshoop Rural and Berseba – offer only a very limited
number of jobs.44
Poverty and income disparities. Although the mean income level for the
region is relatively high by national standards, the Karas region’s Gini co-efficient of
income inequality is the highest, after the Omaheke region, of all the regions.
Household and individual food insecurity is a chronic problem amongst the region’s
poor. The 1993/94 Household and Income Expenditure Survey revealed that 32.2 %
of households spent more than 60 % of their total income on food and 4.1 % spend
more than 80 % of their income on food.45 Poverty is concentrated mainly in the rural
communal areas and among the indigenous population of the region.
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V. Chapter
M

RESULTS: EPIDEMIOLOGY AND DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACTS
OF HIV/AIDS

HIV/AIDS, as a fatal, sexually transmitted disease, affects mainly the adult
population. Therefore in cases where it reaches epidemic proportions, HIV/AIDS
significantly influences the demographic characteristics of a society, and through
death among the most economically and socially active part of the population it
causes serious social and economic problems, threatening the functioning of a society.

5.1.

EPIDEMIOLOGY
An HIV/AIDS epidemic is a long, slow event because the virus is slow-acting,

with an incubation period of many years. By the time that even a few people with
AIDS are recognized by health services, many more exist whose condition has not
been diagnosed or observed, and there are even more who are well but infected with
the virus. In short, a major problem and the danger of AIDS is that once significant
numbers of people begin to fall ill and to die, the HIV epidemic will already be far
advanced.1 This feature of the HIV/AIDS epidemic is well illustrated in the case of
Namibia (see Figure 5-1). The first case of HIV infection was officially diagnosed in
Namibia in 1986. While seven years later, in 1993, only 92 Namibians died from
AIDS, already more than two and half thousand people were tested positive for the
presence of the HIV virus in their bodies and the real prevalence in the population
was probably much higher. Eight years later, in 2001, health facilities reported 16,645
HIV infections and AIDS was stated as the primary cause of death in cases of over
three thousand patients.

1

Barnett and Whiteside (2000), p.8
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Figure 5-1

Reported number of HIV infections and AIDS deaths in Namibia,
1986 – 2001
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Table 5-1 Period between the first HIV test and
the initial assessment for ARV therapy
in Keetmanshoop hospital (2003/4)
In general, the level of

infections and AIDS death.

voluntary testing in Namibia and
also in the Karas Region is very

Period

Number of
ARV candidates

Same month

29

31 %

low. After the introduction of the

2 month up to 1 year

25

27 %

ARV therapy in Namibia, state

More than 1 year ago
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an HIV test if a standard treatment of opportunistic infections is not effective. For
example, in cases of candidates for ARV therapy in the Keetmanshoop hospital - 58
% of them were tested in the same year that they were recommended for the therapy
(see Table 5-1), which means they had already developed AIDS by the time of
undergoing their first HIV test. It is reasonable to expect that the number of HIV tests
and the consequently reported AIDS diagnoses were significantly lower before the
introduction of ARV therapy, i.e. before 2003. The reason for this being that the
incentive, in the form of treatment, was not available before. This hypothesis was
confirmed during interviews with health professionals. Moreover, as for reported
AIDS deaths, it follows from the experience of interviewed health professionals that
the family of a deceased often insist on stating another cause of death than AIDS,
either due to the stigma attached to the disease, or due to the loss of life insurance
benefits of the deceased.
In order not to rely merely on reported HIV cases, epidemiologists most often
use sentinel sero-surveys among pregnant women to estimate the HIV prevalence in
an adult population. In Namibia sentinel sero-surveys have been conducted every two
years among pregnant women attending selected antenatal services in public health
facilities since 1992. Antenatal clinics are on average visited by 91 % of pregnant
women. During a three month period, an additional anonymous blood sample is
drawn during routine screening procedures from clients of selected antenatal clinics
around the country and then tested for HIV. Figure 5-3 illustrates a trend in HIV
infections among pregnant women in Namibia, and also specifically in Keetmanshoop
for the period between 1992 and 2004 based on the results of sentinel surveys. The
highest average HIV prevalence among pregnant Namibian women – 22 % – was so
far reported in 2002. Last year, 2004, the prevalence decreased by 2 % to 19.8 %.
However, as will be seen later, the course of the epidemic varies significantly in
different regions. In the Karas Region, particularly in Keetmanshoop, the survey
revealed that 16.3 % of pregnant women were positive in 2004. However, in Luderitz
the second biggest town of the Karas Region, the prevalence among pregnant women
was 21.7 %.
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Figure 5-3

HIV prevalence among pregnant women in Namibia and in
Keetmanshoop, 1992 – 2004
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In 2001 the Ministry of Health and Social Services of the Republic of Namibia
published the first official projection of the demographic impact of HIV/AIDS on the
country.2 The projection was based on the Spectrum Policy Modelling System
developed by The Futures Group International (TFGI). Using HIV prevalence data up
to 1998 and not considering the impact of ARV therapy, the peak national prevalence
was estimated to reach 23.35 % in the year 2010 and it was expected to remain at this
steady rate up till 2021, which was selected as the final year of the projection. The
factual prevalence among pregnant women was 22 % in 2002 and 19.8 % in 2004,
while the projection estimated HIV prevalence among adults to be 22.5 % and 23 %
respectively. The difference can be explained by the fact that the modelling system
assumes that no new HIV/AIDS interventions will be introduced during a projection
period to bring the prevalence down.

2

MoHSS (2001e), p.12
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5.2.

DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACTS

5.2.1. Age and Sex
As was already explained, HIV/AIDS is killing people in their prime adult
age and Namibia is no exception. In 2004 almost 80 % of HIV positive pregnant
women in Namibia were aged between 20 and 35 years. The most vulnerable group
among pregnant women – 60 % of HIV positive cases – represented women aged
between 20 and 30 years, i.e. in prime child-bearing age. The HIV prevalence among
men is estimated to peak a bit
later between the ages of 30 and

Figure 5-4 Trend in HIV prevalence among
pregnant women by age group, Namibia
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Figure 5-5 HIV prevalence among men and women
by age group, Namibia, 2001
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For example, in 2002 the median age of females with STIs was 27 years. Similar
phenomena and the gradual development of the disease are probably also responsible
for the high HIV prevalence among women in the first half of their 30s.
An interesting trend is a steadily increasing HIV prevalence among women
aged between 35 and 39. One explanation might be a gradual spread of the HIV
infection from younger higher risk groups to an older generation. On the other hand
since September 2003 HIV patients might benefit from antiretroviral therapy, which
can prolong the lives and also the fertility of HIV positive women and thus increase
the HIV prevalence in older age groups.
With respect to the distribution of HIV infection among men and women it
follows from the figure 5-5 that Namibia as other countries in sub-Saharan Africa is
experiencing the feminization of the epidemic with higher percentage of women
infected than men. In 2001 women accounted nationally for 55 % of all reported HIV
cases and they were diagnosed at a younger age than men: the median age of HIV
diagnosis was 31 years for women and 36 years for men. The findings support the
hypothesis that sexual norms and gender relations cause that Namibian women
become sexually active earlier than men, and often have older sexual partners. Both
these factors reinforce a higher incidence of infections among women.
There is no publicly available information regarding the age or sex specific
distribution of HIV infections in the Karas Region. However, there is no reason to
expect that the trends described

Figure 5-6 Number of ARV candidates for ARV
therapy by age group and sex,
Keetmanshoop (9/2003 – 8/2004)
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age of ARV candidates was 34 for women and 42 for men. The difference in the
average age of female and male patients recommended for ARV therapy was six years
and this difference was statistically significant. To conclude we can hypothesize that
the group most affected by AIDS in the Karas Region are females between the age of
25 and 40 and males aged from 35 to 45. It is reasonable to assume that today’s AIDS
patients became infected about five to ten years ago.
The average age of respondents interviewed about social and economic
characteristics was 35 years and the age did not differ significantly between men and
women or between HIV positive respondents and the rest of the sample.

5.2.2. Adult Mortality
Figure 5-7

Age distribution of reported death in hospitals, from all causes and
AIDS, in 2001
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AIDS has been the leading cause of death in Namibia since 1996 (see Figure
5-1), followed by TB and malaria. In a normal population, the greatest number of
deaths occurs among the youngest children. The chances of dying then drop steadily
in the middle age group before increasing again among older people, copying a ‘Jshape’ curve. Since 1999 this pattern has changed in Namibia and a steep increase has
been recorded in the number of deaths among adults aged 25-50 (see Figure 5-7). The
main cause of death has obviously been HIV/AIDS. The HIV epidemic has thus been
coupled with the AIDS epidemic. In 2001 AIDS accounted for 22 % of all deaths and
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50 % of deaths among individuals aged 15-49. This trend is likely to continue and to
increase over the next 10 to 15 years.

Table 5-2

Mortality indicators for Namibia in 2005 and 2015
(Adults are defined as persons aged 15-49.)
Crude
Death Rate
death per
1,000
persons

2005

2015

with AIDS
without AIDS
with AIDS
without AIDS

Adult
Deaths
% of all
deaths

Adult Crude Death Rate
(death per 1,000 adults)
All adults

Males

Females

Ratio of
Male to
Female
Adult
Deaths

18.4

58 %

21.3

18.2

24.6

0.8

4.9

20 %

1.9

2.2

1.5

1.5

19.0

60 %

20.5

16.9

24.4

0.8

4.6

19 %

1.6

1.9

1.2

1.6

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Table 5-2 compares adult mortality rates for the scenario with AIDS and
without AIDS as projected by the U.S. Census Bureau. The expected mortality rates
correspond with the figures projected by the Namibian Ministry of Health and Social
Services. The projections do not include the impact of antiretroviral therapy on the
mortality rates because it is too early to predict to which extent the treatment can
prolong the lives of people in Namibia or other sub-Saharan countries. According to
the projections the number of deaths per thousand persons is expected to remain five
times higher in the coming ten years, in comparison to the situation with the absence
of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. The estimated deaths of adults aged 15-49 will account
for 60 % of all deaths instead of approximately 20 % in a scenario without AIDS and
females are expected to be more affected by the epidemic than males. The estimated
female adult crude death rate for Namibia increases dramatically, from 1.5 deaths per
1,000 adults in the without-AIDS scenario for 2005 to 24.6 death per 1,000 in the
with-AIDS scenario. The latter is higher than the estimated male adult crude death
rate of 18.2 deaths per 1,000, thus decreasing the ratio of male to female adult deaths
from 1.5 to 0.8 for 2005.
As will be discussed later, the HIV virus has spread from the epicentres in the
north of the country and the capital of Windhoek to other parts of Namibia. For this
reason the epidemic in the Karas Region lags behind the most affected parts of the
country. However, between 1995 and 1999 AIDS was already responsible for 19 % of
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deaths among people aged 5 years and older, and thus it became the leading cause of
death in the region. Since 1999 till 2001, when the national census was conducted, the
number of deaths increased by 95 % from 481 deaths in 1999 to 939 in 2001.3 The
increase in the number of deaths was higher among females than males but male
deaths still outnumbered the deaths of females in 2001. Apart from AIDS, the drought
which struck especially the semi-arid south of Namibia in 2000/1, could account for
the increase in the number of deaths.
Mortality rates varied significantly across the region. While on average one
out of ten households have experienced at least one death between 1999 and 2001, in
two constituencies out of six the mortality was significantly higher. In the rural
Berseba constituency nearly two households out of ten have lost a household member
within this period and in the Keetmanshoop Urban constituency 1.6 households out of
every ten experienced a death. The lowest number of deaths per household were
reported from Oranjemund and Luderitz, i.e. two mining towns whose demographic
and social structure is significantly different from the rest of the region.4
It follows from Figure 5-8 that the distribution of deaths by age and sex in the
Karas Region in 2001 copied the trend typical for the whole country. The peak in
mortality rates for adult females aged 15-49 was reported in the age group between 25
to 29 years, while for adult men the highest mortality was among 35 to 39-year old
males in 2001. These findings correspond with the typical trend in death in a society
affected

HIV/AIDS Figure 5-8 Deaths by age group and sex, Karas
Region (1 – 8/2001)
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male death rate by now. The observation reported by medical staff and the increasing
number of funerals in Keetmanshoop support this hypothesis.

5.2.3. Infant and Child Mortality
A steep increase in vaccination coverage, a massive improvement in antenatal
care and increased access to health care have produced a significant decline in the
mortality rate of infants and older children over the 1990s. As a result infant and
under-five mortality has been reduced by an average of 2.5 and 2 % annually,
between 1991 and 2000.5 However, Namibia already experienced a significant
regressive increase in mortality indicators in 2001 (see Figure 5-9). The reason is
obviously the spread of HIV/AIDS, which caused the death of many Namibian
children due to the transmission of the virus from mothers to infants.
Figure 5-9
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A matter of great concern is a dramatic increase in the number of deaths
caused by diarrhoea, and especially pneumonia, which has increased five-fold in the
decade after 1992. It is generally acknowledged that a major reason behind diarrhoea
and pneumonia-related mortality in children is again the spread of HIV/AIDS.

5

National Planning Commission, (2004), p.17
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Table 5-3

Child mortality indicators for the Karas Region in 2001
Infant
Mortality
per 1,000 live
births

Under 5
Mortality per
1,000 children
under 5

Life Expectancy at birth
All adults

Female

Male

*

Namibia

52

71

49.3

Karas Region

47

57

57

61

54

Urban

36

53

57

62

53

Rural

56

65

58

61

55

Keetmanshoop Urban

48

59

62

61

63

Keetmanshoop Rural

82

78

54

51

57

Berseba

59

72

59

68

51

Karasburg

47

57

52

58

47

Luderitz

28

56

61

68

54

30

30

72

73

71

Karas

*

Oranjemund
2002

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, Namibia

Both the U.S. Bureau of Census and the Namibian Ministry of Health and
Social Services, which does not include the impact of antiretroviral therapy, predict
that a serious impact of HIV/AIDS on infant and child mortality is going to last over
the coming years. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in 2005 Namibia’s estimated
infant mortality rate will be 49 infant deaths per 1,000 live births, an increase of 26
infant deaths per 1,000 due to AIDS.6 While the projected infant mortality is going to
decrease slowly by 2015, the
size of the gap between withAIDS and without-AIDS infant
deaths is expected to remain.
As for child mortality, the U.S.
Bureau of Census estimates

Figure 5-10 Number of children under 13 who died
in hospital facilities, Karas Region
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6

According to the projection of the Ministry of Health and Social Services infant mortality in a
without-AIDS scenario would be 50 infant deaths per 1,000 live births in comparison to 64.2 infant
deaths per 1,000 in a with-AIDS scenario in 2005. (MoHSS (2001e), p.52-53)
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The indicators of child mortality for the Karas Region indicate better results
than do the national averages (Table 5-3). This fact can be explained on one hand by a
relatively very developed health infrastructure and good access to health care in
certain constituencies of the region, and on the other hand by a later start and a slower
progress of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. However, Figure 5-10 shows a significant
increase in deaths of children under 13 since 1998, out of which more than two thirds
were younger than 5 years. The infant mortality also increased from 39 deaths per
1,000 live births in 1991 to 47 in 2001, despite the improvement in antenatal care in
the Karas Region during the 1990s. The direct impact of HIV/AIDS on infant and
child mortality is demonstrated by the results from our questionnaire. Only 11 % of
women who declared themselves as HIV negative experienced a death of their child,
while a child (or children) of 44 % of HIV positive women died. The majority of
these children died before their first birthday.
Both infant and under 5 child mortality vary considerably between rural and
urban areas. The highest mortality rates were reported from the rural constituencies,
such as the Keetmanshoop Rural and Berseba constituency, and conversely the lowest
child and infant mortality was reported from the two mining towns: Luderitz and
Oranjemund. The difference might be explained by worse access to health services,
given by vast distances and also by higher poverty and worse life conditions in rural
areas. These will be discussed in following chapters.

5.2.4. Life Expectancy
While Namibia has achieved major gains in access to health services and
primary health care since independence, life expectancies have not improved. In fact,
the HIV/AIDS epidemic, together with the TB epidemic accelerated by HIV/AIDS,
has caused a massive decline in the life span of the average Namibian (Figure 5-11).
While average life expectancy in 1991 was 61 years, it then dropped to 52 years in
1998 and was predicted to reach 43 years in 2000, according to the estimates of the
Ministry of Health and Social Services in 1999.7

7

Obeid et al. (2001), p.17
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Figure 5-11

Changing life expectancies between 1991 and 2000 in each region and
in Namibia as a whole

Source: Ministry of Health and Social Services

In reality the drop in life expectancy has been smaller, however, still very
significant. Average life expectancy in the decade between 1991 and 2001 has been
reduced from 59 to 48 years for
men and from 63 to 50 years for Figure 5-10 Projected life expectancy at birth,
2000 – 2021, Namibia
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10 shows the long term projection of life expectancy at birth based on data from the
1990s. It follows from the projected data that HIV/AIDS will reduce the lifespan of
average Namibians for decades.
According to the 2001 Population and Housing Census in the Karas Region
the life expectancy at birth decreased from 66 years in 1991 to 61 years in 2001 for
females and from 70 years to 54 years for males during the same period. The average
life expectancy at birth was higher than the national average, however, it varied
geographically. The lowest life expectancy was reported from the rural constituencies
occupied chiefly by Nama/Damara ethnic groups. On the other hand Oranjemund, the
centre of the diamond mining industry in the restricted area, accounted for the highest
average life span of 72 years.

5.2.5. Population growth and fertility rates
The national fertility rate (the average number of children born to a woman
during her life) dropped by almost 1.2 children from 5.4 children in 1992 to 4.2
children in 2000. Much of the decrease is attributed to the greater involvement of
women in the cash economy as formal employees and businesswomen, and improved
levels of education. According to the projections of the U.S. Bureau of Census total
fertility is expected to further decline, partially due to the impact of HIV/AIDS, to 3.2
in 2005 and 2.2 by 2015. The Ministry of Health and Social Services projects a
smaller drop in the fertility rates, expecting the total fertility rate not to decline below
4 children by 2015.
The fertility rate in the Karas Region has dropped from a rather low level of
4.1 children per women in 1991, to 3.2 children in 2001. However, there has been no
published data about the impact of HIV/AIDS on fertility specifically in the Karas
Region. The findings from our questionnaire reveal that HIV/AIDS significantly
influences the fertility rate. While a median number of children for HIV positive
women was 2 children, a median for women who regard themselves as HIV negative
was 3 children per woman, which corresponds with the average fertility rate from the
census data.
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In general, Namibian women in rural areas produce 2 more children than
mothers in urban areas.9 This pattern is also typical for the Karas Region where the
lowest fertility rates were reported from the Keetmanshoop Urban, Luderitz and
Oranjemund constituencies.
As for the population growth, the U.S. Bureau of Census predicts that the
Namibian population will grow only by 0.7 % in 2005, in comparison with 2.2 % in a
without-AIDS scenario. The Ministry of Health and Social Services calculates in their
predictions with higher fertility rates than the U.S. Census Bureau and consequently
predicts higher population growth rates for both the with and without-AIDS scenario.
In absolute terms, the ministerial projections suggest a net population deficit caused
by HIV/AIDS by 2021 of approximately 900,000 people, which is almost half of the
present population of Namibia. The population growth rate for the Karas Region was
estimated to be 1.3 % in 2001.

9

Obeid et al. (2001), p.15
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M

VI. Chapter
RESULTS: RISK ENVIRONMENT AND SUSCEPTIBILITY
TO HIV/AIDS IN NAMIBIA

The HIV virus infects a society through individuals. Each person is a member
of a society and belongs to various social groups, which create a certain type of
environment. Thus, before we turn our attention to individuals and factors which
influence their behaviour, leading to or preventing the infection by HIV/AIDS, we
will analyse the risk determinants inherent in the environment of Namibia as a whole.
Namibia falls among the most developed states on the African continent. In
2003 OECD classified Namibia as a lower-middle-income economy, alongside South
Africa, Egypt, Jordan, Thailand, Bolivia and others. However, Namibia is a land of
contrasts in terms of nature, society and economy, which makes the country
vulnerable. Namibians have adjusted to, and more than overcome, the imbalances
created either by the climate or by historical events. Therefore, many chasms have
remained and the HIV/AIDS epidemic has exploited them.
In Chapter 4 we described the features of Namibian society and economy,
which, according to the literature might influence the spread of HIV/AIDS in the
country. In the following paragraphs we will analyze if and how, these factors
contribute to the spread of the HIV virus in Namibia. Particular attention will be paid
to the relationship between the susceptibility to HIV/AIDS and disparities both
between language groups and between regions.

6.1.

HIV/AIDS AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC DISPARITIES BETWEEN
LANGUAGE GROUPS
As was explained in Chapter 4, the Namibian population is divided along

ethnic and economic lines. The Human Development Report for Namibia 2000/2001
points out that Namibia includes language groups that enjoy a quality of life
comparable to those of Sweden and Australia at one end of the scale, and groups that
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suffer poverty similar to that of Ethiopia and Sierra Leone at the other.1 Moreover,
even fifteen years after independence Namibia still shows the features of a dual
economy, with huge differences between households relying on subsistence farming
and those benefiting from the modern economy. For this reason any average
indicators regarding the general socio-economic or living standards of the Namibian
population as a whole are often rather misleading since they hide the huge differences
between language groups and economic sectors.
In the following paragraphs we will first illustrate the drastic differences in
living conditions along ethnic lines and then we will estimate the spread of HIV/AIDS
in individual language groups.

6.1.1. Differences in Living Conditions along Ethnic Lines
Since 1990, UNDP has pioneered the new concept of human development and
human poverty to enable comparison and to measure the different facets of
development at the national and sub-national level.
According to this new concept, Human Development is defined by the UNDP
as a process of enlarging people’s choices and its measure, the Human Development
Index (HDI), is calculated based on four indicators: life expectancy, literacy, school
enrolment and income per capita. Similarly, Human Poverty is defined by the UNDP
as a condition in which people’s choices are limited. The Human Poverty Index
measures the extent of limitations of choices in terms of the number of individuals
deprived of vital options in their quest for a long and meaningful life. The index
measures the breadth, or incidence, of deprivation, rather than the depth or severity of
poverty and is built on five indicators of poverty: percentage of people not expected to
survive beyond age 40, percentage of illiterate adults, percentage of underweight
children, percentage of the population without access to safe water, percentage of the
population without access to health care and percentage of households spending less
than 20 % of their income on non-food items.2

1
2

UNDP (2000), p.33
UNDP (1999), p. 75 - 77
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Table 6-1

2000 Human Development Index and Human Poverty Index
Language Group

1st Cluster

2nd Cluster

2000 Human
Poverty Index

2000 Human
Development Index

German

6.2

0.960

English

7.9

0.895

Afrikaans

8.4

0.885

Tswana

16.1

0.721

Oshiwambo

20.0

0.641

Nama/Damara

22.3

0.611

Otjiherero

21.2

0.667

Rukavango

25.2

0.585

Caprivi/Lozi

20.5

0.613

San

56.3

0.326

Table 6-1 summarizes the data on the Human Poverty Index and the Human
Development Index for individual Namibian ethnic groups as published by the UNDP
in 2000.3 It follows from the table that at one extreme the European language
communities live with less than 10 % poverty while, at the opposite extreme, the San
live with 60 % poverty. In between are five groups representing some 90 % of
Namibia’s population, all with similar levels of poverty, between 20 % and 30 %.4
Figure 6-1

Results of cluster analysis of living conditions along ethnic lines

Dendrogram using Average Linkage (Between Groups)
Rescaled Distance Cluster Combine
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3

UNDP (2000), p. 154 - 155
The position of the Tswana community half-way between the majority and the European language
speakers is a reflection of a very small (6000) and relatively prosperous community favored during the
apartheid era with their own administration. UNDP (2000), p.32
4
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If we use the indicators based on which the Human Development Index and
Human Poverty Index were calculated, and we employ the hierarchical cluster
analysis in SPSS 10.0 to analyze the proximities in living conditions among ethnic
groups, two significantly different clusters appear. As it follows from Figure 6-1, the
first cluster/ group is formed by members of the German, English and Afrikaans
speaking communities, i.e. people of European descent and of mixed origin. The
members of this group, representing about 10 % of Namibia’s population, typically
enjoy a very high standard of living comparable with the living standards in the most
developed countries in Europe or North America. On the other hand, the second
group/ cluster represents the members of the original ethnics living in Namibia whose
living conditions are in general very poor in comparison with the first group, and
whose members often suffer from severe poverty and under-development.
These findings show us that the legacy of colonialism and apartheid has not
been eliminated so far in Namibia, and we must take this important fact into account
while analyzing the socio-economic circumstances of the Namibian HIV/AIDS
epidemic.

6.1.2. State versus Private Health Care
The above described economic segregation of rich and poor people is mirrored
in many facets of Namibian life, and the health care system is no exception. As
explained in the Chapter 4, health care in Namibia is divided between a public health
service and a private health sector. While public health care is financed by the
government through the Ministry of Health and Social Services (MoHSS) and is
accessible to all Namibian citizens, the private health services are offered by private
practitioners, hospitals and clinics and are financed either through the Public Service
Employees' Medical Aid Scheme,5 private medical insurance schemes or are paid by
cash.
The World Health Organization estimates that private health expenditures
account for 32 % of health care in Namibia, out of which 78 % is covered by some
form of insurance and 18 % represents out-of-pocket payments.6 However, the high
share of private health expenditures is not reflected in equally significant coverage
5
6

i.e. medical insurance for government employees
Sekhri, Savedoff (2005), Appendix 1, p. C
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rates. In general only people from the high and middle-income percentiles, foreigners
and formal sector workers and their families benefit from medical insurance schemes
and can afford private health care.7 According to Family Health International only
about 13 % of Namibian citizens, i.e. 240,000 Namibians were covered by private
medical insurance in 2004.8 More than half of them – about 54 % of private patients
(i.e. over 130 thousand people) are government employees and their dependants.9 The
remaining 87 % of the Namibian population, who cannot afford private medical
insurance, use the public health care system which exists to cover mainly the poor and
vulnerable members of society.
The above described duality of the health care system has important
consequences for both reporting HIV/AIDS and on the treatment of the disease in
Namibia. While the statistics published by the Ministry of Health and Social Services
of the Republic of Namibia are based on reports from public health facilities and
provide information on so-called state patients, there are very limited data available
about private patients. According to the estimates of the Ministry of Health and Social
Services there were about 230,000 Namibians (i.e. over 14 % of the state patients)
living with HIV/AIDS in 2004 and out of them 10,620 received antiretroviral therapy
in public health facilities at the beginning of 2005.10 As for the private patients,
information on the number of people living with HIV/AIDS treated in private health
facilities is not publicly available. However, according to statistics released by private
pharmacies in Namibia, a total of 3,126 private sector patients received some form of
antiretroviral treatment by December 2004.11
It follows from the above mentioned data that the access of patients to the lifeprolonging antiretroviral therapy is higher in the private sector than in the public
health facilities in Namibia. While only 0.7 % state patients received antiretroviral
therapy in public health facilities at the turn of 2004 and 2005, ART regiments were
dispatched to 1.3 % patients using the private health care system during the same
period.
If the existing trends continue, the number of patients receiving antiretroviral
therapy is likely to increase in both the state and private sectors in coming years.
7

Drechsler, Jütting, (2005), p. 27-28
van der Veen (2005), p.1
9
Dentlinger (2005b), p.1
10
Dentlinger (2005a), p.1
11
van der Veen (2005), p.1
8
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However, as it follows from the recent experience of public health facilities in the
Karas Region, some HIV positive private patients are likely to start using the state
health care system as their private insurance does not cover antiretroviral therapy.12
According to Family Health International, the private medical insurance of only 60 %
of Namibian private patients includes ART coverage. This scenario might result in
even higher expenses for the Namibian Government as on the one hand, the
Government finances ART for the public sector with donor support, and at the same
time through the Public Service Employees' Medical Aid Scheme it provides 95 %
cover for antiretroviral treatment for public service employees and their dependants
treated in public health facilities.
To understand the socio-economic dynamic of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in
Namibia it is necessary to distinguish between the private and public health sectors.
As economic status differs along ethnic lines and among individual regions, access to
private health care differs too, and thus the available data on HIV/AIDS in the public
health sector published by the Ministry of Health and Social Services has different
value in the individual regions. Also, the conclusions drawn cannot be applied in the
same way to all language groups living in Namibia.
Unfortunately, the data available about the extent to which the public versus
private health facilities are utilized by the population in individual regions, or by
individual language groups, is very limited. The latest relevant figures which are
summarized in tables 6-2 and 6-3 are taken from the 1993/1994 Namibia Household
Income and Expenditure Survey.13 It follows from table 6-2 that members of
European language communities spent, on average, 14 times more on health care than
ethnic Namibians in the mid 1990s. At the same time household medical expenditures
were almost perfectly correlated with the average level of consumption of households,
i.e. households with higher levels of consumption allocated more funds to health
care.14 Based on information on the private health system and medical insurance in
Namibia, which was discussed in the previous section, one can hypothesize that in the
1990s European language descent households used private medical services to a
significantly higher extent than other language groups, and accordingly spent more
funds on private medical insurances and cash payments.
12
13

Karas Regional AIDS Coordinating Committee (2005)
The results of the 2003/2004 household income and expenditure survey will be published in 2006.
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Table 6-2

Average annual expenditures of private households on medical care by
language groups 1993/1994

Language Group

Expenditures on Medical
Care

Average Household
Consumption

German

1,564 N$

56,105 N$

English

1,078 N$

50,029 N$

Afrikaans

585 N$

33,750 N$

Tswana

161 N$

12,425 N$

Nama/Damara

83 N$

7,529 N$

Otjiherero

81 N$

10,651 N$

Rukavango

66 N$

7,151 N$

Oshiwambo

55 N$

8,016 N$

Caprivi/Lozi

45 N$

5,983 N$

San

44 N$

5,337 N$

Source: Central Statistics Office, (1996)

Consequently if we analyze the data on expenditures on medical care in the
individual regions, we can find a strong correlation between the level of health care
expenditures and the proportion of European speaking ethnics in the regions. The
correlation coefficient is equal to 0.87. Thus we could suppose that in the 1990s the
public health care services were used to a significantly higher extent in the northern
regions, which are inhabited chiefly by people of Namibian origin, than in the central
and southern parts of the country where a majority of households speaking European
languages live.
Despite the fact that recent data on medical expenditure is not yet available
there is no reason to expect that the situation regarding the expenditure on medical
care has changed significantly within the last ten years. The number of people covered
by the Public Service Employees' Medical Aid Scheme has gradually been
increasing15 and the proportion of public service employees speaking idigenous
Namibian languages, covered by this scheme, also increased during the last decade.
However, the general situation did not change as the socio-economic structure of the
population and the system of health care have been maintained.

14
15

The correlation coefficient is 0.98.
Dentlinger (2005b)
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Table 6-3

Average annual expenditure of private households on medical
according to region 1993/1994
Medical Care

% European Language
Group (2001)

Khomas

463 N$

34 %

Hardap

339 N$

45 %

Erongo

323 N$

29 %

Karas

224 N$

42 %

Otjozondjupa

199 N$

13 %

Omaheke

180 N$

13 %

Kunene

88 N$

6%

Okavango

72 N$

1%

Oshikoto

70 N$

3%

Oshana

66 N$

3%

Caprivi

40 N$

2%

Ohangwena

40 N$

0%

Omusati

33 N$

0%

Region

Source: Central Statistics Office, (1996)

6.1.3. Estimation of the Characteristics of the Target Population Using the
Public Health System, and of HIV Prevalence among Clients of State
Health Facilities
The Ministry of Health and Social Services regularly publishes the number of
pregnant women tested HIV positive in public health facilities, as well as their age.
However, there are no data available regarding their socio-economic status or ethnic
origin. To learn more about the socio-economic determinants and the impact of
HIV/AIDS in Namibia we can first try to estimate, at least approximately, the ethnic
origin, and based on that, the socio-economic characteristics of the clients of public
health facilities.
The last available data on the ethnic structure of the Namibian population were
collected within the population census carried out in 2001 when households were
asked about the main language spoken at home. As information on how many
households from the individual language groups are using public health facilities is
not available, it was necessary to find a proxy variable based on which we could
estimate the proportion of potential state patients in a particular region and in an
ethnic group. It follows from the literature quoted above, that in general, only people
from the high and middle-income percentiles can benefit from private medical
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schemes. For this reason, based on the available data, the best proxy variable
characterising the upper income groups seemed to be the ownership of a phone.
According to the 1993/94 Household Income and Expenditure Survey, 75 % of
households which owned a phone belonged to the top income quartile and out of 50 %
of the households having the highest economic standard a further 93 % of them
owned the phone. Using the proxy of ownership of phone the author estimated the
number of households using public health facilities. However, as the number of
household members differs significantly in individual language groups, it was
necessary to also use information on average number of household members in a
particular language group16 to calculate the approximate numbers of people speaking
the same language in each of the regions who use public health facilities. Gross
estimated figures regarding the proportion of people benefiting from the public health
medical scheme are summarized in Table 6-4.
Table 6-4

Estimated percentage of the Namibian population using public
health facilities divided according to the language groups and regions

Region

16

Estimated % of
population using
public health
facilities

Language Group

Estimated % of
population using
public health
facilities

Khomas

77 %

German

4%

Hardap

68 %

English

17 %

Erongo

79 %

Afrikaans

36 %

Karas

72 %

Tswana

67 %

Otjozondjupa

85 %

Nama/Damara

89 %

Omaheke

82 %

Otjiherero

86 %

Kunene

86 %

Rukavango

98 %

Okavango

97 %

Oshiwambo

96 %

Oshikoto

94 %

Caprivi/Lozi

97 %

Oshana

94 %

San

Caprivi

95 %

Ohangwena

96 %

Omusati

95 %

100 %

based the 1993/94 Household Income and Expenditure Survey
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According to our model, approximately 87 % of Namibians use public health
care services, which corresponds with the data on private patients in Namibia, as
mentioned earlier. Despite the fact that we have only very rough estimations at our
disposal, the figures support the conclusion from the previous section that people of
Namibian ethnic origin, who enjoy a significantly lower economic standard of living,
are using public health facilities to a much higher extent than Namibians speaking
languages of European descent. Consequently the percentage of the population treated
in public health facilities is lower in regions in central and southern Namibia,
inhabited to a larger extent by people of European ethnic origin or people of mixed
origin, than in the northern part of the country. This finding corresponds with the fact
that the majority of private doctors and private health facilities are concentrated in the
capital, or they are found in the central and southern parts of the country where the
demand for their services is higher as the number of people who can afford private
health care is higher there.17
Once we have estimated the proportion of the population of the individual
language groups who use public health facilities in particular regions, we can try to
calculate HIV prevalence among people using state health facilities according to
individual language groups based on the information from the Sentinel Survey of
2004. During our calculations we suppose that ethnic origin per se does not have a
priori any special impact on the spread of HIV/AIDS in Namibia as the author is not
aware of any distinct cultural or sexual practices of Namibian ethnic groups which
could significantly influence the spread of the virus. Estimations are summarized in
Table 6-5, apart from data for the European language speaking community because
the number of people from this group who use the state health facilities is so small
that the estimation is very inaccurate. However, it does not mean that the HIV virus is
not spread among people speaking European languages in Namibia, nor does it mean
that the HIV virus is not spread among people using private health care services. It is
only that data, which would enable us to analyze the spread of the epidemic in this
part of the society, are not available.

17

el Obeid at al (2001) p.6 and 23
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Table 6-5

Estimated HIV prevalence among the population speaking original
Namibian languages which use public health facilities

Language Group

Estimated HIV prevalence

Caprivi/Lozi

21.5 %

Oshiwambo

10.5 %

Nama/Damara

10.5 %

San

10.3 %

Otjiherero

10.1 %

Rukavango

9.5 %

Tswana

8.5 %

It follows from our calculations that in terms of HIV prevalence there are
probably no really significant differences between the language groups which use
state health facilities to a high extent, and which at the same time belong to the
original Namibian ethnic groups. Caprivians (/Lozi) experiencing an exceptionally
high prevalence seem to be the only exception in this respect, probably due to the fact
that the majority of them live in one of the epicenters of the epidemic. Based on that
we can hypothesize that as the living standard of people of Namibian ethnic origin –
who represent the majority of the Namibian population - using state health facilities,
is also in many ways similar to the level of the spread of the HIV virus among them.
As it seems according to our calculations that ethnic origin does not play a major role
in the spread of the virus, in the next section we will turn our attention to local
epidemiological patterns and geographical factors.

6.2.

HIV/AIDS AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC DISPARITIES AMONG
REGIONS
Namibia is divided administratively into thirteen regions. The regions differ

by type of natural environment, climate, representation of various ethnic groups (i.e.
culturally), social characteristics, type of economic activity and level of economic
development. At the same time, the regions show different epidemiological patterns in
terms of the spread of the HIV virus. Therefore it is possible to assume that sociocultural and economic characteristics, together with migration patterns, influence the
course of the epidemic in the individual regions. In the following section we will
explore this hypothesis in detail. First, we will analyze the local epidemiological
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patterns, and then we will turn our attention to the socio-economic determinants of
susceptibility to the HIV virus.
6.2.1. Local Epidemiological Patterns
The hierarchical cluster analysis in SPSS 10.0 was employed to analyze
proximities among the susceptibility to HIV infection in the thirteen regions. As was
explained in the chapter reviewing the literature, susceptibility to HIV/AIDS at the
level of a social group or a society is defined by two parameters:
•

the gradient of the epidemic curve;

•

and the actual (or predicted) maximum of the epidemic curve.

Regional data from the sentinel surveys on HIV prevalence in pregnant women
between 1992 and 2004 was used to calculate both variables.
The gradients of the individual epidemic curves in the regions were estimated
by linear regression models. In the case of 11 regions the coefficient of the
Figure 6-2

Results of cluster analysis of HIV susceptibility in the 13 regions,
1992 – 2004
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determination was significant at the 5 % level and in two regions at 10 %. In all cases
the regression coefficients, i.e. the gradients, were significant (P-value < 0.05 in
eleven regions, P-value < 0.1 in two regions). The dendrogram illustrating
hierarchical clustering (Figure 6-2) reveals that five distinct clusters can be identified
based on the available epidemiological data. The actual clusters thus correspond with
the similarities expected in the dynamics of the epidemic in certain regions based on
graphical analyses of the epidemic curves (see Figure 6-3) and additional information
available on the progress of the HIV/AIDS epidemic around Namibia.
It follows from the results of the above described cluster analyses that four
groups of regions, differing in levels of HIV susceptibility, can be identified in
Namibia. In other words there are four regional clusters, which differ in levels of a
general health, cultural, social and economic predisposition to HIV infection among
state patients. A graphical illustration of this finding is provided in Figure 6-3 where
the similarities in the course of the epidemic curves indicate the revealed proximities
in HIV susceptibility among the individual regions.
Figure 6-3

Regional epidemic curves of HIV prevalence in pregnant women
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The following text will concentrate on identifying those socio-economic,
demographic and geographic factors which influence the discovered regional trends in
susceptibility to HIV/AIDS in Namibia.

6.2.2. Determinants of Susceptibility to HIV and AIDS
As was explained in Chapter 2, there are, in general, three categories of factors
that underlie and determine susceptibility to HIV/AIDS:
(i)

health factors such as the health status of an individual, age, gender, virus
type, HIV and STIs prevalence, health-seeking behaviour etc.;

(ii)

socio-cultural factors which include the form of sexual relationships,
condom use, socio-cultural norms, access to information on HIV/AIDS,
gender relations, religion etc.;

(iii)

socio-economic factors that are the social and economic status of an
individual, poverty, national wealth, income distribution, livelihood
strategies, migration and mobility, education, urbanization and others.

As the research presented here is focused on the social and economic aspects of HIV
and AIDS, we will concentrate primarily on the identification of socio-economic
determinants of susceptibility to HIV/AIDS. The unit of analysis is in our case a
region, since the epidemiological, socio-economic as well as demographic data are
collected at regional level.

Regression Model
Table 6-6 summarizes 16 socio-economic and demographic variables and
migration indicators, which were identified, based on the literature, to analyze the
determinants of HIV/AIDS at regional level.
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Table 6-6

Analysed socio-economic and demographic determinants of
HIV/AIDS susceptibility in Namibia

Demographic determinants and
mobility/migration
sex ratio (male to female)
% of people in productive age (15-59)
population density
distance from the epicenters
% of population speaking Oshiwambo or
Caprivi languages
short-term migration
long-term migration

Socio-economic determinants
Human Poverty Index
Human Development Index
rate of unemployment
% of wage employment (as a main source of
income)
access to safe water
electricity for lighting
a measure of inequality based on the type of
toilet facility available in the household
% of adults who never attended school
marital status (% of never married adults)

Firstly, the correlation matrix was calculated to analyze the relationship
between the individual variables (see Enclosure 2). It follows from Table 6-7, which
summarizes the correlation coefficients between the measures of susceptibility to
HIV/AIDS and socio-economic and geo-demographic determinants that on the one
hand, the population density and the percentage of Oshiwambo and Caprivian
speakers in the region is positively correlated with susceptibility to HIV/AIDS, while
Table 6-7

Correlation between the measures of susceptibility to HIV/AIDS and
the socio-economic determinants and geo-demographic indicators

Pdensit
DistanceEpic
HPI N
HDI
Unemployment
Wages
Water
Electricity
Unequality
Oshiwambo/ Caprivians
SR Migration
LR Migration
Never Attended School
Middle Age
Never married
Male to female ratio

Gradient
0.68
-0.55
-0.17
0.09
0.36
-0.10
0.29
-0.04
0.11
0.56
-0.24
-0.19
-0.48
0.16
0.26
-0.37

Maximum
0.40
-0.51
0.07
-0.09
0.07
-0.11
0.27
-0.01
0.16
0.58
-0.13
-0.09
-0.49
0.23
-0.05
-0.20
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on the other hand, the distance from the closest epicentre of the epidemic18 and the
percentage of adults who never attended school is negatively correlated with the
measures of predisposition to HIV infection.
A problem in the building of a regression model is a strong multicollinearity
(see Enclosure 2). Since the epicentres of the epidemic are big towns, there exists a
relatively high positive correlation between the density of the population and the
distance from the epicentre. Other correlations between geo-demographic and socioeconomic variables can be explained mainly by the fact that in the north of the
country, inhabited mainly by Oshiwambo speakers, the population density is very
high in comparison to the rest of the country. And, the northern regions are
underdeveloped as they were community areas during the apartheid era. For this
reason, the level of poverty is significantly higher there than in the south (including
lower access to running water, electricity etc.) and therefore, people from the northern
regions migrate to other parts of the country in search of work. Accordingly, for
example, an indicator of a short-term migration19 from the region is positively
correlated with the Human Poverty Index and long term migration, and negatively
correlated with the Human Development Index, access to electricity and water,
proportion of wage employment, proportion of people in middle age, male to female
ratio, percentage of people speaking Oshiwambo and Caprivian languages etc.
To avoid the above mentioned problems with multicollinearity, and to identify
the major determinants of susceptibility to HIV/AIDS a stepwise linear regression
was employed. The following regression models have shown the best results:
Y1 = 46.223 + 0.188 X1 – 0.004 X2 + 0.091 X3 + 0.021 X4 – 0.450 X5 –
– 0.035 X6 – 0.021 X7
(R2 = 0.93)
Y2 = 188.544 – 0.021 X1 – 0.014 X2 + 0.709 X3 + 0.161 X4 – 1.574 X5
– 0.458 X6 – 0.464 X7
(R2 = 0.90)

18

It follows from the epidemiological maps that three major towns, Windhoek, Oshakati and Katima
Mulilo, became the epicenters of the HIV infections at the beginning of the 1990s.
19
measured as a proportion of people usually residing at the region on the population enumerated at the
region at the time of Census
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Y1 – a gradient of the epidemiological curve of HIV/AIDS
Y2 – a maximum of the epidemiological curve of HIV/AIDS
X1 – a density of population
X2 – a distance from the nearest epicentre of the epidemic
X3 – Human Poverty Index
X4 – a proportion of Oshiwambo and Caprivian language speakers
X5 – a short-term migration
X6 – a proportion of people older than 15 years who never attended school
X7 – a proportion of people older than 15 years who never got married
As for the speed of the spread of the HIV virus, i.e. the gradient of
epidemiological function, it follows from the regression analysis that the infection
spreads faster in the regions with higher population density (P-value < 0.05), which
are closer to the epicentres of the epidemic (P-value < 0.12) and in the areas where
people from other parts of the country migrate to in search of work (P-value < 0.05).
The other regression coefficients turned out to be statistically insignificant. However,
they are still important for the regression model. It follows from the first regression
model that the HIV virus spreads faster in the regions with higher levels of poverty,
and in areas where there is a bigger proportion of members of Oshiwambo and
Caprivi language groups in the population. On the other hand, the speed of the
epidemic is slower in regions with lower levels of education, i.e. where a higher
percentage of the population never attended school, and in areas where there is a
bigger proportion of people who never got married.
Based on the results of the second regression model we can state that the
highest prevalence of HIV/AIDS in the population appeared in the regions where
predominantly Oshiwambo and Caprivi language speakers live (P-value < 0.10) and
in regions which became recipients of migrant populations from other parts of the
country (P-value < 0.05). At the same time a higher HIV prevalence was reached in
regions where more educated people live (P-value < 0.05) and where there is a higher
rate of marriages in the population (P-value < 0.10). Other regression coefficients
were not statistically significant, but similarly to the case of the speed of the epidemic,
it seems that higher HIV prevalence is in the regions with higher levels of poverty and
those closer to the epicentres of the epidemic. In this particular regression model HIV
prevalence seemed to be lower if the population density increases. However, if we
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tested other regression models with maximum HIV prevalence as the dependent
variable we sometimes found opposite relationships.
To conclude, according to our regression analysis susceptibility to HIV/AIDS
is the highest in the regions:
which are close to the epicentres of the epidemic;
where there is a high density of population;
which attract short-term migration from other regions;
where more educated people live;
and where there is a higher rate of marriages in the adult population.
In the following paragraphs we will study why and how these determinants influence
susceptibility to HIV/AIDS in the four regional clusters identified, based on the
epidemiological data.

6.2.3. Regional Clusters of Susceptibility to HIV and AIDS
A. Geographical Factors and Migration
Figure 6-4

The geographical location of the HIV risk clusters in Namibia
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It follows from the regression analysis that the distance from the epicentres of
the epidemic, as well as migration patterns, play a significant role in susceptibility to
HIV/AIDS at the regional level. The geographical factor is thus important for the
understanding of the identified similarities in the predisposition to HIV/AIDS in
Namibia. The map on Figure 6-4 provides an illustration of the geographical
distribution of the four regional clusters which were identified, based on the
susceptibility to HIV/AIDS. While in the case of certain risk groups the regions
experiencing similar levels of susceptibility to HIV/AIDS neighbour with each other
and create a continuous area, in other cases they are isolated.
Epicentres of the epidemic. As for the beginning of the epidemic in Namibia,
three regions, namely the Khomas, Oshana and Caprivi regions, are classified in our
analysis as Risk Group R1 and are generally considered to be the three independent
epicentres of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Namibia. The Khomas Region is situated in
central Namibia and 93 % of its inhabitants live in the town of Windhoek, which is
the capital of Namibia. The Oshana Region, located in the north-central part of the
country, is dominated by the big town of Oshakati where 17 % of the Oshana
population resides. Finally, the Caprivi Region is the most north-western region of
Namibia, neighbouring with Angola, Zambia and Botswana. 23 % of the population
of the region lives in its capital Katima Mulilo,which is located on the border with
Zambia.
All three above mentioned regions which became the epicentres of the
epidemic have big urban centres and show a high density of population - higher than
the country’s average (see Figure 6-5).
Figure 6-5
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The Caprivi Strip is regarded as being the first entry point for the HIV virus
into the country. This is as a result of intensive cross-border movement, mainly to and
from Zambia, which take place there. According to epidemiologists, and as follows
from the epidemiological maps (see Figure 1-5, Chapter 1)20, Zambia and Zimbabwe
alone were identified as the centres of the epidemic in southern Africa.
A crucial event in the epidemiology of HIV/AIDS in Namibia was the end of
the war for independence between the Owambo dominated opposition movement,
South-West Africa People’s Organization (SWAPO), and South Africa, which was
soon followed by Namibian independence in 1990. As a result, within eight months,
in 1990, more than 43,000 refugees returned to Namibia mainly from exile in Angola
and Zambia. Douglas Webb (1997) states that of these returnees, more than 28,000
were aged over 18, and it is reasonable to assume that a significant minority of this
group (around 4,000) were infected by HIV/AIDS during their stay in exile. Many of
the returnees, mainly Owambos, ultimately bound for the northern regions, opted to
return initially to the capital of Windhoek, before heading to the former Owamboland,
which today consists of the Oshana, Omusati, Ohangwena, and Oshikoto Regions.
Once returned to Namibia, the repatriates proved to be relatively mobile in their
search for work, and were found to be twice as likely to move to seek work than the
‘stayers’.21 This factor coinciding with the abolition of the restriction of movement
within the country crucially influenced the initial stage of the epidemic in Namibia.
Migration patterns. The results of the regression analysis also confirmed a
high importance of migration with regards to the regional susceptibility to HIV/AIDS.
In general, the Namibian population is highly mobile, which is especially true for the
economically active age groups, i.e. 15-59 years, which at the same time form the
most vulnerable group in terms of the HIV infection. Moreover, a higher proportion
of males migrate in search of work than females in Namibia, which increases the risk
of the spread of the virus as in general men are more likely to have extra-marital sex
and a higher number of sexual partners than women.22

20

For Angola only estimates of the HIV infection are available from that time.
Webb (1997), p.22
22
Filmer (1998), p.112
21
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Two inter-related trends of migration can be identified in Namibia: (i) the
rural-to-urban migration and (ii) migration from underdeveloped regions, mainly rural
areas in the north of the country, to the economic centres.
Rural-to-urban migration. The causes of the high rates of rural-to-urban
migration in Namibia must be seen mainly in the huge urban-rural discrepancies
within Namibian society. The 2000/2001 Human Development Report for Namibia23
points out the differences between urban and rural areas, reflecting to a certain extent
the differences between language groups and regions. The northern regions are
predominantly rural, very densely populated and the population is largely made up of
speakers of indigenous African languages (mainly Oshiwambo speakers). On the
other hand, the most urbanized regions in Namibia are those in the central and
southern parts, which were colonized and where the density of the population is often
very low (Figure 6-5).
Table 6-8

Urban/Rural Human Development Indices
Urban Areas

Rural Areas

51.5

48.0

Adult Literacy

90.7 %

75.6 %

School Enrolment

96.2 %

93.7 %

6,838 N$

1,727 N$

17.4 %

29.0 %

0.628

0.512

Lighting with Gas/Electricity

68.1 %

9.8 %

Access to Safe Water

98.4 %

79.9 %

4.2

5.7

40.5 %

44.8 %

99

92

Wages

69.7 %

23.0 %

Farming

46.0 %

1.9 %

Pensions

14.6 %

5.4 %

Life Expectancy

Mean per capita income
Human Poverty Index
Human Development Index

Average Household Size
Adults ever married
Sex Ratio (males per 100 females)
Main source of income

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, UNDP

23

UNDP (2000), p.37
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As was pointed out above, the differences between rural and urban households
are enormous in Namibia. It follows from the human development indices in Table 68 that rural dwellers are relatively deprived in terms of employment, income,
education and health care. There are few employment opportunities outside
subsistence agriculture in the rural areas, and private investments are insignificant.
This leads to lower income levels and living standards. From Table 6-8, it is seen that
rural households have, on average, only one quarter of the per capita income of their
urban counterparts. Only 10 % of rural households have electricity or gas for lighting,
while only 80 % of them have access to safe water. The situation in the urban areas is
far better with almost 70 % connected to electricity and over 98 % having access to
safe water. In terms of educational attainment, only 76 % of adult rural dwellers are
literate in comparison to almost 91 % of their urban counterparts. Also, school
enrolment in rural areas is significantly lower and children attend schools which are
often very poorly equipped and where the majority of teachers are less qualified than
their colleagues in urban areas.24
A reaction to the massive rural-urban discrepancies is the migration to towns.
While in 1991, i.e. at the beginning of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, only 28 % of
Namibians lived in urban areas, ten years later urbanization had already reached
33 %. Since the 1980s it has been documented that urban population growth is
significantly faster than that of the population in rural areas.

For example, the

population of Windhoek has more than doubled since 1980. At the current rate of
urban population growth it is estimated that the population of Namibia would be 43 %
urbanized by the year 2006, and 50 % by 2010 and even 75 % urbanized by 2030.25
As for the spread of the HIV infection, not only the high speed of urbanization
increases the susceptibility to HIV/AIDS, but the demographic characteristics of
migrants are worrying as well. While in urban areas for every 100 females there are
99 males, in rural parts of the country there are only 92 males per 100 females, which
clearly demonstrates the fact that male migrants outnumber females searching for
work. With regard to age structure, it is seen from the 2001 Population and Housing
Census that the rural areas have relatively more young people and senior citizens,
while the urban areas have relatively more people in the economically active group.
According to the UNDP and data from the Namibian Government it is predominantly
24

UNDP (2000), p.39
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poor young men and women from rural areas, which form one of the most vulnerable
groups with regards to HIV infection according to the epidemiological data for
Namibia, who migrate to towns in search of better social and economic opportunities.
However, urban areas tend to draw job seekers in numbers well beyond the
number of jobs being created. Consequently, those actively seeking work tend to
cluster in urban areas where jobs are more likely to be found, resulting in “imported”
unemployment in towns. Strict unemployment rates, defined as the percentage of
unemployed among those actively seeking for jobs, are over 8 % higher in urban areas
than in rural areas, with many of those unemployed and actively seeking for jobs
coming from rural areas. As a result poverty problems are gradually mounting in
urban Namibia. For example, the Human Poverty Index increased from 13 % in 1997
to 15 % in 1999. The continuous flow of migrants coupled with the lack of job
opportunities – especially for women – creates opportunities for the development of
the commercial sex sector and the commoditisation of sex, as discussed in the
literature review. Consequently, susceptibility to HIV/AIDS seems to be higher in
urban areas, as we have seen from the regression analysis which revealed that the
susceptibility to HIV/AIDS is higher in more densely populated areas.
Migration from under-developed regions to the economic centres. The
economic centres, as well as employment opportunities, are not distributed evenly in
Namibia. Table 6-9 presents a ranking of regions in Namibia by level of human
poverty and development in 2000. Human poverty and development indices
summarized in the table demonstrate a clear disparity between the northern regions
and regions in the central and southern part of Namibia. While the average human
poverty index of the southern and central regions is 23.8, in the north the poverty
index is almost 30. A similar disparity also exists between human development
indices: the indicator of the level of human development reaches on average 0.676 in
the central and southern part of the country, but it is only 0.580 in the north.

25

Office of the President, (2004), p.48
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Table 6-9

2000 Human Development Index and Human Poverty Index
Region

Central and
Southern Regions

Northern Regions

2000 Human
Poverty Index

2000 Human
Development Index

Erongo

17.1

0.713

Khomas

17.9

0.769

Karas

23.8

0.700

Hardap

25.0

0.667

Otjozondjupa

27.3

0.601

Omaheke

31.7

0.605

Average

23.8

0.676

Oshana

25.0

0.618

Kunene

27.0

0.588

Omusati

27.1

0.585

Oshikoto

29.9

0.654

Kavango

30.3

0.554

Ohangwena

31.2

0.544

Caprivi

36.0

0.517

Average

29.5

0.580

Source: UNDP

The causes of the regional inequalities stem from the distribution of the natural
resources, differences in natural environment, historical and economic development,
etc. Namibia’s productive natural resources such as mines, industries, commercial
agriculture, etc., are in the south and centre of the country while in the north, where
over 60 % of the population live and where there are two of the three epicenters of the
HIV/AIDS epidemic, economic activity is largely based on small enterprises, local
trade, livestock rearing, and to a lesser extent, arable agriculture. Since these activities
do not meet the full livelihood needs of household members and the north is also
under-developed in terms of living standard and access to social services, such as
health and education, people in the productive age group migrate to the more
developed central and southern regions in search of work.
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Figure 6-7

Origin of migrants in Erongo, Khomas, Karas and Otjozondjupa
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According to the 2001 Population and Housing Census four regions from the
central and southern part of Namibia where industry as well as commercial agriculture
concentrate – namely Erongo, Karas, Khomas and Otjozondjupa – had the biggest net
gains from migration during the period between 1996 and 2001. In each of the four
regions about 20 % of the regional population had migrated to the region from other
areas during the five years before the census. It follows from Figure 6-8 that out of
those who had moved into these regions the majority came from the north of the
country. For example, in the Erongo, Karas and Khomas regions, around 50 % of
new migrants are originally from the northern regions, mainly from Ohangwena,
Omusati, Oshana and Oshikoto, i.e. the most populated areas with the highest density
of population, which are also some of the least developed and are occupied mainly by
Oshiwambo speakers.
On the other hand, the proportion of the ‘internal’ migration within the
southern regions is relatively small, in comparison with the influx of migrants from
the north. A noteworthy fact is the high percentage of persons who have moved
especially into the Otjozondjupa and Khomas regions from outside Namibia. Khomas
region has in general, a specific position in terms of migration. As the most developed
region where the capital and at the same time the biggest town of the country is
located, it attracts migration not only from the northern regions but also from the
south and central regions, as well as from abroad. However, at the same time a
relatively high proportion of the original residents of the Khomas region have moved
to other central and southern regions. One explanation might be the fact that in the
Khomas region the political, social and economic elite concentrate, whose skills are
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also required in other economic centres where these people migrate to. Another
reason can be the lack of job opportunities and high competition in the labour market,
given by the influx of migrants, which might force the original residents of the
Khomas region to move elsewhere to find jobs.
If we study the epidemiological map on Figure 6-4, from the migration point
of view we can see that migration from the north to the more developed regions in
central and southern Namibia, combined with rural-urban migration has been an
important vehicle of the spread of the HIV virus in the country.
As for the regions in Risk Group R1, both epicentres of the HIV/AIDS
epidemic, Oshana and Khomas, gain from migration. The Oshana region, as the local
economic centre, attracts rural migration which is among others illustrated by the fact
that the population of the region increased by 25 % during five year period between
1996 and 2001. The number of inhabitants of the Khomas region grew only by 8 %
but as explained above, the capital of Windhoek attracts migrants from the whole
country and at the same time the region serves as a pool of migrant labour for other
regions. Finally, the Caprivi region does not seem to be attractive for migrants from
other parts of Namibia. However, the number of foreigners in Caprivi almost doubled
between 1996 and 2001. It is reasonable to expect that the majority of them came
from neighbouring Zambia, which is a much less developed country than Namibia,
and the epidemic is more advanced there. Thus we can conclude that the presence of
migrants in all three epicentres increases the predisposition to HIV/AIDS in the
regions.
In Risk Group R2, which is formed by regions with the second highest level
of susceptibility to HIV/AIDS after the epicentres, are on the one hand Otjozondjupa
and Erongo, which have a very significant in-migration from the north and Khomas
region due to employment opportunities available in industry and agriculture, and on
the other hand, the northern rural regions (Ohangwena, Omusati, and Oshikoto) from
which those actively seeking jobs migrate to the nearest big town of Oshakati, which
is the centre of local economy and one of the three epicentres of the epidemic. The
epidemic has progressed more slowly in these regions from Risk Group R2. In
comparison to the epicentres and according to official figures, the HIV prevalence
reached a maximum at about 25 % of the adult sexually active population, which is a
5 % lower rate than in the Khomas and Oshana regions.
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In the Karas and Kavango region, which form Risk Group R3, the maximum
HIV prevalence reached only 20 % and the HIV virus has spread here, on average,
significantly more slowly in comparison with Risk Group 1 and 2. However, the
average figures on HIV prevalence hide significant local differences in these two
regions. Since 2004 there are two urban sites in the Karas region where the samples
for the sentinel sero-prevalence survey are collected – in Keetmanshoop and in
Luderitz. While in Keetmanshoop HIV prevalence stagnates around 16 %, in Luderitz
where there is a high concentration of migrant workers from the north attracted by
employment in the mining and fishing industry, HIV prevalence in the adult
population reached almost 22 % in 2004. Similarly in Rundu, the capital of the
Kavango region, supporting 18 % of the population of the region, HIV prevalence
was 21 %, while at other sentinel sites located in smaller towns and rural areas the
prevalence was lower by 2 to 6 %. Despite the fact that the Kavango region borders in
the west with Oshiwambo speaking areas, where the HIV epidemic is very advanced,
and in the east it neighbours with Caprivi, which became one of the epicentres of the
epidemic, the susceptibility to HIV/AIDS is significantly lower here. One of the
reasons might be a low attractiveness of the Kavango for migrants from other areas.
Only 5 % of the population residing in this region was not born there, which is the
lowest figure in the country. Kavango is mainly a rural region whose economy relies
to a large extent on agriculture and local trade, and in terms of poverty and human
development it belongs to the least developed in the country. Moreover, from an
ethnic point of view, the population is quite homogenous. 91 % of the Kavango
population belong to the Rukavango language group. It also follows from the statistics
on migration that people born in the Kavango region are the least likely to live
somewhere else. Only 10 % of those born in the Kavango reside outside the region
which contributes to a lower susceptibility to HIV/AIDS.
Finally, the lowest susceptibility to HIV/AIDS is reported from the Kunene,
Omaheke and Hardap regions. A common denominator of the regions in Risk Group
R4 is a low rate of in-migration, in comparison to other parts of the country, given by
the lack of industrial centres or mines. The local economy is mainly based on
commercial agriculture and in the case of Kunene partially also on tourism. On
average only 13 % of the regional population came to these regions from other parts
of the country during the five year period before the census data were collected.
Another factor reducing the predisposition to HIV/AIDS in Risk Group R4 is a
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relatively low proportion of Oshiwambo speakers and people from the Caprivi, i.e.
those who originally come from the most affected areas. For example, in the
Omaheke region, Oshiwambo speakers represent only 4 % of the population and in
Kunene and Hardap it is about 8 %. Moreover, especially in the case of the Omaheke
and Kunene region life time migration is very low. Over 80 % of those who were born
in the area also reside there. The population density is one of the lowest in the country
- between 0.6 to 0.8 persons per square kilometre which also decrease the
susceptibility to HIV/AIDS. Also, the level of urbanization is, especially in the
Kunene and Omaheke region, lower than the national average. In terms of poverty
and human development the Kunene and Omaheke region score relatively high on the
scale of human poverty, mainly because two of the most disadvantaged tribes – the
Owahimbas and the San people – who are not able to participate to a large extent in
the modern economy, live in these regions. The above described isolation of the
regions in Risk Group R4 in terms of economic integration, migration and mobility
seems to decrease significantly the spread of the virus in the area.
Mobility. Closely related to migrant labour is the issue of the role of transport
networks in providing route ways for the spread of the virus and determining the level
of mobility of the population. Since apartheid times, Namibia has a very good system
of main roads connecting the major towns around the country. Thus, despite the large
distances, the socio-economic elite, as well as migrant labourers, are very mobile in
Namibia. For example, the 1,500 km distance between Oshakati in the north and
Luderitz in the south can be covered by public transport within one day. The high
mobility, in combination with the migrant labour system, contributes to the
development of complex sexual networks where the virus spreads from core risk
groups (migrants and commercial sex workers) to the ‘background’ population
(wives, girlfriends and rural sexual networks). It follows, for example, from the study
carried out in northern Namibia that the percentage of the cases of sexually
transmitted diseases seen in a hospital in the Oshana region rose disproportionately at
the time of year when migrant labourers returned home – i.e. at Christmas and during
the millet harvest period between March and May. The workers attended the clinics
first themselves, often followed by their wives and girlfriends several weeks later.26

26

Webb (1997), p.94
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The most mobile members of the population thus serve as carriers of sexually
transmitted diseases, including HIV/AIDS.
B. Socio-economic factors
The results of the regression analysis show that the regions with a more
educated population (measured by the rate of literacy) and with a higher rate of
marriages in the adult population seem to be more susceptible to HIV/AIDS in
Namibia.
As for literacy, access to education and consequently the literacy rates in the
country have improved year by year during the last hundred years. Evidence of this
trend is almost a perfect negative correlation between the age and the literacy rate in
the population.27 In the age group between 15 and 34 years, which is the most
vulnerable group in terms of HIV/AIDS, about 88 % of people can read and write. In
general, the literacy rate is on average higher by 15 % in urban areas than in rural
parts of the country. More specifically, the highest rates of literacy are reported from
Khomas and Erongo (above 90 %) followed by Oshana and Karas. On the other hand,
the Kunene, Omaheke and Otjozondjupa regions score with the lowest literacy rates
on the other side of the scale (from 57 % to 67 %).
It is usually the younger generation, who can read and write, which migrates
to economic centres in search of employment opportunities. Figure 6-8 shows this
trend, with examples of the most southern region of Karas and in the case of the
north-central regions. In both localities literacy rates are significantly higher in urban
areas (highlighted in blue) where a higher percentage of young adults live than in
rural parts (green colour) where old people and children more often stay. Thus we can
conclude that literacy might contribute positively to the mobility of the workforce
however, it can negatively influence susceptibility to HIV/AIDS in the regions.
It is important to mention at this point that the ability to read and write itself is
just the first step to acquiring skills and knowledge, which are demanded in the labour
market. Apartheid rule denied indigenous Namibians access to equal education
opportunities, leading to a severe shortage of necessary skills in the country. This lack
of a skilled and educated labour force has been one of the major constraints of
economic growth and development in Namibia since the 1990s.
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Figure 6-8

The literacy rates and percentage of young adults in Karas Region and
the former Owamboland
Literacy

Karas Region

Age 15-39

100%
90%
80%

97%

94%

92%

93%
88%
84%

70%
60%
50%
40%

58%

51%
42%

30%

47%
37%

32%

20%
Luderitz

Oranjemund Keetmanshoop
Urban

Karasburg

Former Owamboland

Keetmanshoop
Rural

Berseba

100%
80%

89%

83%

83%

79%
60%
40%
42%

33%

42%

37%

20%
Oshana

Ohangwena

Omusati

Oshikoto

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics

During colonial times the indigenous people were used for generations mainly
as a cheap labour force, usually on commercial farms. After independence, when the
labour market was liberalized, the unemployment rate increased sharply. The highest
rate of unemployment is among people who either did not complete primary school or
have attained only a primary level of education. 7 out of 10 unemployed Namibians
have attained a lower than secondary level of education. As for age, young people,
notably females, have the highest unemployment rates. For example in 2001 the rate
of unemployment28 in the age group between 20 and 24 years, was 52 % for females
and 42 % for males.
27
28

The correlation coefficient is -0.98.
defined in a strict way excluding those who are not actively looking for job
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Despite the fact that the step-wise regression analysis did not confirm a direct
impact of unemployment on regional susceptibility to HIV/AIDS, we can
hypothesize, based on available data on unemployment and HIV prevalence among
state patients in individual age groups, that poor unemployed young people, especially
females, who have often limited education, are extremely vulnerable in terms of
infection by HIV and AIDS. This hypothesis will be studied further in the following
section where we will analyze local data from the Karas region.
There is no straightforward explanation for the fact that, according to our
regression analysis, the higher number of never married people in a particular region
decreases susceptibility to HIV/AIDS. As migrant labour came to replace the
traditional way of living, family labour lost its importance for economic survival and
well-being and consequently, the functions of a marriage and of a family have
changed drastically in some language groups and regions from pre-colonial times.
While among adult Caprivians and Kavango people only 46 % and 39 % respectively
have never been married, in Karas region 69 % of adults have never been married.
The reasons for such high differences are more a subject of anthropological research
than for this paper. However, in general, we can say that since the family lost its
position as a productive economic unit in a modern society, the proportion of
marriages started to decline. The consequences of such a trend for the HIV/AIDS
epidemic will be discussed in more details in examples of the Karas region in the
following chapter.
Other socio-economic variables, including the Human Poverty Index, turned
out to be insignificant. However, our analyses showed that poverty plays a very
important role in the background of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, influencing especially
migration, which is one of the major determinants of susceptibility to HIV/AIDS in
Namibia.
In the following chapter we will turn our attention to the micro-level.
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VII. Chapter
RESULTS: SUSCEPTIBILITY TO HIV/AIDS AND IMPACTS ON
DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES OF THE KARAS REGION

In the previous section we studied macro-determinants of susceptibility to
HIV/AIDS in Namibia as a whole; in this chapter we will turn our attention to the
micro-level. As we have seen from the analysis of the regional data, poverty and the
related uneven distribution of economic opportunities, as well as income disparities,
are crucial factors influencing the spread of HIV/AIDS in Namibia. In the following
case study we will concentrate on the analysis of susceptibility to HIV/AIDS and the
impacts of the disease on the disadvantaged communities of the Karas Region, which
are struck by poverty as well as by HIV/AIDS and TB. In particular and since the
author has been working with this community for more than two years, the research
will focus on the sub-urban community in Keetmanshoop, the capital of the Karas
Region.

7.1. BACKGROUND
Keetmanshoop, with almost 16,000 people, lies at the main crossroads of
southern Namibia where the road to the port of Luderitz departs from the highway
connecting Namibia with South Africa. The town is the seat of the regional
government as well as regional branches of the individual ministries. Consequently
the government is one of the major employers in the Keetmanshoop Urban
constituency. The municipal economy relies on services and retail trade since there is
no factory, apart from the tannery and the abattoir, located near the town.
Keetmanshoop is surrounded by private commercial farms, specializing mainly in
meat production.
In the 19th century Keetmanshoop became one of the permanent centres of one
of the Nama tribes where the chief resided and the tribal government was established.
The town is located in the former ‘Namaland’ which was established in the 1960s as a
communal area (homeland) for indigenous people, mainly from Nama tribes. Till
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today the Nama represent the majority of the town’s population. During SouthAfrican rule the town became the capital of the Karas region and the municipal area
was divided into zones reserved either for white, coloured or indigenous people. After
independence the inhabitants got the right to settle according to their preferences,
however, the major settlement pattern has been preserved. The majority of the
indigenous population, belonging mainly to the Nama/ Damara language group, live
in the former location called Tseiblaagte, which is situated about 3 km from the centre
of the town. The suburb of Tseiblaagte is characterised by the highest population
density in the town as well as by socio-economic deprivation, characterised by the
concentration of poverty, high levels of violence and crime as well as serious
problems with alcohol abuse.
The public health infrastructure of the town comprises of a hospital and two
clinics. The Keetmanshoop hospital, with about 150 beds, serves patients from the
Keetmanshoop Urban, Keetmanshoop Rural and Berseba Constituencies. At the time
of the research there were five doctors employed by the Ministry of Health and Social
Services who covered the hospital, one of the clinics which is located in Tseiblaagte
and the catchment rural areas. Despite the fact that the Keetmanshoop hospital does
not have the status of a referral hospital; more difficult cases are in fact referred there
for advanced treatment. In 2003 the Keetmanshoop hospital was selected as one of
seven hospitals in the country which started providing antiretroviral therapy. During
this first pilot phase the candidates for antiretroviral therapy were referred to the
Keetmanshoop hospital for the treatment. Later during the course of 2004,
independent ARV clinics were also established in two other public hospitals in the
region - in Luderitz and Karasburg.
According to the statistics of the Ministry of Health and Social Services, 854
people have undergone HIV tests in 2003 at Keetmanshoop public health facilities,
out of them 41 % were HIV positive. Concerning gender, more females were tested
than males.1 HIV prevalence among females was 45 % while among males it was
only 37.5 %. The high figures of HIV prevalence among tested people are mainly
caused by the fact that the majority of people who are tested for the presence of the
virus already experience opportunistic infections caused by the advanced stage of
AIDS, as was explained in Chapter 5. The introduction of ARV therapy in September

1

Male to female ratio was 0.93.
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2003 had a positive influence on the number of people who were tested. While during
the first half of 2003 only 342 persons had undergone the test, in the second half of
2003 the number increased up to 512 people. 16.3 % out of 153 pregnant women
tested at Keetmanshoop public health facilities turned out to be HIV positive when the
sentinel sero-prevalence survey was conducted in 2004.
Another serious health threat in Keetmanshoop, and in the Karas region in
general, is represented by tuberculosis. In fact, according to the data from 1995 to
1999, the Karas region experienced the highest TB infection rate amongst people aged
13 and over in the whole country. A big problem is a high default rate, given mainly
by the low level of health seeking behaviour, among some groups of the population
(especially alcoholics), combined with a high social stigma. In 2002, for example, the
average default rate at Keetmanshoop public health facilities reached 21 %. The
average cure rate was only 66 % during the same year.

7.2.

PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS

7.2.1. Sources of Data
Apart from the information on the medical condition of their clients, the
Namibian Ministry of Health and Social Services rarely collects any other information
about patients. An exception in these terms is surely the program of life-prolonging
antiretroviral treatment for people living with HIV/AIDS which started in Namibia in
September 2003. The key for the success of antiretroviral treatment is maximum ARV
drug adherence, which depends on the approach of a patient to the treatment, his/her
level of understanding of the treatment regime, the support of his/her family and
community, socio-economic background as well as health conditions of the patient.
For this reason, in the Guidelines for antiretroviral therapy, the Ministry of Health and
Social Services recommends careful consideration of the preconditions of every
patient to adhere to the therapy and suggests that questionnaires are used for the
collection of information on candidates for ARV therapy before the therapy is
started.2 These questionnaires thus represent, at the moment, the best source of

2

Ministry of Health and Social Services, National AIDS Co-ordination Programme (2003), p.6
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demographic, behavioural as well as socio-economic information on people living
with HIV/AIDS treated at public health facilities in Namibia.
In the following text we will use the information from the questionnaires filled
in by ARV patients at the Keetmanshoop hospital during the period between
September 2003 and August 2004, to learn more about the socio-economic
background of the epidemic in the Karas region. An additional source of data is the
in-depth questionnaire which was prepared to find out more specific information on
the people living with HIV/AIDS and vulnerable communities in general.

7.2.2. Language Groups and Place of Residence
The majority of clients of public health facilities in Keetmanshoop belong to
the disadvantaged groups of the population, belonging most often to the
Nama/Damara language group or in a smaller extent to Oshiwambo speakers. Among
the 141 candidates for ARV therapy who answered the questionnaire, there were
about 55 % Nama speakers and 32 % Owambos (Figure 7-1).
Figure 7-1

Candidates for ARV therapy by the first language spoken at home
Afrikaans
10%

Oshiwambo
32%

Other
3%

Nama/
Damara
55%

As explained above, during the collection of the data patients in need of ARV
therapy were referred to Keetmanshoop hospital for the treatment from the whole
Karas region. In August 2004 59 % of ARV patients stayed in Keetmanshoop, 18 %
in Luderitz and 21 % were referred to the hospital for treatment from rural areas
(Figure 7-2). Out of those who lived in Keetmanshoop almost 70 % stayed in the
suburb of Tseiblaagte, i.e. the poorest quarter of the town. According to the available
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data, more than half (54 %) of the ARV patients from Tseiblaagte were Nama and
34 % were Oshiwambo speakers.

Figure 7-2

Place of domicile of candidates for ARV therapy
Rural Areas
21%

Luderitz
18%

Other
2%

Keetmanshoop
59%

Based on these results we can conclude that the inhabitants of the suburb of
Tseiblaagte represent an important group (41 %) among the ARV patients treated in
public health facilities in the region. People living in Tseiblaagte have the advantage
of very good access to health care. One of two clinics is located at the outskirts of the
suburb and on weekday mornings doctors from the hospital see the patients there.
This easy access to health care might influence the higher representation of
Tseiblaagte inhabitants in the sample, in comparison with the rest of the region.
However, we can expect too that since the ARV patients from Tseiblaagte are people
living with advanced forms of AIDS, a significant proportion of other people living
with HIV/AIDS in Karas region also live in this suburb. Thus we can conclude that
Keetmanshoop and Tseiblaagte, in particular, represent one of the local epicentres of
the epidemic in the region.
As we explained above, the questionnaire filled in by candidates for ARV
therapy in the hospital contained only limited information on the socio-economic
background of the patients, an additional in-depth questionnaire was prepared to study
the social and economic determinants of the local epidemic in detail. The majority of
the respondents, which were included into this socio-economic research, were
inhabitants of Tseiblaagte. This was in order to obtain on the one hand, more
information about this risk group and on the other hand to ensure the high quality and
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homogeneity of collected data in a situation where the author had only very limited
financial, logistic and capacity resources with which to conduct the survey.
In total 63 respondents answered the in-depth questionnaire. According to the
answers in the questionnaire, 51 % of them were living with HIV/AIDS while 49 %
regarded themselves either healthy or they suffered from health problems other than
AIDS. However, the answers of the respondents about their HIV positive status (or
about the status of their relatives) must be treated with maximum caution for two
reasons. Firstly, many people do not know about their HIV infection until they start to
suffer from full-blown AIDS and secondly, due to the high social stigma of the
disease and a fear of rejection, many people living with HIV/AIDS deny their HIV
positive status. In order to ensure maximum confidentiality during the collection of
the data and through that to maximize the veracity of the answers, the primary focus
group of respondents were members of a self-help income generating group
participating in a project focused on empowerment of communities infected and
affected by HIV/AIDS, as implemented by People in Need in Tseiblaagte.3 54 % of
all respondents, i.e. 34 people who participated on the research were related to the
People in Need project. 7 of them disclosed their HIV positive status, while the
remaining 27 people from the People in Need project did not suffer from HIV/AIDS
according to their statements. These 27 respondents represented at the same time
87 % of all respondents regarded as HIV free who became a reference group for the
analysis of characteristics of the HIV positive respondents. The majority of the other
respondents were identified in cooperation with the HIV/AIDS counsellor from the
hospital - some of them were inpatients during the conducting of the survey, while
others were interviewed at their homes.
Despite maximum precautions to ensure the veracity of the answers, it
appeared 12 months after data collection (and 6 months after the statistical analysis
was conducted) that at least one of the respondents who stated they were healthy was
in fact HIV positive.4 Two people from the PIN self-help income generating group
refused to participate in the research – one of them later disclosed his HIV positive
status to the People in Need management.
3

The author has been responsible for this project since 2003.
The woman learned about her HIV positive status during the pregnancy and died from full-blown
AIDS six month after the delivery in August 2005. Her baby is most likely also HIV positive (the final
tests will be done 18 month after the birth of the child). She denied her status even in front of her

4
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Apart from one respondent, all others used the services of public health
facilities in cases of illness. 76 % of them belonged to the Nama/Damara speakers
while 8 % were Owambos. Thus we can conclude that the findings will be relevant
mainly for the Nama/Damara language group. 71 % of all respondents lived in
Tseiblaagte and 87 % of those who declared themselves as HIV negative stayed in the
former location.

7.2.3. Sex and Age
As mentioned in Chapter 5, females (61 %) prevailed over males (39 %)
among patients enrolled for ARV therapy. Among participants of the socio-economic
research females represented 71 % and males 29 %. While the proportion of males
and females among the HIV positive respondents was almost the same (47 % and
53 % respectively), in the rest of the sample women clearly outnumbered men,
representing 90 % of respondents. This result is mainly caused by the fact that the
majority of respondents who declared HIV negative status were employees of the
People in Need project, which is focused mainly on the empowerment of women. As
a result the findings of the socio-economic research will provide more insight into life
conditions of women than men. However, as females are more affected by HIV/AIDS
than males in the Karas region, the bigger focus on women can be viewed as an
advantage for the study.
While the age characteristics of candidates of ARV therapy were analyzed in
Chapter 5, the information on the age of respondents of the socio-economic
questionnaire is summarized in Table 7-1. The average age of respondents was 39
years and despite the fact that the HIV positive respondents were on average younger
than the rest of the sample, the difference in age between these two groups was not
statistically significant. It follows from Table 7-1 that the answers of respondents will
mainly reflect the opinions and information of a middle age group between 20 and 50
years of age, i.e. among those, who belong from an age point of view, among the most
affected groups of the society in terms of HIV/AIDS.

husband until a few days before her death. She was enrolled for the ARV therapy, however she died
before all the necessary procedures were finished so she did not receive the ARV treatment.
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Table 7-1

Respondents by age group
Age Group

Proportion

Less than 20 years

5%

21 - 30

29 %

31 - 40

30 %

41 - 50

21 %

51 - 60

8%

Over 60 years

8%

Data from the socio-economic questionnaire

7.3.

SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR AND PARENTHOOD

7.3.1. Sexual behaviour
One of the social criteria identified by the Ministry of Health and Social
Services as a precondition of eligibility of a patient for ARV treatment is his/her
commitment to practice safer sex and to prevent HIV transmission. Basic
recommendations in this area include the avoidance of casual sex and sex with a
person whose sexual history is unknown, and also of course the use of condom at all
times.

Figure 7-3

Sexual behaviour of candidates for ARV therapy

Do you have regular sexual partner?

Do you use condoms/ contraceptives?
No answer
24%

No answer
2%

Yes
26%

Yes
39%

No
59%

No
50%
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When the patients enrolled for ARV program were asked if they have a
regular sexual partner, only 39 % of them gave a positive answer (Figure 7-3).
However, maybe even more worrying, is the fact that 50 % of ARV patients did not
use any kind of contraception, not even condoms. Despite the fact that they are
available in Keetmanshoop free of charge at a number of public places, including
health facilities. Since the sexual life of ARV patients might already be limited by
their deteriorating health condition due to AIDS, we posed the same question to the
respondents of the socio-economic questionnaire. A similar proportion of people,
specifically 54 % of the respondents, stated that they do not have a stable sexual
partner: 66 % of HIV positive people lived without a stable sexual partner but only
33 % of those who considered themselves as HIV negative reported that they do not
have a stable partner. There was no significant difference between the age of those
who had or did not have a stable partner.
Figure 7-4

Method of contraception used by people living with HIV/AIDS
no answer
3%

no
25%

condom
35%

injection
6%

pills
6%
Data from the socio-economic questionnaire

abstinence
25%

Concerning contraception, only people living with HIV/AIDS were asked
about the method of contraception, which they use. 35 % of them mentioned the
condom, one quarter of HIV positive respondents keep to sexual abstinence and 25 %
stated that they do not use any kind of contraception (Figure 7-4). Despite the fact that
already for a couple of years there have been intensive educational campaigns
informing people about HIV prevention and the use of condoms, only 71 % of the
respondents knew that the use of a condom can prevent the transmission of the virus.
5 % of the respondents did not know if a condom can or cannot prevent the infection
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and 24 % believed that the use of condoms cannot prevent the transmission of the
virus.
Based on the findings described above, we can conclude that members of
disadvantaged communities living with HIV/AIDS in the Karas region are involved
more often in high risk situations when individual susceptibility to HIV/AIDS is high,
than the rest of the studied population. The high risk of transmission of the HIV virus
stems most often from the lack of a stable sexual partner and/or from the fact that
people do not use condoms during sexual intercourse. It follows from the answers that
many people are already aware of the existence of high risk situations and of
measures how to prevent the transmission of the virus. For example 75 % of
respondents were aware of the fact that promiscuity increases the risk of HIV/AIDS
infection, and at the same time out 23 people who consider themselves as HIV
negative, 79 % mentioned that they are afraid of contracting the HIV virus. However,
it seems that in terms of actual behaviour many people are still either not able, or not
willing, to minimize the risk of transmission.

7.3.2. Marital Status and Parenthood
The absence of a stable sexual partner was often related to the fact that
respondents were not married. 67 % of those who have never been married did not
have a stable partner at the time of survey. Despite the fact that the average age of the
respondents was 38 years, 76 % of them were single, and never married. The
proportion of unmarried persons was higher among people living with HIV/AIDS
(87 %) than among the rest of the group (58 %). In 2001 the proportion of never
married people was 55 % of the population aged 15 years and above in the Karas
Region, and in the Keetmanshoop Urban Constituency the figure even reached 73 %
(!). If we compare the regional and district rates obtained from the census data with
figures from our questionnaire we can see that the proportion of unmarried people
among the HIV positive respondents was higher than the regional average. Based on
these findings we can conclude that the fact that a person is not married might be
viewed as one of the factors increasing individual susceptibility to HIV/AIDS.
As Iken (1997, p.172) points out the marriage rate already started to decline in
Nama and other communities in Namibia and southern Africa after 1918, which
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resulted in alarming increase of children born to single mothers as well as a higher
rate of unplanned pregnancies. Concerning the marriages, for example, already in
1927 the Magistrate of Gibeon5 said the following according to the government
report:
Marriage according to native customs is a thing of the past. There are many men and women
who live together without having gone through any form of ceremony, but they are not
regarded as man and wife and they do not consider themselves to be under any obligation
towards each other (Union of South Africa (1928), p.29)

The Inspector of Missions - quoted in the same report (p.31) - complained about the
fact that the local population has a false conception of ‘freedom’ and a desire to shake
off all ties.
The main reasons responsible for the declining marriage rate must probably be
seen in the huge socio-cultural transformations and economic changes induced by
colonization. As described in Chapter 4, colonisation resulted in the nearly complete
destruction of the traditional, political and social organization of the Nama tribes.
Traditional leaders lost their influence, and their right to resolve social problems in
their communities. Moreover, already at the beginning of German colonial rule up to
90 % of the total male population of the central and southern Namibia had been
employed as waged labourers mainly on settler farms outside the reserves for the
native population. According to Silvester (1993, p.157), it was in the 1920s
particularly, that many Nama women also left the reserves and either moved to urban
areas or started living with their families on commercial farms.
Since that time waged employment has become a common undertaking for
women when they reach young adulthood. This lifestyle usually entails migrating
from their parental home. Outside the influence of parents and without their parents’
knowledge they usually develop their first relationships, which are not necessarily
geared towards marriage. It can also be expected that young men and women living
away from home feel less obliged to adhere to the moral conduct expected from them
and feel less inclined to evade any sexual temptation. Moreover, children born to
single mothers can also be expected to enter ‘free’ relationships and are more likely to
become single parents again in comparison with people coming from complete
families.

5

Gibeon is one of the traditional Nama settlements in Hardap region.
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Current research confirms that the above described pattern of leaving home as
a young adult for educational or employment purposes, then entering an intimate
relationship and returning home during the course of a pregnancy/pregnancies is
widespread in all Namibia, and in the south in particular. This trend, resulting in
growing numbers of women-headed households, is even regarded by some
researchers as one of the most salient changes in family structure to have taken place
in southern Namibia since the turn of the century.6
In our sample, single mothers accounted for 62 % of female respondents, and
83 % of all single, never married respondents had children. Half of the single mothers
who were interviewed were HIV positive. As for the number of children, according to
our findings single mothers had on average 2.5 children. Interviewed single mothers
living with HIV/AIDS, whose average age was 33.6 years, had in total 30 children
(i.e. 2.1 live children per mother). Despite the fact that it is common among Nama
people that, especially maternal grandmothers, take over a significant part of parental
responsibilities, it is obvious that children born to HIV positive single mothers are
highly vulnerable as they might soon lose both the emotional as well as economic
support of their only parent, due to the death of their mothers. This might negatively
influence their education, personal development and future potential.
It follows from the experience of professionals working at People in Need that
children of HIV positive parents are usually not aware of the HIV status of their
parents. As a psychologist working for People in Need in Tseiblaagte explained:
Children hear about HIV/AIDS at school, however, the majority of them still do not know
what this disease means in reality. The lack of understanding leads to the stigmatisation of
people living with HIV/AIDS from the side of the children. They are often laughing at the
“AIDS people”... The parents or other adult family members do not speak to their children
about intimate matters, but at the same time due to overcrowding of houses and common
alcohol abuse in the location, children can observe the sexual life of adults from early
childhood… The parents are denying their HIV status to their children. So the children just
see the ‘result’ of the disease when a parent is dying.

Children coming from a disadvantaged environment thus live in the middle of
communities heavily affected by HIV/AIDS without sufficient knowledge about the
disease. Consequently they often get involved in risky behaviour without considering
the risk of infection by HIV/AIDS. For example in 2004 8 % of ARV patients in
6

Iken (1997), p.3
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Keetmanshoop hospital, i.e. people living with full-blown AIDS, were between 11
and 25 years of age. It means they were most likely infected by the HIV virus in their
teens or even before that. 91 % of them were women. Three female ARV patients at
the Keetmanshoop hospital were as young as 11, 14 and 19 at the time of the survey.
Teenage pregnancies which account for 10 % of all pregnancies in the region are
another indicator of risky behaviour among young people. The regional rate is a 1 %
higher rate than the national average.

7.3.3. Fertility and Transmission of HIV Virus from Mother to Child
HIV/AIDS also influences the fertility of women, as described in Chapter 5.
Fertility rates in the Karas region generally declined within the last decade, which
might be influenced by a higher accessibility to contraception, better access to
education and other factors, including HIV/AIDS. According to the census the
average number of children per woman was 3.3 in the Keetmanshoop Urban
Constituency in 2001. Women in the sample had on average only 2.8 children and
there was no significant difference in the fertility rate among HIV positive and
negative women. The lower fertility rate in the sample might be given by the
relatively young age of the women who participated in the research. However, while
among HIV negative women only 1 out of 7 women experienced the death of her
child; a child or even more, of almost every second HIV positive women has passed
away. Most of these children died before their first birthday, which means that the
cause of their death was most likely related to HIV/AIDS.
Namibia started to implement programs of prevention of mother-to-child
transmission only in September 2003, when the whole ARV treatment program was
introduced into the country. However, the routine testing of all pregnant women
visiting ante-natal clinics started only in December 2004. The estimated risk of HIV
transmission to exposed new-borns, assuming no intervention is as follows:
•

5 – 10 %

during pregnancy,

•

10 – 20 %

during labour and delivery, and

•

5 – 20 %

from breastfeeding, depending on the duration.

As for prevention, generally speaking, the more ARV drugs that are given to the
pregnant woman and her HIV exposed newborn, the lower the risk of transmission
(see Table 7-2). After considering factors such as simplicity of use, potential toxicity,
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and cost, the Namibian Ministry of Health and Social Services decided to recommend
the use of short-course therapy with one ARV drug, namely Nevirapine, which
reduces the risk of transmission to 5 to 25 %, to public health facilities.7 Similarly due
to cost, capacity of health care facilities and possible medical complications,
Caesarean Section, which also reduces the risk of transmission of the virus in
comparison to vaginal delivery, was recommended by the ministry to be performed
only for standard obstetric indications regardless whether the mother is HIV positive
or negative.
Table 7-2

Efficacy of various
transmission of HIV

interventions

Intervention

to

prevent

mother-to-child

Risk of Transmission

No intervention

30 - 45%

No breastfeeding

20 - 25%

Short-course with one ARV drug, but breastfeeding

15 - 25%

Short-course with one ARV drug, but no breastfeeding

5 - 15%

Short-course with two ARV drugs, but no breastfeeding

5%

Three ARV drugs, no breastfeeding

1%

Three ARV drugs, but breastfeeding

Unknown

Source: Ministry of Health and Social Services, (2004), p.7

Finally, the last, most sensitive component of prevention of mother-to-child
transmission is breastfeeding. According to the data published by the Ministry of
Health and Social Services, the majority (94 %) of Namibian mothers breastfed their
children during the first three months of life. Later the proportion declines with the
age of the child. However, 75 % of children in the age group 10-12 months are still
being breastfed.8 As far as transmission of the HIV virus, the longer the child is
breastfed, the greater the risk of HIV transmission. The Ministry of Health and Social
Services, in its guidelines, suggests that: ‘health workers and counsellors should help
HIV infected mothers to identify safe, affordable, sustainable, feasible and acceptable
alternatives to breast milk.’9 However, the major problem are the cost of breast milk
substitutes, combined with the limited understanding of mothers – especially those
coming from disadvantaged groups – why they cannot breastfeed their children.
7

Ministry of Health and Social Services, (2004), p.4
Government of the Republic of Namibia, Ministry of Health and Social Services, (2001), p.28
9
Ministry of Health and Social Services, (2004), p.28
8
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For example, the estimated price of infant formula for the first six months after
birth is approximately N$570 (2,280 Kč), while the cost of modified cow’s milk
needed for the same period is approximately N$650 (2,600 Kč).10 As the
unemployment rate among young females is over 50 % and the majority of young
women from disadvantaged communities do not have any kind of insurance to claim
maternity leave, plus they are often single mothers, the cost of breast milk
supplements are for the majority of them unaffordable. At the same time, mainly due
to their limited education, they do not prioritize the supplements of breast milk in
their budget as they do not perceive the risk of the virus transmission.
With regards to susceptibility to HIV/AIDS, we can thus conclude that in the
case of children of HIV positive mothers the poverty and more specifically the lack of
funds for the funding of substitutes to breast milk directly increases the risk of HIV
infection for newborns.

7.4.

MOBILITY AND MIGRATION
Apart from sexual behaviour, one of the major determinants of the

susceptibility to HIV/AIDS at a regional level appeared to be migration and mobility.
In Chapter 6 we learned that the Karas region is one of the major recipients of migrant
labour in the country. In this section we will explore the role of these factors at the
local level.
The starting point of our analysis was the recommendation of the Ministry of
Health and Social Services in Namibia that, only patients who have lived at a fixed
address for the past three months are eligible for ARV treatment. In addition to that
the ministry suggests that:
•

a reasonable schedule of follow-up visits is developed and adhered to;

•

and that antiretroviral treatment is discontinued in patients who miss more
than two successive follow-up appointments.

These recommendations were made to partially restrict the mobility of the patients,
especially, at the beginning of the treatment when the expert supervision of a patient’s
health status is crucial for the success of the treatment. Moreover, as the precondition
10

This cost does not include the cost of utensils, fuel for preparation etc.
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of successful antiretroviral treatment is lifelong commitment to the treatment from the
patient and also an obligation from the health service provider to provide the drugs
and to monitor the treatment, the patient is required to adjust his/her lifestyle
including travelling and settlement pattern to the treatment regime.
It follows from the findings of the socio-economic research that on average the
respondents stayed at the same address for the last 16.7 years, in comparison with 9.6
years for ARV patients. In fact, HIV positive people who participated in the socioeconomic research have lived at the same address, on average, longer than the rest of
the sample. However, the difference was not statistically significant. Only 5 % of
respondents moved to their new address within the last three months and 19 % live at
their current place for a period shorter than one year. The majority (46 %) stay at their
present address for a period of several years and more than one third of respondents
live there since their birth.11 63 % of those who have stayed at their current address
since birth were inhabitants of Tseiblaagte. It also clearly followed from the data that
Oshiwambo speakers stay at their current place for a shorter time than other language
groups.
Surprisingly, more men from our sample (50 %) never moved from the place
where they were born, i.e. most often households of their parents, in comparison to
women (29 %). The reason might be the fact that women more often follow their
partners to their households or start their own household when they become mothers.
Figure 7-5

Length of stay at the current address
less than 1
year
19%
since birth
35%

several years
46%

11

23 % of ARV patients lived at their current address since birth.
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As follows from Figure 7-6 summarizing the length of stay of the respondents,
the data have a bimodal distribution. The first group representing 51 % of respondents
consists of people who stay at their current address less then 10 years. While another
important group were people who live at their current place between 20 and 40 years.
They comprised 37 % of the respondents. There is not a significant difference
between the groups in the age of respondents. Among those who stay for a shorter
time at their present address (i.e. in the first group) were only 44 % of people living
with HIV/AIDS while among those who stay at the same place for a long time 76 %
were HIV positive. The absolute majority of respondents in the second group (90 %)
have lived at their present address since birth and 86 % were inhabitants of
Tseiblaagte.
Despite the fact that the sample is quite small and not representative for a
research focused on migration, we can conclude that people from disadvantaged
communities, i.e. especially the Nama speakers and inhabitants of Tseiblaagte are not
involved in a big proportion of migration. This fact creates a supporting environment
for the implementation of ARV therapy in the population. A significant proportion of
respondents has never even moved out from the place where they were born.
Figure 7-6

Length of stay at the current address in years
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Despite the fact that we do not have information from where the people moved
to their current addresses, based on the available data and observations we can
hypothesize that the people who live a longer time in Tseiblaagte might be at higher
risk for HIV infection than those who have recently moved in from outside.
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As for mobility, it follows from the observations of the author that the Nama
people from the disadvantaged communities of the Karas region are fairly mobile,
despite the long distances and costs involved. The most common reasons for
travelling are funerals (which are one of the major occasions when members of a clan
come together), family matters such as care for ill family members and weddings.
Many people also travel to the rural areas to visit relatives on the farms in communal
areas (former homelands) especially at Christmas time. As for the Oshiwambo
speakers, many of them travel back home to the north at least once a year, also usually
at Christmas time. Due to the relatively high cost of travelling and the big distances
people generally prefer to stay at their destination for a few weeks before travelling
home. This pattern of travelling might support an erection of short-term sexual
relationships or a short-term revival of old relationships and thus can contribute to the
spread of the virus, especially from the urban areas to rural communities.

7.5.

EDUCATION
In Namibia, education can be considered as one of the principal means of

social mobility, as well as ‘a lift from poverty’. For example, according to the
1993/94 Household Income and Expenditure Survey, the average per capita income
was about 15 times higher in Namibian households, where the head of the household
had completed some form of tertiary education, compared to households where the
head of the household had no formal education.
Apart from a clear relationship between education, economic well-being and
consequently HIV/AIDS, the level education also has an impact on protective
behaviour in terms of prevention of HIV/AIDS. Both of these aspects are discussed
below.

7.5.1

Level of Education
As explained in previous chapters, in apartheid times the aim of “separate

development” for people from different racial groups was also applied to schooling.
Namibia’s first Minister of Education and Culture described the situation as follows:
The colonialists understood that knowledge is power. And they were not prepared to share
power with the black majority. The objective of the system of Bantu [racially segregated]
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education imposed in Namibia was to provide an inferior education in order to produce barely
literate Namibians who would then be useful tools for the colonial administration in carrying
out its dictates.12

Research undertaken, for example, by Horrell (1968) establishes that racially
segregated education intentionally planned, and partially reinforced, the differences
between the white society, with its highly developed technology, and the black
majority who were living in a simple subsistence economy. The aim was the training
of adequate personnel needed as domestic, farm and industrial workers, and as nurses,
teachers and theologians. For example, at the time of independence, the Afrikaans,
German and English speaking population, which represented only some 13 % of the
population of persons aged 15 years and above, accounted for 30 % of secondary and
64 % of tertiary students.13
With this in mind, it is not very surprising to find that only 4.5 % of the
population of the Karas region, aged 15 years and above, has completed some kind of
higher education, and that, on the other hand, 76 % of adults have only completed
primary school, or not even that (Figure 7-6).
Figure 7-6

Level of Education of the Population aged 15 years and above, Karas
Region
Higher
Education
5%

Not stated
2%

Secondary
17%

No education
25%

Primary
51%
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics

It follows from our findings that the level of educations of ARV patients at the
Keetmanshoop state hospital mostly corresponds with the regional averages. 14 % of
them do not have any formal education and 56 % left school at Grade 8 (Figure 7-7).
12
13

Gretschel (2001), p.114
Akinloye, O., (2003), p.71
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The educational attainment of the HIV positive respondents of the socio-economic
questionnaire was better but, as it is not a representative sample of the population,
these results cannot be overestimated. In general, we can conclude that HIV/AIDS
strikes people with various educational backgrounds. However, as the majority of the
population has only primary, or limited if any formal education, the majority of
infected people fall within this group.
Figure 7-7

Level of Education
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Education
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questionnaire
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Education
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While the rate of school enrolment has dramatically increased since
independence and reached, for example, 95 % in the age group 8 to 12 years in the
Karas region, a cause for concern are the high drop-out rates, especially among
teenagers. In Karas the school enrolment ratio among 14-year-olds was, for example,
91 %, while only 42 % of 18-year-olds graduated from secondary school. Even
though the reasons for dropping out at the primary and secondary level have not been
fully investigated in Namibia, indications are that poverty, hunger and teenage
pregnancies play a key role.14 Thus we can conclude that only a small part of the
population is able to benefit from significantly better access to education after
independence.
As concerns HIV/AIDS, the disease has a significant negative impact on
access to education, especially among the poor. It follows from the experience of the
social workers of People in Need, working in Tseiblaagte and the rural areas of the
Karas Region, that a number of orphans, mainly from poor families, interrupt their

14

National Planning Commission, (2004), p.10
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schooling or drop out of school completely after the death of their parent(s). This is
due to the lack of funds for school fees, uniforms and school aids, as well as due to
emotional distress, disintegration of a household etc.

7.5.2. HIV/AIDS Awareness and Education
Education, together with cultural factors and personal experience, influences
individual perceptions of HIV/AIDS. During the 19th century most of the Nama tribes
were exposed to intensive Christianisation and missionary endeavours. Despite the
fact that not everybody practises Christianity today, the majority of the people believe
in God. 56 % of all respondents of the in-depth questionnaire answered that they
believe that HIV/AIDS is a punishment from God. This opinion was shared in a same
proportion among people living with HIV/AIDS (51 % of them) and among those
who considered themselves as HIV negative (51 %). However, the incidence of this
view was higher among people with primary or no education (75 %), than among
those who had completed secondary school or higher education (53 %). While the
belief that HIV/AIDS is a punishment from God can on the one hand, lead to prudent
behaviour which reduces the risk of transmission, on the other hand it can result in
stigmatisation of infected people or an apathetic approach to the disease, hindering
both treatment and prevention.
Research carried out by the Ministry of Health and Social Services in 2000
among 7,000 Namibian women proved a clear positive correlation between the level
of education and HIV/AIDS awareness.15 Some of the results are summarised in
Table 7-3. While only 94 % women without any formal education had heard about
AIDS, all the women who had graduated secondary school were aware of the disease.
Similarly, only 14 % of uneducated women and 19 % of women who did not
complete primary school were able to state all three ways of transmission of the virus,
while 46 % of women who had completed secondary school were able to give the
right answer. The results of our in-depth questionnaire did not show any significant
correlation between the level of education and awareness about HIV/AIDS, which is
probably influenced by the small size of the sample. Only when respondents were
asked if they could recognize a person with HIV/AIDS just at a glance, people with

15

Ministry of Health and Social Services, (2001f), p.35-36
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lower education more often gave a positive answer than the rest of the sample (53 %
and 35 % respectively).
Table 7.3

Awareness about HIV/AIDS and discriminatory approaches by level of
education
No
education

Primary
incomplete

Primary
complete

Secondary
incomplete

Secondary
complete +

Heard of AIDS

94 %

97 %

98 %

99 %

100 %

Having only one faithful
uninfected sex partner

53 %

66 %

67 %

84 %

90 %

Using condom every time

62 %

80 %

80 %

91 %

97 %

Have been tested for HIV

12 %

15 %

16 %

24 %

51 %

Knows all three ways of
transmission

14 %

19 %

22 %

34 %

46 %

Believe that a teacher with HIV
should not be allowed to work

33 %

27 %

31 %

18 %

11 %

Would not buy food from a
person with HIV/AIDS

53 %

60 %

54 %

47 %

32 %

Intervention

Source: Ministry of Health and Social Services

Despite the fact that the research of the ministry relies on self-reported
information on the sexual behaviour of respondents, and thus the reliability of
answers might be lower, a positive impact of education is seen not only on the
awareness of HIV/AIDS, but also on the impact that this higher knowledge has on the
prudent behaviour of respondents. While only 62 % of women without formal
education regularly use condoms with their partner, on average 94 % of women who
attended secondary school reported the same behaviour. Even more striking is the
difference in approach to testing for the presence of the HIV virus: while more than
half of the women with a complete secondary education have been tested, only 12 %
of women without education and 15 % of women with an incomplete primary
education have been tested for HIV. Higher education is also related to less
discriminatory approaches to people infected by HIV/AIDS. For example, according
to the ministerial survey, 60 % of women with an incomplete primary education, but
only 32 % of women who completed secondary school, would not buy food from a
person infected by HIV/AIDS. As for discrimination against people living with
HIV/AIDS, the results of our in-depth questionnaire proved a non-discriminatory
approach to people living with HIV/AIDS when for example 90 % of the respondents
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stated that they would be willing to share their household with HIV positive people.
This promising finding might be influenced by both public campaigns focused on the
decrease of discrimination and also by the fact that the respondents were either
themselves HIV positive or working in an organization which concentrates on the
integration of people living with HIV/AIDS back into the community.
Based on the findings described above we can conclude that education, in fact,
most likely decreases the risk of HIV infection in Namibia as the people with higher
education are aware of the disease and adjust their behaviour to prevent infection. At
the same time people with higher education have a less discriminatory approach to
people living with HIV/AIDS, which reduces stigmatisation and has a positive impact
on prevention of the disease.

7.6.

POVERTY
On the other hand, the lack of education has a disastrous impact on the spread

of HIV infection as well as the possibilities of poverty mitigation, i.e. two mutually
reinforcing problems in Namibia. Insufficient education, combined with poor settings
and underdevelopment, give people only very limited options to overcome a vicious
cycle of poverty and HIV/AIDS. The following quotes from interviews with
respondents and professionals working in the Karas region illustrate the complexity of
the problem:
People let themselves to be drawn by fate because they have a feeling they do not have a
chance to change anything, including the course of their illness…Children do not see a
positive example from parents on how to organize their lives…When pupils from rich
families attending a good school are asked what they wish to become in the future, they start
to mention different professions. If you ask children at a school in the location, they do not
answer. If any of them say what he or she wants to become in adulthood, others start laughing
at him/her. Your father is nobody, your mother does not have a job, why should you become
something…
(a psychologist working for PIN in Keetmanshoop)
When I finished secondary school, I did not know what to do with my life. I did not have a
vision of what to do with my life! Firstly I thought I must become a domestic worker as my
mother and grandmother. Only later I started to realize that there are also other options…
(a respondent of the socio-economic questionnaire)
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Young people are falling at a very high rate into the trap of alcohol abuse. The main reasons
are peer pressure and a lack of proper parental care, broken households, no role models and
poverty that lead these young people to the misuse of alcohol… Many of those who find
themselves unemployed, and having nothing else to do, find themselves abusing alcohol to
get rid of boredom.
(a social worker, Keetmanshoop)

In the following text we will first analyse the major determinants of poverty in the
Karas region, and later we will turn our attention to the relationship between
poverty and HIV/AIDS.

7.6.1. Determinants of poverty
Colonization and apartheid brought to a different cultural and socio-economic
system to Namibia, and forcibly made the indigenous people become a part of this
new system, which was alien to their local culture and their nature. While the Nama
people were almost completely stripped of their cultural and socio-economic
environment and were integrated into the new system. Conversely the Owambo,
Kavango and Caprivians were purposely isolated in community areas in the north and
left to continue living their traditional way, while the rest of the country underwent
dramatic development.
From a philosophical point of view, such a system had to be totalitarian in
principle. From the start it was built on the hegemony of a small, white, foreign
minority, racial segregation and oppression. In 1990, Namibia got its freedom, and a
democratic system was introduced in the country. The state-controlled market
economy of the colonial type, inherited from South Africa, started gradually to
transform into a modern market economy. Despite the fact that the current economic
system has become reasonably stable and efficient, and in many ways comparable to
developed economies, it is not able to accommodate about half of the workforce of
the country.
While there is a continuous excess demand for educated indigenous
Namibians16 with professional skills from the side of both the private and public
sector, there has been a huge surplus of unskilled labour on the labour market since
independence. Unfortunately, the current trends in labour legislation contribute even
16

due to the implementation of affirmative action, only a limited proportion of people of European
origin is allowed to work in private companies and public institutions
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further to the decrease in demand for unskilled labour and consequently also to higher
unemployment. A reason being that the Labour Law is gradually conforming to
international standards, which protect employees and thus make it more difficult to
employ people on a short term basis.
In 2001 in the Karas Region, unskilled occupations, i.e. those which do not
require any special training or education, accounted for 37 % of all employed persons
and thus created the largest occupational group.17 In general, most of the unskilled
people in the south work as domestic or farm workers. The research carried out in
1993 revealed that 41 % of domestic workers and 37 % of farm workers belonged to
the Nama/Damara tribe, and it is likely that the situation has not changed significantly
since that time. As for age, about 80 % of domestic and farm workers were between
15 and 44 years old, i.e. in prime working age. 18
A major problem of unskilled jobs in a modern economy, such as the
Namibian economy, is the fact that such type of work is remunerated only by very
low wages. According to statistics from the Ministry of Labour, domestic workers
earn on average, as little as N$ 400 per month, while security guards in some of the
smaller companies earn between N$ 300 and N$ 400 per month. The same source
states that half of the 70,000 workers working on Namibian commercial farms earn
less than N$ 100 per month, while the other half earn about N$ 420 a month.19 For
comparison, a price of bread is 5.50 NAD, the rent of a room in a shack or in a
municipal house in the location, costs between 100 and 150 NAD per month and a
proportional monthly payment for water is 50 NAD per person. It follows from the
comparison of price levels and wages that the income of unskilled workers can hardly
cover the basic needs of a person and his/her dependants. Thus, it is not surprising to
find that more than one third of households in the Karas region spend above 60 % of
their income on food, i.e. live under the internationally recognized level of poverty.20
From the point of view of an employer, it follows from the experience of the
author, that major problems stemming from the employment of unskilled Namibian
workers include, apart from a lack of any specific skills and education, a low working
moral, resulting in low efficiency and productivity; as well as the problem of the
inexperience of unskilled labourers with working in formal employment settings,
17

Central Bureau of Statistics, National Planning Commission (2004), p.26
Central Statistics Office, (1996), p.280, 282
19
a webpage of The Namibia Economist
18
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where certain management procedures need to be followed. Other problems are linked
to a lack of working habits, resulting among others, in a low quality of work,
absenteeism caused mainly by alcohol abuse etc. The result is that Namibian
companies often face the decision whether to employ unskilled labourers or to invest
in machinery and technologies which can replace the elementary jobs. As there is no
proactive employment policy motivating companies to employ people, the investment
in technology seems to often be a more cost-efficient solution.
As far as the traditional perceptions about labour are concerned, Vedder
(1928, p. 127-8) makes the following remarks about the Nama people:
The Nama has always considered himself to be a master and he has always deemed labour
beneath his dignity. His weak limbs and delicate physique disqualify him for hard work so
that wherever possible they employ herdsmen and domestic servants, and Bushmen,
Bergdama, and even Herero captives were so employed in olden times.

Despite the fact that many people from the Nama tribe found employment in a formal
labour market, in general, the indigenous people of the south are not able to exploit
the working opportunities available in mines and fisheries located in the region to
their fullest extent, and they are displaced by immigrants, mainly from the Owambo
tribe coming from the north.
While in the northern regions the informal sector, and mainly subsistence
farming, provides an alternative to formal employment,21 in the south these options
are very limited. Firstly, the Nama people were deprived of their land, and thus lost
the possibility to continue with their traditional stock-farming, and secondly, the lack
of adequate rainfall and suitable soil do not provide opportunities for the subsistence
crop farming which is practised in the north. As a result, only about 3 % of people
derive their income from subsistence farming in the Karas region.
Similarly, the indigenous people of the south lack traditions in trading or
crafts. Malan (1999, p.124) explains that the material culture of the Nama was never
elaborate but functional, and aimed at satisfying only the basic needs of pastoral
nomads. During colonial times the Nama worked mainly as farm and domestic
workers and moreover, the entrepreneurial opportunities for indigenous people were
heavily regulated so they did not have an opportunity to acquire business or craft
20

Central Bureau of Statistics, National Planning Commission (2004), p.25
Apart from the Oshana region, over 40 % of employed persons work in subsistence agriculture in the
north.
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skills. Thus, at present day, when the informal sector faces strong competition from
formal businesses, only a very small portion of the Karas population (about 4 %) and
an even smaller number of Nama speakers, derive their living from formal or informal
entrepreneurship.22 The only market niche of the informal economy, which is very
prosperous all over the country, including the south, is the alcohol sector, which will
be discussed later.
In summary, the opportunities for income generation for people with
insufficient education and skills, who account for a majority of the disadvantaged
population, are limited in the Karas region, which leads to high rates of poverty and
unemployment, and consequently results again in poor education results of children
growing up in disadvantaged communities.

7.6.2.

Impact of Poverty on Susceptibility to HIV/AIDS
Apart from the above mentioned negative impact of poverty on education: the

economic distress has three other direct implications for susceptibility to HIV
infection in the Karas Region: firstly, poverty leads to non-prioritisation of
HIV/AIDS; secondly, it creates unfavourable conditions for the establishment of
young households and stable partner relationships; and finally, poverty is directly
related to alcohol abuse and vice versa.
A. Non-prioritisation of HIV/AIDS
It follows from the results of the qualitative research carried out by the author,
and also from the literature, that poverty diverts the psychological attention of people
to their immediate needs, and thus diminishes the importance of the long-term
consequences of their present actions, including infection by HIV, and potential death.
The lack of longer-term life perspective, stemming from poverty, also becomes a
barrier for the treatment of chronic diseases such as HIV/AIDS and TB, and results in
high default rates in long-term treatment, including ARV treatment.
Due to unemployment and financial difficulties, the energy of many people
living in poor settings concentrates purely on securing solely the basic needs for
22

The national average is almost 9 %. Central Bureau of Statistics, National Planning Commission
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survival, such as food, shelter, basic hygiene and clothing. 30 % of the households
whose members participated in the research did not have, for example, soap at home
at the time of the survey, a quarter of them did not have running water at their house
and 43 % did not have electricity.
Figure 7-8

Typical type of accommodation in the poor suburb of Tseiblaagte

As far as type of accommodation is concerned, people in Tseiblaagte, and in
other similar poor areas, usually live either in standardized brick houses built by the
government during apartheid times, or in informal houses made of corrugated iron
sheets, which are often called shacks (Figure 7-8). The area of the brick houses, which
typically accommodate one or two households, is about 30 square metres while
shacks are usually even smaller. In our sample 40 % of studied households stayed in a
shack, out of which more than one third did not have any toilet facility at home.
About one third of households from the sample shared one room, while almost
30 % live in standard municipal brick houses consisting usually of four rooms (see
Figure 7-9). In our sample, on average 2.7 people shared one room. The high cost of
plots in towns and of building material, as well as high rents, result in overcrowding
in the houses. Economic distress combined with overcrowding, unemployment,
(2003), p.38
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alcohol abuse and frustration, often become contributing factors to domestic violence,
which place especially females at a risk of contracting HIV.23
Figure 7-9
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Another contributing factor to the spread of HIV/AIDS in Namibia is
transactional sex, practised by a significant proportion of females according to Human
Development Report 2000/2001. In this case too, poverty, namely women’s low
socio-economic status, combined with the desire for economic advancement or with
the need to support families when men neglect their economic responsibilities toward
their children, lead women to situations where they exchange sex for food, clothes,
financial or other household support.24

B. The Impact of Poverty on The Structure of Households25
The approach to marriages and partner relationships has changed significantly
in Namibia during the past hundred years, as was explained in one of the previous
sections. As a result the structure of Namibian households has also undergone major
changes. A traditional Nama household, where a husband and his wife brought up
their children in the common home and were involved in livestock production, has
almost become history.
23
24

UNDP, (2000), p.115
UNDP, (2000), p.115
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Iken (1999, p.199) who studied predominantly women headed households in
southern Namibia, identified three major patterns of household development in
disadvantaged Namibian communities of the 20th century. The first type of household
was established by husband and wife upon marriage and was usually dominated by
the husband. While the major roles of a married woman were those of a mother and
housewife, her husband assumed responsibility for the household maintenance and
was very often employed on a commercial farm, where his wife sometimes also
worked as a domestic worker. The second household development pattern is
characterised by heads of households (most often women) who have never married
and who remained a member of their parental household through much of their adult
life, socially and economically dependent on their parents. The women living in such
households bore their children while still living in their natal home and became
household heads after the death of their parents. The third household development
pattern is typical for households where adult children left their parental home, usually
with the aim to find employment and also never got married. The characteristic
feature of the life course of such adults is a periodic return to the parental home
following a period of absence. Women following this pattern usually returned home
after falling pregnant, and when they left again they asked their mothers to take care
of their child in exchange for material and/or financial support.
The findings of our research comply with Iken’s observations. Only 28 % of
interviewed adults shared their household with their spouse or a partner, and out of
them only over half of the couples also lived with their children.26 This means that the
traditional family life of a husband and a wife bringing up their children is no longer
the most common life strategy for adult life and parenthood in poor households in the
south of Namibia. While only one third of the couples lived in a household with the
parents of one of the partners or another relative, this type of household structure, i.e.
the households formed by relatives was most common among the rest of the sample 49 % of households. Most often adult children stayed in the parental household, living
often with one or both parents (42 % out of all households formed by extended
family) and/or with other close relatives such as grandparents or adult siblings

25

Household is defined here as a group of people sharing regularly food and cooking facilities. This
definition was also used by the Central Bureau of Statistics during the population census in Namibia.
26
some children were from previous relationships of one of the partners
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(64 %27 out of all households formed by extended family). The difference in the
average age of respondents living in different types of households was not statistically
significant, so it does not seem that the age is an important factor influencing the type
of household structures.
Such crucial changes in the structure of households and families of course has
implications for the upbringing of the children. It follows from our findings that most
of the parent(s), mainly mothers, fulfil their parental responsibilities and rear their
children. In our sample, out of 79 children aged 18 or younger, 68 % were financially
supported by their parent(s). 70 % of children lived in the household of at least one of
his/her parents. The rest of the children (30 %) were usually brought up by relatives,
often grandmothers, with the occasional financial support of their parent(s). The
importance of extended family in rearing of children is even more visible if we take
into account that the respondents, on average, brought up 0.6 child which were not
their own. The fact that 53 % of mothers over 40 were rearing on average 1.6
grandchildren, illustrates the crucial role of grandmothers in the upbringing of a new
generation in the south.
The causes of the above described fundamental changes in the structure of
households and families in southern Namibia, must be seen apart from the changing
culture and social norms also in the underlying economic development. An economic
catalyst of the changes is most likely a combined effect of poverty and the migrant
labour system. Especially young males are often not able to establish and financially
sustain their own households where they could bring their wife and children. They do
not have stable jobs (the unemployment rate among young males between 15 and 30
years is 40 %) or their income as unskilled labourers is too low, plus they often
migrate to find jobs.
However, not only men but also women became engaged in wage labour and
started to migrate to towns and economic centres in search for jobs. This change had
two major consequences for their families and households. Firstly, working women
cannot stay at home with their children anymore and because their income is low they
also cannot afford to pay for kinder-gardens or baby-sitters. Therefore they leave their
children with their mothers or other relatives, often at villages in rural areas where the
cost of living is in general lower. Grandmothers or aunts are willing to take care of the

27

including the households where live adult children with parent(s)
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children because it means additional financial or material support from the mothers of
the children for their households, plus in the case of grandmothers their grandchildren
are a certain guarantee that somebody (either grandchildren or their parents) will take
care of them in their old age. Secondly, the new role of women as breadwinners
changed the role of men in the families and households. Men are no longer the
principle breadwinners who have the responsibility to financially secure their
household and because the children are often staying with grandparents or other
relatives their fatherly role also weakens. The result is that many men completely
resign from their parental responsibilities. The burden of care for children is then
completely shifted to mothers or grandmothers, while many fathers do not pay any
attention to their offspring neither do they support them financially.
In terms of HIV/AIDS this type of behaviour results on the one hand in a low
rate of marriages and the lack of stable partner (and sexual) relationships, as discussed
in the previous section, and on the other hand it increases the vulnerability of the
children growing up in incomplete families, who apart from other difficulties, might
in fact become double orphans in the case of the death of their mother from
HIV/AIDS, regardless whether their father is alive or not.
C. Poverty and Alcohol Abuse
Finally, in Namibia there exists a strong relationship between poverty and
alcohol abuse, which significantly increases the incidence of high-risk sexual
behaviour in terms of HIV infection. Moreover, from a medical point of view, alcohol
abuse also prevents successful medical treatment.
The alcohol industry has a positive as well as negative impact on the life of
poor people in Namibia. According to the estimates of the UNDP, the alcohol
industry might be the third major employer in the country, after services (including
Government), agriculture and fisheries.28 Apart from the job opportunities in the
formal alcohol sector, many people in poor rural and urban areas, especially women,
derive an income for themselves and their families from the selling and/or brewing of
alcoholic beverages.

28

UNDP, (1999), p.31
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The sale of alcohol to indigenous people was almost completely prohibited by
the law till the end of the 1960s, when a new, more liberal legislation was introduced.
Since then Namibia has experienced a rapid increase in alcohol trade and production,
which accelerated after independence. In the poor areas of towns or villages of the
south alcohol is sold in bottle stores, clubs and bars and mainly in so-called
‘shebeens’, which are often illicit restaurants combined with bottle stores (often
located in shacks).
The research carried out by the UNDP revealed, that many young people start
drinking alcohol while they are still at school, which contributes to a high drop-out
rate from school, high rates of teenage pregnancies and unwanted children, as well as
the growing prevalence of HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases.
Children often replicate the drinking habits of their parents or other relatives. Social
control to prevent the youth from indulging in alcohol abuse has become very weak,
even to the point that alcohol consumption is nowadays understood and condoned as a
way to cope with presumably unsolved problems. In addition, visiting the shebeens is,
in the large parts of the country, the only leisure activity available for the people, both
young and old.29
The easy availability of alcohol, combined with widespread unemployment,
poverty, boredom and frustration leads to widespread alcohol abuse among both
sexes. In turn, the excessive use of alcohol causes joblessness, absenteeism,
malnutrition, family deprivation, domestic violence, health problems, including
infection by HIV/AIDS. Many households in fact spend more on alcohol than on food
jeopardising family food security, and compromising family health and welfare and
thus the circle closes.
In the Karas Region alcohol abuse, especially among the marginalized groups,
represents one of the main public health problems, which among others, contributes to
high treatment default rates among TB and AIDS patients.
The link between alcohol abuse and HIV/AIDS is also confirmed by the
results of our in-depth questionnaire. While 34 % of respondents living with
HIV/AIDS answered that they drink alcohol regularly, among those who regarded
themselves as HIV negative only 17 % responded the same way. In addition, 9 % of
people with HIV+ status admitted that they drink alcohol a few times a week.

29
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7-10

Use of alcohol by HIV status

Alcohol usage by people with HIV+ status
A few times a
week
9%
Weekends
22%

In the end of the
month
3%

Not at all
38%

Alcohol usage by people with HIV- status

In the end of the
month
4%

Weekends
13%

Rarely
17%
Not at all
66%

Rarely
28%

Data from the socio-economic questionnaire

The analysis of data also revealed that men drink more often than women.
However, it was also found among women that a significant percentage were heavy
drinkers, which complies with the experience of the author. One fifth of the
interviewed women stated that they drink alcohol regularly, a few times per week or
on weekends.
7-11

Use of alcohol by sex
Alcohol usage by males
A few times a
week
6%
Not at all
38%

Weekends
28%

In the end of the
month
6%

Alcohol usage by females
A few times a
week
Weekends 4%
16%
In the end of the
month
2%
Rarely
20%

Not at all
58%

Rarely
22%

Data from the socio-economic questionnaire
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7.7.

IMPACTS OF HIV/AIDS
While some impacts of HIV/AIDS were already studied in previous sections,

we will now concentrate in more detail on three areas: the impact of HIV/AIDS on
employment, on the demand for care and support for people living with HIV/AIDS,
and finally on household welfare.

7.7.1. Impact of HIV/AIDS on Employment
As for the ability of people living with HIV/AIDS to continue with their work,
research shows that during the asymptomatic latent phase of the infection, often
lasting for many years, people can carry on with their work duties in a normal way.
Even during the third phase, when early symptoms of HIV infection begin to
manifest, individuals are usually able to carry on with their normal activities in spite
of starting health problems, weight loss, fatigue etc. When the major symptoms such
as significant weight loss, persistent chronic diarrhoea, headache and opportunistic
infections begin to appear in the last month, the person is usually bedridden for up to
50 % of the day. It usually takes about 18 months for the major symptomatic phase to
develop into full-blown AIDS. During this last phase, which (without antiretroviral
treatment) usually lasts not more than two years, AIDS patients are usually fatigued
and exhausted by symptoms and opportunistic infections. During the last month
patients are usually bedridden for more than 50 % of the day.30 According to the
Guidelines for ARV Therapy of the Ministry of Health and Social Services, only
during this last phase of full-blown AIDS can antiretroviral therapy be given to state
patients in order to prolong this period and to suppress the HIV viral load as much as
possible, and to again improve the functioning of the patient’s immune system.
In summary, this means that people infected by HIV usually cannot carry on
with their work in a normal way during the last three to four years of their lives. If a
person starts to use ARV therapy, he or she is usually able to continue with his/her
work duties and normal activities. However, it follows from the author’s observations
that people living with advanced HIV infection or AIDS are on average, more often ill
than other employees. It follows from the analysis of the absence rate at the workshop
operated by People in Need during a period of four months, that the average absentee
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rate of people living with HIV/AIDS was on average 14 %. While those who were
still in the asymptomatic phase, or suffered only from minor symptoms, were hardly
absent at all. Those who were at the phase of full-blown AIDS, often starting the
ARV therapy, missed between 12 to 35 % of working time over a period of four
months four months.
According to Namibian Law, employers may not discriminate against HIVpositive employees or victimize them in any way, and they are not allowed to request
employees and applicants for employment to go for an HIV test unless an employer
can prove that testing is justifiable. Employers are neither allowed to dismiss, demote
or transfer HIV-infected employees on the basis of their HIV status alone. However,
in a situation where, as in the Karas region, 28 % of the labour force is unemployed
and many others are under-employed, employers may carefully select their
employees, and it is reasonable to expect that they will prefer healthy employees, or at
least those who do not suffer from any obvious health problems.
Moreover, as the health conditions of a person during the progress of HIV
infection deteriorate, a person is usually less active in searching for job opportunities
or often loses existing employment due to the inability to perform his/her work duties
anymore.31 Therefore, it is not surprising that 63 % of ARV patients at the
Keetmanshoop hospital were unemployed during their screening at the beginning of
the treatment.
7.7.2. Care for people living with HIV/AIDS
Unemployment of course, goes hand in hand with the loss of income. As the
majority of patients of public health facilities do not have any kind of medical or
social insurance on which they can rely during the illness, they are often dependent on
the support of their relatives, charity organizations and/or social benefits from the
state.
In general, the burden of care for a person infected by HIV/AIDS is divided
between the state and the family/household of a patient. For family members, or more
precisely members of the household of an ill person, this situation usually means a
decrease in household income, and at the same time higher expenses on food and
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other costs related to the care of the family member suffering from AIDS.32 The
common increase of economic distress caused by the illness in poor households often
results in discrimination and the stigmatization of the person suffering from
HIV/AIDS and thus it may worsen his/her psychological state and ability to fight the
disease.
As the capacity of hospitals is limited, for example, at the Keetmanshoop
hospital chronically ill people, including those suffering from HIV/AIDS, are
admitted only for the period necessary to treat their acute health problems and to
stabilize their health condition. When they are discharged from the hospital, the
household members (including children) are mainly responsible for the provision of
care for the ill person, especially during the last phases of the illness. This is because
there is no hospice or any similar institution in the region. The burden of care usually
relies on one principal caregiver, whom other members of the household might assist.
46 % of respondents of our questionnaire stated that it is mainly them who take care
of an ill member of the household. 83 % of them were women, which confirms the
finding of the other researchers that the main burden of care falls mainly on female
members of households. In 27 % of households, household members shared the
responsibilities related to the care of the ill person.
It follows from the observations of the author, that, especially in the case of
long term, chronically ill patients, the caregivers try to continue with their work duties
in order not to lose their income, and to shift at least part of the responsibilities related
to care to unemployed household members in order to minimize the impact of the
illness on the total household income. The caregivers are usually absent from work
only when the health status of the patient suddenly seriously deteriorates.
Interviews with health professionals and volunteers providing home-based
care revealed that the level of care depends on the social status of a person within the
family, the structure of the household, on the amount of social capital available in the
family, the level of poverty, a presence or an extent of alcohol abuse by a patient and
other family members etc. In general, the most vulnerable, in terms of lack of care and
support, are alcoholics, people with behavioural problems (often caused by a mental
disease) and people living independently from their family, such as single mothers
living only with their small children etc.
32

Out of those respondents who are the main caregivers in case of illness of a member of household:
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As for the role of the Namibian state in the care of patients suffering from
HIV/AIDS, the state provides two kinds of support: treatment itself and economic
support in the form of social grants. With regard to the cost of treatment, we already
explained in previous chapters that the health care for public patients is free of charge
in Namibia. State patients are only required to pay nominal fees in the range from
2 NAD to 8 NAD33 for a consultation and 20 NAD for admission to a hospital. In
practice, however, for example in Keetmanshoop, people who state that they do not
have money for payment are often excused from the payment of fees, and thus a lack
of money cannot be viewed as a barrier to access to health care in Namibia.
According to the Ministry of Health and Social Services, the cheapest cost of
antiretroviral therapy provided in state hospitals for those who meet the criteria for
ARV is 1,237 NAD per state patient per month.34 This amount is approximately three
times higher than the monthly salary of unskilled workers such domestic or farm
workers etc. However, apart from medicine, patients also request social benefits to
secure adequate nutrition, water, shelter etc. The lack of food, especially, is often
mentioned as the main reason for defaulting or for low adherence to ARV or TB
treatment, by both the defaulters themselves and the health professionals working
with AIDS patients.35
Since apartheid times there has been, especially in central and southern
Namibia, a tradition of providing rations to the most disadvantaged members of the
society. At present day, the Namibian social system guarantees the provision of
disability grants, 300 NAD per month per person, to those who are, “owing to any
physical or mental disability, incapable of obtaining any form of employment, or of
practising any profession or trade, or from the rendering of any service, in order to
obtain the means needed to enable their own maintenance”.36 However, people
suffering from AIDS do not really fit this definition as their health condition varies
based on the course of opportunistic infections and the symptoms of AIDS. Moreover,
the processing of the application for the grant takes, on average, from 4 to 6 months
and during such a long period the health condition of an AIDS patient might either
improve or a patient might pass away. During previous years there was no clear rule
38 % provide food for an ill person, 36 % wash them and 44 % accompany them to a health facility.
33
8 to 32 CZK
34
This amount does not include the costs of diagnostic investigations, like full blood count, CD4 count
and others. (The Namibian 26/11/2004)
35
Karas Regional AIDS Coordinating Committee, (2005)
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whether to provide disability grants to people living with AIDS or not, and it
depended a lot on the decision of a doctor, if he or she would recommend the
provision of a grant. Currently there is a big public discussion about whether
disability grants should be rendered to HIV positive people in Namibia or not. While
the Ministry of Health and Social Services recently stated that the Pension Act does
not make any provision for people living with HIV/AIDS to receive the grant. Nongovernmental organizations and associations of people living with HIV/AIDS are
campaigning for rescinding the directive as “this decision will further impoverish
people who are already bearing the burden of a disease… and will make them and
their communities more vulnerable to HIV infection”.37
It is clear that, especially in the disadvantaged communities which are most
affected by the epidemic, the provision of disability grants to people suffering from
HIV/AIDS would definitely mitigate the vulnerability of ill people and their families,
and might have a positive impact on the adherence to treatment and on the willingness
to go for the test. On the other hand, such a decision would have to go hand in hand
with shortening the application procedure and with higher flexibility in the provision
of grants. It would also mean significant additional costs for an already overstretched
(due to the HIV/AIDS epidemic) health care and social services state budget.
Moreover, the provision of disability grants would probably build an even higher
dependence on the state among people from disadvantaged communities, and would
discourage some of them from working.
7.7.3. Impact on Households
The HIV virus infects individuals. However, HIV/AIDS as a chronic terminal
contagious disease, also fatally affects the surroundings of an infected person, i.e.
members of his/her household and family. The majority of Namibians (98 %) live in
households consisting of more than one member and they are strongly rooted in their
families. The average size of a household in our sample, drawn from the marginalized
groups of Namibian society, was 5.4 persons while the average for the Karas region
was 4.1. Thus we can conclude that households forming disadvantaged communities
are in general bigger and therefore, the illness of one member has a direct impact on a
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The Pension Act of 1992 as quoted in The Namibian (25 July 2005)
The Namibian (25 July 2005)
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higher number of people. No significant difference was found between the size of
households of HIV positive respondents and the rest of the sample.
The analysis of direct economic impacts of HIV/AIDS on the households was
partially influenced by the fact that 54 % of respondents received a regular income
within the income-generating project implemented by People in Need, and a reference
group of HIV negative respondents was drawn from this sample. However, as the
income-generating project was in operation for only seven months at the time of the
research, and not all workers had participated in the project since the beginning we
can expect that, while the project had an impact on the current income of some
respondents, it is not likely that it has influenced the wealth and the standard of living
of their households in such a short space of time.
A. Income
In spite of widespread poverty and unemployment, only in two households out
of sixty, did people not have basically any income at the time of the survey. On the
other hand even though the PIN project provided job opportunities for more than half
of the respondents, in every second household interviewed there was at least one adult
receiving no income.
Figure 7-12
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Concerning the regularity of income, it follows from Figure 7-12 that people
from marginalized communities either have regular income or they do not have any
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income at all. Only a small number of people work as casual workers, receiving an
occasional income. This finding can on the one hand be influenced by the fact that
more women - for whom it is more difficult to find casual jobs - were interviewed
than men. On the other hand the reason might be the regulations of the labor market
given by the Labor Law, which restricts short-term employment and makes it more
difficult for employers to employ casual workers.
If we compare the households of respondents living with HIV/AIDS to the rest
of the sample (Figure 7-13), they showed a smaller number of household members
with a regular income. This difference, however, was probably influenced by the fact
that all potentially HIV negative respondents were participating in the People in Need
project and receiving a regular income, while only 22 % of HIV positive respondents
had the same opportunity. On the other hand we can expect that it is easier for healthy
people who are not infected by HIV/AIDS, to find a regular job than for people
suffering from AIDS (see the high rate of unemployment among ARV patients) and
thus there is a higher chance that they can contribute to their household budget with a
regular income.

No.of households

Figure 7-13
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Social grants provided by the Namibian government play a very important role
in socio-economic stabilization of the marginalized communities. All people who
reach 60 years of age and whose private pensions do not exceed a certain amount, are
allowed to receive 300 NAD per month. Disabled people receive the same amount
and finally foster parents who rear orphans can claim between 200 and 400 NAD
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based on the number of children they foster.38 Out of 98 people from our sample of
households, who received a regular income, almost 40 % were actually people
receiving some type of social benefit, most often a state old-age pension (26 %).
Although on the one hand social grants build dependency on the state and might
discourage people from working, in the case of Namibian marginalized communities
they might be viewed more as a stabilizing element. In many poor households the
social grants represent the only regular income (14 % of households whose
respondents do not work at PIN), thus preventing complete destitution. Moreover,
state old-age pensions in a way encourage an intergenerational solidarity while foster
care grants stimulate families to foster children orphaned most often by AIDS and/or
TB, and thus partially mitigate the impacts of the epidemic on orphans and vulnerable
children.
As for the long-term impacts of HIV/AIDS more than 200,000 adults in
Namibia were expected to live with HIV/AIDS by the end of 2001, according to
statistics of the Ministry of Health and Social Services, and a minimum of 15,000
people died from AIDS by 2001. The number of adults who are infected by
HIV/AIDS, or have died from the disease, is still increasing as was explained in
Chapter 5. This means that the majority of these people will never reach the age when
they could claim the state old-age pension. While it represents savings for the state
budget, for the marginalized poor families it means that there will be a smaller
number of grandparents and other old-aged relatives who could take over the care of
children, and who could contribute to the household budget. In fact it might lead to
further impoverishment of disadvantaged communities and aggravate the care for
orphans and vulnerable children affected by HIV/AIDS.
In order to estimate the level of household income, respondents were asked to
state the income received by the three main breadwinners of their household in the
last month. It follows from Figure 7-14 that the income of the majority of the
households of the interviewed respondents (almost 75 %) did not exceed 1,000 NAD
per month.39 The income of 30 % of households was between 100 – 500 NAD per
month while 40 % of households received between 500 – 1000 NAD per month. As
already mentioned before, the level of income was influenced by the project
implemented by People in Need. The members of the income-generating group of
38

Other social grants such as maintenance grant and place-of-safety allowance are not so common.
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People in Need earned on average between 400 and 500 NAD per month and all of
them were among the three main breadwinners in their households. Their salaries
corresponded with the usual salaries of unskilled workers in Keetmanshoop.
Figure 7-14
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It follows from Figure 7-14 that in the sample were a few outliers representing
households with significantly higher incomes. Breadwinners from these households
were usually employed as professionals such as nurses, miners or teachers in the
formal sector. Their household members, or themselves, were suffering from
HIV/AIDS and did not have private insurance covering ARV treatment, so they were
treated at the state hospital.
To achieve better homogeneity and comparability of data (see Figure 7-14) the
detailed analysis of incomes concentrated on households from the poor suburb of
Tseiblaagte where a majority of supposedly HIV negative respondents stayed. It
follows from Figure 7-15 that members of 62 % of households of HIV positive
respondents and 57 % of households of supposedly HIV negative respondents had at
their disposal less than 1 USD per day. In addition, in the case of about 25 % of
respondents’ households from each group, people lived on less than 2 USD per day.
Thus we can conclude that the majority of the inhabitants of Tseiblaagte live in
pronounced poverty as measured by international standards.

39

Approximately 3,900 CZK
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Figure 7-15

Household income per head by HIV status, Tseiblaagte
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When we compared households through the HIV status of respondents, the
average income per capita in households of respondents living with HIV/AIDS was
slightly lower than in the rest of the sample but the difference was not statistically
significant (see Figure 7-15). We came to a similar conclusion when we compared the
total household income. However, in this case the total income of households of HIV
positive respondents was conversely slightly higher. For illustration, at the time of the
survey a bigger percentage of households of HIV negative respondents did not have
electricity and running water (62 % and 39 % respectively) at home in comparison to
the households of respondents living with HIV/AIDS (47 % and 27 % respectively).
We can thus conclude that there was no significant difference in terms of income
between households of HIV positive and supposedly negative respondents from the
sample of households living in Tseiblaagte.
15 % of the respondents admitted that they had experienced an AIDS related
death in their household. When we compared such households with the rest of the
sample we did not find any statistically significant difference in the income per head,
neither in the number of children brought up in the household.
AIDS death causes, at least temporarily, a decrease in the number of adults in
the affected household. Despite the fact that the smallest households, in terms of
number of adults, in our sample did not experience an AIDS death we tried to explore
if there is any difference in income in households with just one adult in comparison to
the rest of the sample. While the income of the small households with just one adult
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was 93 NAD per capita, in the households where more adults lived, people lived on
157 NAD per head and this difference was statistically significant.
Based on our findings we can summarize that HIV/AIDS infection or death
does not have any significant impact on the level of income in the affected
households. However, as we found that small households with just one adult are
worse off in comparison to the rest of the sample, we might expect that the structure
of a household changes after an HIV/AIDS related death to compensate for the loss of
income from a deceased member of the household.
Finally to measure the impact of the PIN income generating project on the
welfare of people living with HIV/AIDS we looked for the differences between the
income of households accommodating HIV positive people who participated in the
project and those who had not been involved. The statistical analysis confirmed that in
the households of PIN employees living with HIV/AIDS, people had a higher income
per head at their disposal than members of households of HIV positive respondents
who did not work for PIN. This means that the income-generating project has a
positive impact on the economic stabilization of HIV/AIDS affected families and thus
it fulfils its aim.

B. Wealth
As the majority of impoverished people do not have any savings or valuables,
wealth is usually measured by the ownership of durable goods and/or livestock. Since
our research focused on the urban community where breeding of domestic animals is
severely restricted, it is not surprising that only 20 % of households of the interviewed
respondents owned domestic animals. In 13 % of the cases the household members
had several goats which were kept by their family members on the farms in rural
areas. 10 % of households kept chickens at their home.
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Figure 7-16
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Figure 7-16 summarizes the ownership of durable goods by households
included in the survey. It follows from the data that priority is given to the provision
of a basic living standard, i.e. the ownership of beds and a cooker. The majority of
households use wood for cooking and some of them use kerosine. A radio or tape
player was the only luxury item, which we found in the majority of the households
(72 %). Therefore the radio is the major mass media form accessible to poor
marginalized communities, which is an important finding with regards to campaigns
focused on HIV/AIDS awareness. TV sets were available only at about one third of
the interviewed households. About the same proportion of households (about 35 %)
owns a refrigerator and/or a sewing machine. The majority of women who can sew on
a sewing machine usually make traditional dresses for the people from the community
in order to generate an extra income. However, only a small number of them can
make their living from tailoring.
Since the distances are huge in Namibia, the ownership of a means of transport
significantly increases mobility, and in the case of a car it might even be a source of
income generation. However, it follows from our data that both a bicycle and a car are
luxury items owned only by a small number of households (18 % and 13 %)
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respectively and more than half of them do not belong to marginalized groups as they
are households of people employed in the formal sector earning high salaries.
Based on the prices of durable items the wealth of individual households from
the sample was estimated. It follows from Figure 7-16 that the total wealth of 40 % of
studied households ranged from about 80 USD to 260 USD and the value of durable
goods owned by one fifth of the households did not even reach 80 USD.

no. of households

Figure 7-16
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Within the whole sample, households of HIV positive people seemed to be
relatively richer than households of supposedly negative respondents. Nevertheless,
when we compared only the households living in Tseiblaagte we did not find any
statistically significant difference based on the HIV status of the respondents (either
when we compared total wealth or wealth per capita). Conversely the Tseiblaagte
households experiencing AIDS related death seemed to be poorer in comparison to
the rest of the households from the suburb but the difference might have been
influenced by the small size of the sample (especially after excluding the outliers).
As in the case of income, we studied the impact of the PIN income generating
project on the economic standard of households in a similar way. As it was expected,
there has not been any statistically significant difference in terms of wealth between
households participating in the project and those, whose members were not involved
in it.
On the other hand the small households, economically dependent on just one
adult, had at their disposal relatively smaller wealth (both in total and per head) than
bigger households with more adults.
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C. Coping Strategies
It follows from the analysis of income and wealth that the majority of the poor
households do not have any surpluses which could be turned into reserves for periods
of hardship, caused for example by HIV/AIDS. Only 8 % of respondents mentioned
that they have savings but most of these respondents represented outliers in terms of
education, employment, income and wealth.
On the other hand, it is much more common that people owe money to
somebody. In the case of our sample 53 % of respondents owed money at the time of
the survey. As Iken (1999, p.139) explains at the turn of the 19 and 20th century the
Nama people were renowned for their hospitality and for sharing resources
extensively among themselves but this is no longer necessarily the case. Although the
support networks are still operative and it is partially a social obligation to lend
money, especially to members of one’s own family, they are no longer strong enough
to prevent people from going hungry and children from being undernourished.
As for the pattern of consumption, it follows from the author’s own experience
that many people from marginalized communities spend money basically immediately
after they receive it. When people were asked during a focus group discussion for an
explanation, some of them stated that it is not safe to keep cash. Another explanation
given was that if a person spends money then he or she is not under pressure to lend
money to other people anymore. The other reason is of course the limited ability of
people in marginalized communities to plan and budget stemming partially from their
concentration on their immediate needs, as discussed above.
The most common form of credit in southern Namibia is a purchase account
provided by some shop owners to people with a regular income, such as pensioners.
Another prevalent strategy in how to overcome a short-term lack of money is a
reduction in food consumption. When respondents were asked how many times they
ate yesterday, on average they had two meals per day, however 32 % of interviewed
people had just one meal. It is obvious that this coping strategy has a disastrous effect,
especially on children and on people dependent on ARV or TB treatment. In 2000, for
example, 15 % of children under five years were classified as stunted and 6 %
suffered from wasting in the Karas region. As for the ARV patients, despite the fact
that the medication can be taken, in principle, without meal, a crucial prerequisite of
successful treatment is good nutrition. As was already discussed in previous sections,
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it follows from the experience of health professionals that many patients completely
drop out of treatment or they do not take medication properly because they do not
have access to regular food, and they suffer from health problems if they take tablets
on an empty stomach.
Despite the weakening of family relations the family is still the most common
source of support in times of financial hardship, death in the household or in case of
serious disease in the poor communities of southern Namibia. 27 % of respondents
from our sample receive regular financial or material support from their family, most
often in terms of food. The research revealed that respondents had much more intense
relationships with their maternal families than with paternal families. 48 % of
respondents were in regular contact only with their maternal family, 21 % with both
the maternal and paternal family and 6 % only with the family of their farther. The
remaining one quarter of the respondents did not keep any family contacts, however
some of them were regularly in touch with their own children.
From the point of view of the HIV/AIDS epidemic we can expect that the
impacts of the disease have been putting an extra financial and emotional burden,
especially, on the maternal branch of extended families. Since the proportion of
marriages is still decreasing this trend is likely to continue in the future.
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VIII. Chapter
M

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1.

EPIDEMIOLOGY AND DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACTS
Namibia is one of six countries facing the most advanced epidemic of

HIV/AIDS in the world. The first case of HIV infection was diagnosed in the country
in 1986. Since then more than 200,000 Namibians, about 10 % of the total population,
have become infected by the HIV virus and at least 20,000 of them have already died
from AIDS. The stigma attached to the disease and a lack of behavioural change still
creates favourable conditions for the spread of the virus, despite the high level of
general awareness of HIV/AIDS, the good access to health care and even the
availability of HIV tests and antiretroviral therapy free of charge for patients at state
health facilities.
The HIV/AIDS epidemic is driven by heterosexual sex in Namibia, killing
people in their most productive and reproductive years when they are usually involved
in working, raising a family and taking care of the elderly. Their illness and death
therefore has serious consequences for their families, communities, employers and
society as a whole. The analysis of the epidemiological data proved that young adults
and women, in particular, are the most vulnerable groups of Namibian society in
terms of HIV infection.
Our study confirmed that, in Namibia, women are actually more affected by
the epidemic than men and that they are diagnosed at a younger age. The findings
support the hypothesis that sexual norms and gender relations cause Namibian women
to become sexually active earlier than men, and also often to have older sexual
partners. However, gender relations are not the only factor contributing to the higher
susceptibility of women to HIV infection. The higher rates of HIV prevalence among
women are also influenced by health factors and the generally lower socio-economic
status of women in Namibian society. Consequently, Namibian women and girls are
now bearing not only the brunt of care for the sick members of their households, but
also often the burden of the disease itself.
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Already since 1996, AIDS has been the leading cause of death in Namibia,
effectively negating the effort of the government to improve the health status of
previously marginalized groups of Namibian society through the increased provision
of public health programmes. Adult mortality has increased by almost 40 % due to
AIDS, which currently accounts for about 60 % of all deaths. This situation will
probably not change in at least the coming ten years. The increase in the adult
mortality rate resulted in a sharp drop in average life expectancy, despite the major
gains achieved in improved access to health care since independence from South
Africa in 1990. For example, for men average life expectancy has been reduced from
59 to 48 years in the decade between 1991 and 2001, and according to predictions the
life span of the average Namibian will further decline in the coming decade.
Similarly, the significant achievements reached in paediatric health care due to
widespread vaccinations, antenatal care etc. have been compromised by the impacts of
HIV/AIDS caused by the transmission of the virus from HIV positive mothers to their
children. This trend might change since routine testing of all pregnant women for the
presence of the HIV virus was introduced in December 2004 and the implementation
of prevention of mother-to-child-transmission programs that started in all state health
facilities at the same time.
Despite the impacts of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, Namibia is expected to have
positive population growth in the coming years, although the growth rate will be
significantly lower in comparison to a without-AIDS scenario. The net population
deficit caused by the HIV/AIDS epidemic is estimated to be 900,000 people by 2021,
which is almost half of the present population of Namibia. This prediction does not
take into account the impact of the antiretroviral therapy, which was introduced in the
middle of 2003, on the prolonging of lives of people living with HIV/AIDS, since it is
too early to predict the long-term impacts of the treatment in Namibian settings.
It follows from the above described trends that the changes in the demographic
structure of the Namibian society caused by HIV/AIDS, are so significant that they
must necessarily be reflected in the changes of social processes and the economic
environment as well. Consequences of the epidemic range from household level up till
the impact on the development and economic growth of the country as a whole. The
research presented here concentrates on the study of those socio-economic aspects of
the HIV/AIDS epidemic, which are related to the life of marginalized groups of
Namibian society and to poverty.
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8.2.

RISK ENVIRONMENT AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO HIV/AIDS IN
NAMIBIA
The colonial and apartheid system produced a society of extreme inequalities

in Namibia. The income that brings Namibia into the category of middle income
countries falls into the hands of a small minority of Namibians, with education and
health standards equivalent to any developed country in Europe or North America.
However, the majority of Namibians lead lives that, in most respects, resemble those
of any other sub-Saharan country. As illustrated by the Gini coefficient 0.70,
Namibian society can even be recognized as one of the most unequal societies in the
world.
Considering the fact that the literature mentions a hypothesis that the
HIV/AIDS epidemic in each country reflects schisms of a given society, we turned
our attention to studying the mechanisms by which income inequalities might be
feeding into the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Namibia. The concepts of risk environment
and susceptibility were used to look at how HIV infection is spreading, and why.
Our attention focused first on income inequalities among individual ethnic
groups living in the country. Namibia is home to ten major ethnic groups, differing
not only by language but also by the level of human development and quality of life.
Based on the results of a hierarchical cluster analysis applied to indicators of human
development and human poverty, we could identify two significantly different clusters
among the ethnic groups. The first cluster was formed by the people of European
ethnic descent and of mixed origin, enjoying a high standard of living and in terms of
health care relying mostly on the services of the private health sector. The second
cluster comprised of the indigenous ethnic groups living in Namibia, representing
about 90 % of Namibia’s population, living generally in very poor conditions in
comparison to the first group and therefore using to a large extent the public health
care system, which exists to cover mainly the poor and vulnerable members of the
society.
As far as the information on the HIV prevalence in individual Namibian ethnic
groups is concerned, there are no publicly available data on this topic. However, as we
had the official epidemiological data on HIV prevalence among state patients in the
regions, and also information on the ethnic fabric of the regional populations, we tried
to approximately estimate HIV prevalence at least among the ethnic groups using
public health facilities. We came to the conclusion that there do not seem to be any
significant differences in HIV prevalence among individual ethnic groups, apart from
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the Caprivians who live concentrated in one of the epicentres of the epidemic near the
Zambian border.
In contrast, we found clear differences in terms of susceptibility to HIV/AIDS
among the individual regions. Based on the levels of regional susceptibility to the
HIV/AIDS epidemic, four risk groups were identified using graphical and hierarchical
cluster analyses. In order to determine the socio-economic and demographic factors
feeding into the predisposition of particular risk groups to HIV infection a stepwise
linear regression was employed. The analysis revealed that the principle factor
responsible for the spread of the infection at macro-level is migration, stimulated by
all three types of schisms prevalent in Namibian society: inequalities among the
regions, among ethnic groups and among rural and urban areas.
The HIV virus probably entered the country through two separate ways. While
in the Caprivi region the infection spread into the population as a result of intensive
cross-border movement with neighbouring Zambia, the virus most likely arrived in
the capital of Windhoek in central Namibia and in the Oshana Region in the north,
with the refugees returning to Namibia from exile after the independence struggle. A
common feature of all three regions that are considered as the original epicentres of
the Namibian epidemic was a big town, which as the centre of the local economy
attracted migration from surrounding underdeveloped rural areas and in this way
facilitated the spread of the virus to the rural population. Gradually the infection also
started to spread, together with migrating workers, from the epicentres to other
economic centres in the central and southern parts of the country where the mines,
industries and commercial farms are located.

From there, the infection again

expanded deep into the regions through a process of rural-urban migration.
As a result the susceptibility to HIV/AIDS infection was found to be highest in
the areas closest to the epicentres, with a high density population and in the regions
attracting especially short-term migration from other regions, i.e. in the economic
centres of the country. Paradoxically, the isolation of some less developed regions in
terms of economic integration, migration and mobility (for example due to a low
density population and high distances) seemed to be beneficial with regard to the
smaller risk of the spread of HIV infection.
It is obvious that not all social groups are involved to the same extent in
migration, and therefore not all members of the society are vulnerable to the same
extent to the impacts of HIV/AIDS caused by migration. Our analysis revealed that
young migrants from the least developed and most densely inhabited regions in the
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north of the country, i.e. mainly Oshiwambo speakers, prevailed among migrants and
in terms of the gender of migrants, males outnumbered females. Both these factors, in
fact, reinforced the influence of migration on the spread of the infection because the
males tend to be more sexually promiscuous than females, and at the same the
concentration of big income disparities creates opportunities for the development of a
commercial sex sector and the commoditization of sex.

8.3.

SUSCEPTIBILITY TO HIV/AIDS AND IMPACTS ON
DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES OF THE KARAS REGION
The above mentioned inequalities as identified at the macro-level, are

projected to the lives of communities and households. Shortly after independence
about 50 % of Namibians were found to live in poverty as measured by international
standards and there are no indications that the situation has changed significantly
since that time. The analysis of data from the Karas region confirmed that the
members of disadvantaged communities are in fact the main recipients of public
health care and consequently, one of the most vulnerable groups in terms of HIV
infection according to the available information on HIV prevalence.
Figure 8-1

Principle factors of the HIV/AIDS epidemic at the local level
Susceptibility & Vulnerability
to Impacts of

HIV/AIDS

EDUCATION

POVERTY

Research carried out at micro-level found a strong recursive relationship
between HIV/AIDS, education and poverty in the Karas region (Figure 8-1), which
influences both the susceptibility and vulnerability to the impacts of the epidemic. The
origins of this dangerous mutually reinforcing mechanism must be seen in the
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historical development of the Namibian society and economy during apartheid and
colonial times.
From a philosophical point of view the colonial and apartheid system stemmed
from the conviction about the superiority of the white race over the indigenous ethnic
groups. And in the economic sphere it aimed at the building of a social and economic
system that efficiently exploits the natural, material and human resources of the
colonies for the benefit of the ruling white minority. However, the exploitation of
human resources did not have to necessarily be focused on the uplifting or
development of the subdued nations. In the Namibian setting the colonial economy
relied mainly on commercial agriculture and the mining sector and therefore there
was no need for an educated workforce. Moreover, the ruling elite were aware of the
threat stemming from educating the local population, which could potentially result
in the eventual takeover of power from the white minority. The denial of equal
education to the majority of local people was therefore one means of control over the
indigenous population. During apartheid times, in southern Namibia the majority of
the local labour force was forcibly employed at commercial farms, which together
with the expropriation of land and displacement of local tribes led to the collapse of
the traditional pastoral economy and society of the local Nama tribes.
The indigenous ethnic groups became dependent on the system which was
alien to their culture and in principle, was focused on their oppression instead of
upliftment. If we use the definition of the UNDP and we define human poverty as the
condition in which people’s choices are limited, we can say that Nama people
experienced poverty for the first time. The impact of the huge socio-cultural and
economic transformation of the Nama society was reflected among others in changes
in the structure of households, gender relations, marital strategies and social norms. If
we look for factors which are directly related to susceptibility to HIV/AIDS
epidemic, since the 1920s the rate of marriages started to decline hand in hand with
the alarming increase of children born to single mothers, while the capacity of the
family and community support system became smaller and later alsol social control
regarding alcohol abuse became very weak etc.
It was only in 1990, when Namibia got its freedom and the apartheid system
was abolished that the Namibian state-controlled economy of the colonial type started
to transform into a modern market economy. However, despite the fact that the
Namibian economy has enjoyed moderate economic growth since independence, it
has not been able to accommodate about half of the Namibian workforce. While the
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Namibian industry and farming sector adjusted to the new economic and political
conditions and in order to reduce over-employment and increase efficiency
abandoned labour-intensive strategies, a significant proportion of the unskilled,
uneducated labour force has not been able to adjust to the new requirements of the
labour market.
Results of our study confirmed a prevalence of high unemployment in the
marginalized communities accompanied by the low salaries of unskilled workers.
The joint effect of these two factors has led to the pronounced poverty – measured by
both income and wealth - found in households formed by members of the
disadvantaged social groups. In turn, poverty was found to be responsible (or at least
related to), to a lesser or greater extent, for:
the formation of bigger intergenerational households created by members of
extended family instead of married couples, since the young people are
supposedly not able to financially sustain their own households;
a low rate of marriages and unstable sexual relationships because both men and
women in the reproductive age migrate in search of jobs and they are not
motivated, neither socially or economically, to start a family together and to
establish a common household;
the higher rate of transmission of HIV infection from mothers to children due to
the inability of HIV positive mothers to secure breast milk supplements for their
children or their inability to find out their HIV status;
a concentration on the fulfilment of immediate needs, which leads to the underprioritization of the risk of HIV infection;
alcohol abuse, which according to our findings is related to the higher
susceptibility to HIV/AIDS and which is now seen and condoned as a way to
cope

with

frustration,

unemployment

and

boredom

in

marginalized

communities;
the inability of children from poor households to benefit from access to the
education, which in terms of HIV/AIDS and according to the research, directly
decreases the incidence of risk behaviour, and in terms of poverty provides in
fact the only viable option for young people in how to escape from the trap of
poverty.
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The above mentioned findings served to confirm that the circle of poverty found in
the marginalized communities of the south increases the predisposition to HIV/AIDS
among its members.
As for the impact of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, the analyses of data revealed a
clear relationship between advanced forms of AIDS and unemployment, as well as the
increase in absenteeism caused by HIV/AIDS. Despite the fact that the research
confirmed that the epidemic is putting an extra burden on extended families
(especially grandmothers) due to the loss of income, care for ill persons and orphans,
no direct implications of HIV infection or AIDS deaths on the welfare of affected
households were found. Since the members of the marginalized groups do not have
any financial or material reserves to cover the extra costs caused by HIV/AIDS, they
seem to adjust their consumption patterns, as well as the structure of their households
(in terms of household members), to cope with the burden of the disease. The negative
impact of the HIV/AIDS epidemic seems to be partially balanced so far by the
utilization of untapped human resources of marginalized communities.

8.4.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In a nutshell, Namibia is a country which enjoyed tremendous economic

growth – measured by modern economic standards – without development. The speed
and the size of the economic expansion was redeemed by the fact that only a small
minority of the Namibian population – which actually brought this kind of economic
development – was able to fully benefit from it. The rest of the population benefited
only from the spillovers of the system, such as access to modern health care,
improved quality of life (measured by European standards), partial access to European
education and achievements of technical progress etc. However, the fact that
economic progress was achieved without wide social consensus and that the new
economic system has never been culturally internalized by the majority of the
population, made the country vulnerable. Two civil wars within the last hundred
years, the booming HIV/AIDS epidemic and constant social tension are only some
examples of taxes which Namibia has to pay for its inorganic economic development.
In 1990, when Namibia got its independence, the HIV epidemic was already in
full swing. At the time when the Namibian government, together with the whole
international development community, only started to realize the size of the
catastrophe and looked for the first preventative measures, the HIV epidemic had
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already developed into the AIDS epidemic, devastating not only the health of the
Namibian population but also the social fabric and economy of the country.
If we assess the existing interventions of the government in the field of
HIV/AIDS, we can see that the Namibian government with the full support of the
international donor community, decided to follow the path of the extremely expensive
technical mitigation of the health crisis caused by HIV/AIDS, instead of looking for a
‘philosophical solution’ to the much more complex socio-economic crisis magnified
by the effects of HIV/AIDS. The best example of the controversy of such an approach
is the recent introduction of antiretroviral therapy whereby the state, thanks to the
support of donors, provides a life prolonging treatment free of charge to state patients
suffering from AIDS, when the medicine alone, without any additional health care
services, would cost 40 NAD per day whereas the average patient has only 4 NAD per
day to secure all his/her most basic needs. The result is that in many cases patients are
not able, either due to economic or social barriers or due to a lack of understanding, to
adhere to the treatment regime which results in defaulting, building the resistance of
the virus and finally death and the waste of scarce economic resources.
While there is not yet enough data to estimate the cost-efficiency of
government interventions, we must probably admit that the technical solution is at the
moment the only politically acceptable approach to the crisis caused by HIV/AIDS in
Namibia. In order to follow an alternative path, which might lead in the long-term to a
cheaper and more sustainable solution, the tragedy of HIV/AIDS would have to
induce a catharsis in the Namibian society which would evoke social solidarity across
economic and ethnic lines and the common will to follow the path of complex socioeconomic development. However, this scenario is very far from the reality.
In fact, from the social and political point of view Namibia is busy undergoing
a very difficult process of social transition, which thus far oscillates between inverse
racial segregation and true social reconciliation. From an economic point of view, the
modern market economy, which was introduced in the country after independence,
has preserved or even enhanced the economic imbalances created by the former
colonial economic system, and the question is if or for how long the system can still
afford to ignore the duality of the economy and society.
To answer such questions we must ask even more fundamental questions.
What causes the duality of the Namibian economy? Is it the initial redistribution of
economic resources given by the colonial system? Is it the impotence of the market
economy to cope with poverty in African settings? Is there an inherent defect in the
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market economy if the system is not able to ensure a morally and ethically acceptable
distribution of the income in a country? Is it incompetence of the Namibian
government that is responsible for the persisting social and economic duality? Or is it
the anthropology of Africans, which hinders their transition into homo oeconomicus
and their participation in a modern market economy?
It is above the scope of this paper to discuss all these questions and it is not
even clear if universal answers exist.

In spite of that, based on my personal

experience while living in Namibia, and based on the results of my research presented
here, I would like to conclude this paper with a few recommendations regarding
HIV/AIDS. I am, however, very aware of the fact that my recommendations are
culturally biased and not completely objective since I have been personally involved
in the fight against this disease.
A key to successful interventions in the field of both HIV/AIDS and poverty
is, in my opinion, education in the widest sense of the word. Instead of taking over
international educational standards, Namibia needs to develop curriculums and
support social programs, which will open access to knowledge, skills and personal
development of the children from the marginalized groups of the society. Moreover,
despite all the risks involved, the Namibian state probably has to come up with a the
carefully designed program of state concerted development built on partnership
between the government, the Namibian business sector and foreign investors in order,
firstly, to expand the existing very limited economic base of the Namibian economy,
which is not able to accommodate the labour force available in the country, and
secondly, to ensure a more even distribution of economic opportunities around the
country to mitigate the negative effects of migration. While the unskilled, uneducated
adults suffering from HIV/AIDS, alcohol abuse and economic deprivation are a
burden for the Namibian economy and society, the focused education of new
generations of Namibians, combined with the creation of new job opportunities can
lead to the exploitation of untapped human resources in Namibia, and to the increase
of the potential of the Namibian economy.
Since it follows from the research that educated Namibians, who have the
skills required by the labour market, are able to benefit from the market economy and
at the same time they respond to the AIDS awareness campaigns and adjust their
behaviour at least partially to minimize the risk of HIV infection. It does not seem that
it is a trait in the African or ‘Namibia’ personality or culture, which leads to the hand
in hand spread of poverty with HIV/AIDS. It is the effect of financial and material
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destitution, combined with the lack of education, which limits the choices of poor
people and shortens their decision making horizon and in fact leads to the spread of
the HIV infection.
The static nature of my research, given mainly by time, logistic and financial
constraints, prevented me from studying the long-term impacts of HIV/AIDS on
marginalized communities in the Karas region. Moreover, the findings of my research
are mainly relevant for an urban population from the Nama ethnic group. Therefore, I
believe that the research presented here could be complemented by longitudinal
studies of the impact of HIV/AIDS on marginalized communities, as well as by
comparative studies between urban and rural communities and between different
ethnic groups in order to study the variations in susceptibility to infection, coping
strategies, and impact.
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Socio-ekonomické dopady HIV/AIDS v jižní Namíbii
Resumé
Předložený výzkum se soustředil na studium příčin a dopadů epidemie
HIV/AIDS v jihoafrické Namíbii, jež patří mezi šest zemí světa nejvíce postižených
výskytem této choroby. Cílem výzkumu bylo určit hlavní sociální a ekonomické
příčiny šíření této nemoci, analyzovat dopady HIV/AIDS a na základě těchto
výsledků předložit doporučení, jak s epidemií HIV/AIDS účinně bojovat. Pozornost
se soustředila především na faktory ovlivňující průběh epidemie v sociálně i
ekonomicky deprivovaných komunitách, a to zejména v regionu Karas na jihu země.
Celkově si práce předsevzala prozkoumat vliv chudoby na šíření epidemie HIV/AIDS
v této africké zemi, jež patří k nejrozvinutějším na africkém kontinentě.
Vzhledem k tomu, že HIV/AIDS je smrtelná, pohlavně přenosná nemoc,
vybírá si nejkrutější daň mezi dospělými lidmi v jejich nejproduktivnějším a
nejplodnějším věku. Namíbie není v tomto ohledu výjimkou, a proto tato země čelí již
od poloviny devadesátých let závažným sociálním a ekonomickým problémům
spojeným s dopady tohoto onemocnění jak na úrovni rodin a komunit tak i na úrovni
společnosti jako celku.

Přestože v Namíbii byly provedeny mnohé dílčí studie,

empirický výzkum zaměřený na sociální a ekonomické faktory ovlivňující průběh
epidemie zde zatím chyběl. Jih Namíbie, kde působí česká nevládní organizace
Člověk v tísni, byl vědci doposud zcela opomíjen, co se týče studia HIV/AIDS.
Vzhledem k tomu, že se společnost Člověk v tísni v regionu Karas dlouhodobě věnuje
zmírňování následků nemoci v chudých komunitách, vzniká zde prostor pro přímé
využití výsledků předložené studie při plánování prevence a dalších aktivit sloužících
ke stabilizaci rodin a komunit postižených AIDS. Cílem výzkumu bylo rovněž přispět
k odborné diskuzi vedené v České republice o metodách rozvojové spolupráce se
zeměmi globálního Jihu zasaženými touto chorobou.
Z metodologického hlediska se výzkum opírá o výzkumné přístupy
doporučené agenturou Spojených národů, UNAIDS, pro výzkum socio-ekonomických
dopadů v ohrožených zemích. V práci je především aplikována teorie rizikového
prostředí a náchylnosti k infekci a dopadům nemoci. Charakter výzkumu si vyžádal
kombinaci kvalitativních i kvantitativních výzkumných postupů, jež byly aplikovány
na data z primárních i sekundárních zdrojů.
Z epidemiologického hlediska výskyt HIV/AIDS v Namíbii dosáhl rozměrů
celostátní epidemie, jak z hlediska nákazy HIV tak i onemocnění AIDS. Analýza
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demografických dopadů potvrdila vliv nemoci na zkracování doby dožití a nárůst
úmrtnosti mezi dospělými i dětmi. Z celostátního i regionálního hlediska jsou nemocí
zasaženy ve větším rozsahu ženy než muži, a to v průměru v mladším věku než muži.
Ženy a dívky tak nesou jak břemeno spojené s péčí o nemocné, tak i zátěž danou
samotnou nemocí.
Zkoumání faktorů ovlivňujících průběh epidemie HIV/AIDS na úrovni
regionů poukázalo na klíčovou úlohu migrace při šíření nákazy. Stěhování za prací či
pouhou vidinou práce do měst a několika dalších hospodářských center je reakcí na
obrovské rozdíly v životní úrovni mezi městy a venkovem a na nerovnoměrné
rozložení ekonomické aktivity na území země, jež je dáno charakterem klíčových
hospodářských odvětví, přírodními podmínkami i historickým vývojem. Centra
hospodářské aktivity se díky epidemii HIV/AIDS stávají epicentry nákazy odkud se
infekce šíří do odlehlých rurálních oblastí díky migrující pracovní síle.
Při zkoumání příčin a následků nákazy v deprivovaných komunitách byl
objeven rekurzivní vztah mezi vzděláním, chudobou a HIV/AIDS. Vzhledem k tomu,
že systém apartheidu odpíral vzdělání příslušníkům domorodých etnik a využíval ve
velkém rozsahu nekvalifikovanou pracovní sílu, po pádu apartheidu a transformaci
namibijského hospodářství na moderní tržní ekonomiku země trpí více než padesáti
procentní nezaměstnaností a polovina jejích obyvatel žije trvale pod hranicí chudoby.
Sociální soudržnost a kontrola je navíc na jihu Namíbie oslabena rozkladem tradiční
společnosti a ekonomiky způsobeným politikou kolonizace a apartheidu. Tato situace
vytváří jednak živnou půdu pro šíření epidemie HIV/AIDS a jednak neumožňuje
mladé generaci těžit z nabytého přístupu ke vzdělání, a tak je vrhá zpět do koloběhu
chudoby a HIV/AIDS.
Z hlediska přístupu k řešení krize způsobené epidemií HIV/AIDS namibijská
vláda za podpory donorů spoléhá na finančně náročné technické postupy zaměřené
především na zdravotní aspekt nemoci (včetně programu antiretrovirální léčby), a tak
odsouvá do pozadí „filozofický aspekt“ epidemie, jež odhaluje neúnosnost duálního
charakteru namibijské společnosti a ekonomiky. Z hlediska autorky je nezbytným
krokem k dlouhodobému a udržitelnému řešení vzniklé krize výchova kvalifikované a
vzdělané

pracovní

síly

kombinovaná

s vytvářením

pracovních

příležitostí

prostřednictvím ekonomického rozvoje, jež bude podporován a koordinován státem za
účasti zahraničních i lokálních investorů a podniků.
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Questionnaire for respondents to assists with the collection of information on the health, social and
economic situation of the families in the Karas Region carried out by People in Need.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Please complete the questionnaire by marking the appropriate response with an X in the spaces
provided, unless otherwise instructed. Please complete every question. INFORMATION
GATHERED WILL BE TREATED STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.
I.

General Social and Economic Circumstances of the individual and his/her household

RESPONDENT
1.

Sex

2.

Age

3.

Town/village where you stay:

Male
Female
___________

Keetmanshoop

Tseiblaagte
Kronlein
Nordhook
Westdien
Town

Karasburg
Luderitz
Village - specify
Farm
4.

How long do you stay at the current address/place?
Since birth
Number of YEARS
Number of MONTHS
(if less then 1 year)

5.

What is your native (first) language?

Nama/Damara
Afrikaans
English
Oshiwambo
Other - specify

6.

Which other language you can speak?

Nama/Damara
Afrikaans
English
Oshiwambo
Other - specify

7.

Marital status:

Single (never married)
Married
Divorced
Separated
Widowed

1

8.

Do you currently have a stable partner?

9.

Do you have children?
A.

NO children

B.

YES:

No
Husband/ wife
Boyfriend/ girlfriend

Who provide

CHILD

AGE

STAY WITH

financial/material
support for the child?

Son

Daughter

Son

Daughter

Son

Daughter

Son

Daughter

Son

Daughter

Son

Daughter

Son

Daughter

Son

Daughter

Son

Daughter

Son

Daughter

Son

Daughter

Son

Daughter

C. Did any of your children die?

•

me

•

other relative

•

me

•

other relative

•

me

•

other relative

•

me

•

other relative

•

me

•

other relative

•

me

•

other relative

•

me

•

other relative

•

me

•

other relative

•

me

•

other relative

•

me

•

other relative

•

me

•

other relative

•

me

•

other relative

Yes
No

other parent

grandparent(s)
other

other parent

grandparent(s)
other

other parent

grandparent(s)
other

other parent

grandparent(s)
other

other parent

grandparent(s)
other

other parent

grandparent(s)
other

other parent

grandparent(s)
other

other parent

grandparent(s)
other

other parent

grandparent(s)
other

other parent

grandparent(s)
other

other parent

grandparent(s)
other

other parent

grandparent(s)
other

•

me

•

other:____________

•

me

•

other:____________

•

me

•

other:____________

•

me

•

other:____________

•

me

•

other:____________

•

me

•

other:____________

•

me

•

other:____________

•

me

•

other:____________

•

me

•

other:____________

•

me

•

other:____________

•

me

•

other:____________

•

me

•

other:____________

other parent

other parent

other parent

other parent

other parent

other parent

other parent

other parent

other parent

other parent

other parent

other parent

In which age?
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10. A. Are you currently raising any other children then yours ?

Yes
No

B. If YES,
Mother alive:

Siblings

• Brother/s
• Sister/s

Age(s)

• Sister/s

Age(s)

Yes

•

Yes

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other

• Sister/s

Age(s)

Grandchild/
• Son
children

Age(s)

• Daughter

•

Yes

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other

• Son

Age(s)

• Daughter

• Son

Age(s)

• Daughter

Sister’s/
brother’s
children

• Sister

Age(s)

• Brother

Age(s)

• Brother

• Brother

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other

Age(s)

Father alive:

Death of parent(s)

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other

Father alive:

Death of parent(s)

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other

Father alive:

Death of parent(s)

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other

Father alive:

Death of parent(s)

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other

Father alive:

Death of parent(s)

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other

Mother alive:

From:
• Sister

Yes

Mother alive:

From:
• Sister

•

Mother alive:

From:

Death of parent(s)

Yes

Mother alive:

From:

Father alive:

•

Mother alive:

From:

Death of parent(s)

Yes

Mother alive:

From:

Father alive:

•

Mother alive:
• Brother/s

Death of parent(s)

•

Mother alive:

• Brother/s

Father alive:

Father alive:

Death of parent(s)

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other
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Mother alive:

Children of
my partner/
spouse

• Current
• Previous

Age(s)

• Previous

Age(s)

Whose?

Other
children

Yes

•

Yes

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other

Whose?

Death of parent(s)

Yes

•

Yes

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other

Father alive:

Death of parent(s)

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other

Mother alive:
Age(s)

Father alive:

•

Mother alive:
Age(s)

Death of parent(s)

•

Mother alive:

• Current

Father alive:

Father alive:

Death of parent(s)

•

Yes

•

Yes

•

AIDS

•

No

•

No

•

TB

•

Unknown

•

Unknown

•

Other

C. If YES, do you receive any financial/material support to raise these children?
Amount received last month
From the parent(s)
From the relatives of the
child/children
Foster Care Grant
Place of Safety Grant
Disability Grant
Maintenance Grant
Church/NGO
Other (specify)

11.

NO but applied

N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$

Household size & composition. With whom do you share regularly food and cooking facilities, i.e.
who lives with you in your household?
Male

Partner/Spouse
Own children (NUMBER)
Siblings younger than 18 years
(NUMBER)
Adult siblings (NUMBER)
Other children (NUMBER)
Parent
Grandparent
Other relative (NUMBER)

AGE

Female

-----Brothers

------

AGE
-------

Sisters

Brothers

Sisters

Father
Grandfather

Mother
Grandmother

------

Friend (NUMBER)
Other (NUMBER & SPECIFY)
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12. How many adults (people older than 18 years) in your household currently receive:
No income
Occasional income
Regular income
13.

Who are three main breadwinners (having regularly the biggest income) in your household?

Myself
Spouse/Partner
Mother
Father
Grandmother
Grandfather
Son - daughter (specify)
Son - daughter (specify)
Brother - sister (specify)
Brother - sister (specify)
Other relative (specify)
Other relative (specify)
Friend (specify)
Friend (specify)
Other (specify)

14.

Income received Type of work/source of
last month
income
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$
N$

Do you or any other members of your household currently receive:
ME

OTHERS

State old-age pension
State disability grant
Foster Care Grant
Place of Safety Grant
Maintenance Grant
Single Parent Allowance
Private pension/grant
15.

Accommodation.
A.

Which kind of accommodation do you have, i.e. where do you live?
Homeless
A house owned/rented by me
A room owned/rented by me
A house owned/rented by other member of my
household
A room owned/rented by other member of my
household
A house owned/rented by other household who
stay there
A room owned/rented by other household who
stay there
Employee accommodation
Other (specify)
5

B.

Do you pay for your accomodation?
Amount paid
last month
Nothing
A fixed rent/mortgage payment every
week/month etc.
Irregular contribution for rent/mortgage
payment
Other (specify)

C.

N$
N$
N$

From which material is mainly built your house?
Bricks
Iron Corrugated Sheets
Bricks and iron sheets
Other (specify)

D.

Standard of living. Do you currently have in your house/yard
Electricity
Running water
Telephone
Toilet

E.
16.

No
No
No
No

How many rooms does your household use? _________

Do you have in your household:
Kerosene lamp
Kerosene stove
Cooker
Refrigerator
Radio/Cassette Player
Television
Sewing machine
Beds
Watch/Alarm Clock
Cell phone
Bicycle
Car

17.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

A. Does your household keep any animals?
B.

If YES
Chicken
Goats
Sheep
Donkey

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Cow

Yes No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

No Number:
No
No
No
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18.

A. Do you owe money to anybody?
B. If YES, to whom

Yes
No

Relatives
Non-related household/person
Municipality
Selco
Bank
Informal moneylender
Shop
Other (specify)

19.

Do you have any savings?

20.

Which insurance do you have?

21.

Do you have currently soap in your house ?

22.

How many times did you eat yesterday (NOT drinking tea, water etc.)?

23.

When did you eat last time:

24.

Yes
No
No insurance
Government
Private
Other
Yes
No
__________

PORRIDGE/ PULP

_______________________

BREAD

_______________________

MEAT

_______________________

FRUIT/ VEGETABLES

_______________________

How often do you drink alcohol?
Not at all
Rarely (e.g. at special occasions (wedding, funeral etc.))
In the end of the month
Weekends
A few times a week
Every day

25.

What is your highest level of education?

No education
Primary
Secondary
High School
Further Education

Apprenticeship
College
University

Other – specify:
7

26.

Current employment status & employer:

Never worked
Stopped working
Currently working for

lost job/unemployed
retired
disabled
government
parastatal
private
self-employed
casual jobs
other

Student
27.

What type of work do you do NOW?
SKILLED:
UNSKILLED:

Working at home
Self-employed

In paid
employment

received a professional training/ education
did NOT receive any professional training

farmer
businessman/ woman
shop or pub owner
artisan/craftsmen
other
unskilled

skilled manual

skilled non-manual

general worker
farm-worker
domestic worker/ cleaner/housemaid
gardener
salesman/ saleswoman
security guard
assistant
other (specify):
cook
dress-maker/tailor
brick-layer
carpenter
plumber/ metal worker
painter
driver
miner
mechanic
other (specify):
secretary
clerk
other (specify):

manager/ officer/
professional (e.g. nurse,
teacher)
police/ army

8

28.

A. Do you have an extended family (relatives) you are regularly in contact with?

B. If YES, they are your

Yes
No

Maternal family
Paternal family
Both

C. If YES, what kind of support do they give you? Mark all that is appropriate:
No support
Emotional support
Financial/ material support
Provision of accommodation
Care for my child/ children
Care & support during an illness or other hardship
Other (specify):

D. If YES, which way you support your relatives (extended family). Mark all that is appropriate:
No support
Emotional support
Financial/ material support
Provision of accommodation
Care for child/ children of my relatives
Care & support during an illness or other hardship
Other (specify):

29. Do you know what is HIV/AIDS?

30.

Do you think when you see somebody, you recognize that a person has
HIV/AIDS
TB

31.

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Would you be willing to share your household with a person who suffer from
Cancer
TB
HIV/AIDS

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

9

32.

Do you agree with following statements?
People with HIV/AIDS usually drink alcohol very often.
People with HIV/AIDS change partners (girl/boy-friend) often.
Mainly young people suffer from HIV and AIDS.
Mainly very poor people suffer from HIV and AIDS.
People with TB often have also HIV/AIDS.
A baby can get HIV/AIDS from his/her mother
All people should be tested for HIV.
HIV/AIDS is a punishment from God.
Use of condom can prevent to get HIV/AIDS.
Use of condom can prevent pregnancy.

33.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Don’t know
Don’t know
Don’t know
Don’t know
Don’t know
Don’t know
Don’t know
Don’t know
Don’t know
Don’t know

A. Are you currently experiencing any serious chronic health problems?
B. If YES, are you sufferning from:

Yes
No

HIV or AIDS
TB
Other serious chronic disease

C. If NO, are you afraid that you can get HIV/AIDS or TB ?
HIV/AIDS
TB
34.

Yes a lot
Yes a lot

Yes
Yes

Yes a bit
Yes a bit

No
No

A. Does any other member of your household currently experiencing any serious chronic health
problems?
Yes
No
B. If YES, is he/she suffering from:

C. If YES, is the sick person able to:

HIV or AIDS
TB
Other serious chronic disease
I don’t know

Take care for himself/herself
To walk/move
To work

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

D. If NO, are you afraid that your family or household member can get HIV/AIDS or TB ?
HIV/AIDS
TB

Yes a lot
Yes a lot

Yes
Yes

Yes a bit
Yes a bit

No
No
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35.

A. If anybody in your household/ family is sick who mainly takes care for him/her:
Me
Other person – specify:
All family
Ill person himself/herself
B. If it is YOU, do you

provide food for him/her
wash him/her
provide medicine/ treatment
accompany him/her to the hospital/ clinic

36. If you feel down and have problems, to whom do you turn for advice and support:
partner/spouse
mother
father
daughter – son (specify)
sister – brother (specify)
other relative (specify)
friend
social worker
other (specify)
37.

If you feel ill, with whom do you mainly discuss your problems and feelings:
partner/spouse
mother
father
daughter – son (specify)
sister – brother (specify)
other relative (specify)
friend
nurse
doctor
other (specify)

38.

39.

Did you experience during the last two years
A.

in your household a death from

B.

in your family which do not stay with you a death from HIV/AIDS
TB
other
No

Do you think your life during next three years will:

Thank you for participating.

HIV/AIDS
TB
other
No

improve
stay the same
be more difficult
11

II.

People living with HIV and AIDS

40.

Who recommend you to go for HIV test:

myself
doctor/ nurse
partner/ spouse
other (specify)

41.

Is your partner/ spouse HIV positive?

Yes
No
Don’t know

42.

Is your child HIV positive?

43.

A. To whom did you disclose your HIV status?

Yes
No
Don’t know

How many?

Age?

Nobody
Spouse/Partner
Mother
Father
Son - daughter (specify)
Brother - sister (specify)
Other relative (specify)
Friend (specify)
Other (specify)
B. If to NOBODY what are the reasons, mark all the appropriate answers:
It is none of other peoples business
Fear of disgracing the family name
Fear of social rejection
Shame
Fear of being blamed
Feelings of guilt, the relationship might fail
Fear of reaction of my family/household
Fear of losing a job
Other specify
44.

Which contraception do you use?

45.

A. Did you ever experience any discrimination due to your HIV status?
At home
In my family
At the workplace
At the clinic/ hospital

NO
Abstinence
Pills
Injection
Condom
other (specify)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
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B. If YES, which kind of discrimination?

46.

Did you lose a job due to your illness?

47.

How many times did you go to the clinic or hospital during July and August (last two months):

Yes
No

Did not go
1 or 2 times
3 or 4 times
Often
48.

Are you aware of support groups for HIV and AIDS people in your community?

49.

If you are in a support group (or you plan to join a support group), what do you expect from it?

50.

What might be the reasons, why you would not join a support group?

51.

Did you hear about antiretroviral (ARV) treatment?

52.

Do you use antiretroviral (ARV) treatment?

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

NOT use ARV treatment
53.

A. Did a doctor offer to you ARV treatment?

Yes
No

B. If YES, why did you decide not to take the pills?
The pills won’t help me
Fear from side-effects
I do not have food
I do not have a support person
Others might discover my status
Other (specify)
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YES, on ARV treatment
54.

At what time exactly do you take your medication? _______________________

55.

A. Have you ever forgotten or did not take your medication?

B. If YES, what was the reason?

56.

Yes, rarely
Yes, often
No

I forgot.
I did not have food.
I did not feel well while using the pills.
Too sick to take the pills.
The pills do not help me.
I did not others to see me taking the pills.
Other (specify)

A. Do you experience any difficulties in obtaining refills?

Yes
No

B. If YES, what difficulties?

57.

Who is your support person?

Nobody
Spouse/Partner
Mother
Father
Son - daughter (specify)
Brother - sister (specify)
Other relative (specify)
Friend (specify)
Other (specify)

Thank you for participating.
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